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Rural City of Swan Hill Heritage Review: Datasheets

Current Name

FCH Consulting Pty Ltd (office)

Reference No.

HO105 (SH45)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

C

Address

26 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1912

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 1, Portion 45, of the Township of Swan
Hill. The allotment, which had frontages of 100 feet (32.8 metres) to Beveridge Street and 158 feet (48.3 metres) to
Pritchard Street. On 15 March 1911 A J Renkin purchased the allotment from the Crown. The house was
presumably erected soon afterwards, and stylistic evidence bears out this supposition. In November 1928 ownership
passed to William Bedford, a merchant, who died in 1935 but remained with the family until 1944. The next two
owners were Marion McPherson (1944-50) and Henry Peterson, a café proprietor until 1959. The lessee c.1936-48
was Harold Walter Harrison, a merchant and a Councillor for the Borough of Swan Hill (1943-58) and served as
Mayor in the late-1940s. Hubert Mitchell, a farmer, owned and occupied the house from 1959 until at least 1975.
Description
The former residence at 26 Beveridge Street is a single-storey Edwardian brick villa with a double-storey rear
wing. The roof, which is clad in Marseilles pattern terracotta tiles and penetrated by chimneys with roughcastrendered caps and terracotta pots, is hipped over the main single-storey portion, and gabled over the rear doublestorey wing. The symmetrical street frontage has a central recessed porch with an arched opening, flanked by bay
windows with subsidiary hipped roofs, roughcast-rendered friezes, and tripartite timber-framed casement sashes
with fanlights containing tinted glass. The rear wing has board-lined eaves supported on curved timber brackets.
At each level, there are timber-framed double-hung sash windows, with segmental arched lintels and projecting
rendered sills.
The property retains an early woven wire fence with a wrought iron gate at the corner. Fronting Pritchard Street,
there is an early gable-roofed garage, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with a pair of ledged-and-braced timber
doors.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former residence at 26 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected
c.1912, it demonstrates an early phase of development in Swan Hill prior to the Soldier Settlement era of the
1920s. Aesthetically, it is a fine example of an Edwardian brick villa, distinguished by its unusual composition
incorporating a double-storey rear wing. It is one of a ver small number of early twentieth century houses in Swan
Hill erected in a progressive Federation style, as opposed to a more common retardetaire Victorian manner. It
retains many early or original elements including front fence and detached garage.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original unpainted finish to brickwork.
Retain original front fence and the early detached garage.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO106 (SH35)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

100 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 5 of Portion 7, Township of
Swan Hill. The allotment, which measured 66 feet by 330 feet [20 metres by 100 metres] and extended from
Beveridge Street through to High Street, was owned by M Fenton. He also owned the adjacent allotment, Lot 4.
The present house was erected in 1910. Its first occupant by Dr Plant, who operated his surgery from the house.1
It was subsequently occupied by the Staley and Connell families until c.1925. Brothers Daniel and Andrew Staley
arrived from Yandoit in central Victoria in 1890 and purchased the Federal Stores emporium from Richard
Hughes who owned it since 1879. Andrew Staley went into partnership in 1895 with his brother-in-law Dennis
Connell. Andrew Staley was a Councillor on the inaugural Castle Donnington Shire Council (1893- July 1895).
Dennis established a real estate business c.1913 and he sold stump jump cultivators, engines and implements for
agricultural and irrigation work including Sunshine Harvesters.
Description
The house at 100 Beveridge Street is a single-storey weatherboard Victorian-style villa on a square plan, with
small projecting wings at the rear sides. The house has a hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, with
bracketted eaves and a pair of red brick chimneys with corbelled caps. A return verandah extends across the front
and two sides, having a timber floor and a bullnosed roof supported on stop-chamfered timber posts with a cast
iron lacework valence between. The symmetrical façade has a central doorway, containing panelled door with
sidelights and a fanlight, flanked by rectangular projecting bays, containing tripartite timber-framed casement sash
windows with pressed metal spandrels below. The return elevations have double-hung sash windows.
The house has a prominent and well-established hedge along the property line.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 100 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1910, it
demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the area, prior to the development boom of the post-World
War One period. Aesthetically, the house is an intact example of a large Victorian-style timber villa, displaying
some interesting and idiosyncratic Edwardian details such as the bay windows and pressed metal spandrels.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls
G Warne. Paved in History.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The hedge, although partly obstructing the street view of the house, is an integral element and should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
1

Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
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Current Name

Chiropractic Clinic

Reference No.

HO107 (SH36)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

C

Address

102 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1898

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 6 of Portion 7, Township of
Swan Hill. The allotment, which measured 66 feet by 330 feet and extended from Beveridge Street through to
High Street, was purchased from the Crown on 30 August 1895 by John Gray, an auctioneer. The present
building, presumably erected soon afterwards, remained owned and occupied by the Grays until 1917. The
following year it was acquired by R Currie, a farmer, who died in 1929. The house was occupied by Currie’s
daughters, Rita Currie and Lil Hanrahan. In 1951, the house was finally acquired by Lil’s husband, Harold
Hanrahan, who had lived there from c.1945. Harold and Lil remained living there until 1965, when the house was
purchased by Col Morgan, a solicitor.
Description
The house at 102 Beveridge Street is a single-storey double-fronted red brick late Victorian villa with a hipped roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The asymmetrical façade has a projecting gable-ended bay to the left and a
skillion-roofed verandah to the right, supported on plain columns with a cast iron lacework valence. The
projecting room has a carved bargeboard of quatrefoil motifs and a separate hipped roof above a canted bay
window. Each facet contains a timber-framed double-hung sash window with segmental arched heads, projecting
sills, and narrow recessed rendered panels above and below. The main entrance, under the verandah, has a fourpanel timber door. There is a separate side entrance, set into a recessed porch with a timber-framed pergola.
Thematic Context
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 102 Beveridge Street is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1898, it demonstrates
an early phase of residential settlement in the area, and it is one of a relatively small number of substantial
nineteenth-century brick houses which survive in central Swan Hill. Aesthetically, the house is a fine and intact
example of a late Victorian villa, distinguished by its ornately carved bargeboards.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Land Titles Office. Certificate of Title Vol.2548 Fol. 588.
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989 Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Information provided by Norman Dowlong, 25 June 2001.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including original unpainted finish to brickwork) with minimal further
alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Rio Vista Reception Centre

Reference No.

HO108 (SH1)

Former Name

Masonic Hall

Grade

B

Address

114-116 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1914

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date July 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Tenders for construction were called in 1913 and local identity and contractor Henry Pye (qv HO121) was
appointed both as architect and builder. The foundation stone was laid on 7 January 1914 by Master Robert
Chisholm. The locally-made bricks were supplied by prominent local builder Thomas Whitham (qv HO132), a
Freemason, at a cost of £163 and the temple was dedicated on 3 August 1914. In January 1967 the building was
sold and the Masons transferred to a newly completed hall on the adjacent site in Beveridge Street. The building
then remained vacant until the 1980s when purchased by Joseph Maggio who runs Rio Vista Receptions.
The is no information on why the year 1893 was inscripted.
Description
The building is a double-height red brick hall with a hipped roof concealed by a parapet, set back from the street
with a single-storey brick porch built to the property line. The symmetrical façade is divided into three bays by
rendered pilasters. A central doorway, with a pair of panelled timber doors, is flanked rectangular windows, and
all three openings have arched fanlights and a rendered archivolt. The parapet, delineated by a moulded
stringcourse, has a central circular panel bearing the year 1893, surmounted by a triangular pediment. It is flanked
by rectangular panels which originally bore the inscription MASONIC HALL, now obliterated (or concealed) by
modern signage. The side elevations are windowless, articulated by plain pilasters. The front addition, of painted
brickwork, comprises a central recessed porch with a catenary roof and metal balustrade, flanked by small rooms
each with skillion roofs and a casement sash window with arched fanlight.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.5 Halls
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
4.3
8.1
8.5
8.6

Developing urban institutions
Organising recreation
Forming associations
Worshipping

Significance
The former Masonic Hall at 114-116 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic, aesthetic and social
significance. Erected in 1914, it provides evidence of the importance of the masonic lodge as a centre for local
community activity and social networking at that time. It is one of the earliest surviving secular public buildings
in the town. Aesthetically, it is a substantially intact example of an Edwardian public hall, with simple but elegant
Classical detailing. Despite the intrusive addition of a front porch, the original form of the building is still clearly
apparent.
References
‘Halls’, typescript notes in Local History Folders, Swan Hill Regional Library.
Swan Hill Guardian. 8 January and 6 August 1914
Recommendations
The interpretation of this building would be greatly enhanced if the RIO VISTA RECEPTION signage was relocated,
thereby exposing the original MASONIC HALL inscription. The date 1893 should be removed or concealed to
prevent confusion.
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It would be desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retains a public, semi-public or community
function. Its current use as a reception centre is not inappropriate.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Physiotherapy and Sports Clinic

Reference No.

HO109 (SH37)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

C

Address

236 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1917

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Crown Allotment 9, Section 9, of the
Township of Swan Hill. The allotment, which measured 132 feet by 165 feet, was sold by the Crown in May 1876
to Joshua Gray, a farmer at Wedderburn.
The present house was erected in 1917 by the Gray family. The first occupants were the Stephens family but their
length of residence is unknown. It was then owned by contractor Archibald Arnott from 1921 until 1951. During
that time, it was reportedly let as a residence for the headmaster of the local high school.1 Later occupants
included Denis Langdon, a farm laborer c.1972, and David Pickering, a farmer, c.1975.
Description
The building is a double-fronted weatherboard house with an attic storey and a gabled roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel and penetrated by low brick chimneys. The asymmetrical street frontage comprises a central
gable-ended room with a verandah to the left which extends down the side elevation towards a projecting doublefronted bay . The front bay has tripartite multi-paned casement sash windows, with vertical timber cladding below
and a projecting bulkhead above, supported by timber posts on tapered brick piers, with a slatted timber valence
between. The hipped verandah has identical posts and valences, and a matching balustrade. The side bay has a
quadripartite bay of timber-framed double-hung sash windows, with a ripple-iron awning on carved timber
brackets.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former residence at 236 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in
1917, it demonstrates an early phase of settlement in the town, prior to the Soldier Settlement era in the 1920s.
Aesthetically, the house is an interesting example of an early bungalow-style dwelling of the type later
proliferating in Swan Hill, and other Soldier Settlement towns, into the 1920s.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989 Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title Vol. 994 Fol. 407 and Vol. 4443 Fol. 476
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1

Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Uniting Church

Reference No.

HO110 (SH38)

Former Name

Methodist Church

Grade

B

Address

300 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1918

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Uniting Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Swan Hill Methodist Church Circuit was established in 1885 and its original church, of timber and iron,
opened in 1886. On 25 March 1907 the Methodist Church Trustees suggested a new church be erected. The
proposal was again raised by the Trustees on 7 September 1915 and recommended the church to be of brick. The
tender was awarded on 8 January 1918 to J W Fairbanks, one of four firms who submitted plans. The works cost
£1530. The foundation stone was laid on 18 March 1918 by the Rev W Harris of Ballarat and the church was
officially opened on 20 October 1918, the minister at the time being the Rev G R Neilson. In May 1925 a
children’s choir was established by Miss A Chisholm. During the following decades various modifications and
additions took place both within the church and the grounds. A new organ was purchased in August 1938 for
£140 and the existing face-brick fence was erected in December 1954. The foundation stone for the church hall
was laid on 4 May 1957 by Beulah Barnett and it was officially opened on 26 October1957 by Rev Dr A H Wood.
Description
The Swan Hill Uniting Church is a tuckpointed red brick building with a gabled roof clad in Marseilles pattern
terracotta tiles. The nave frontage is flanked by a projecting gable-roofed porch, and a squat tower with a steep
pyramidal roof, clad in steel tray-deck, with bellcast eaves. The facade is articulated by rendered stringcourses and
parapet coping, and tall buttresses dividing it into three bays. An arched window, with rendered tracery forming
three lights surmounted by multifoils, is flanked by a smaller lancet windows with diaper glazing. All windows
have rendered heads, dripmoulds, bosses and splayed sills. The side elevations, also divided by buttresses, has
pairs of identical windows. The tower has distinctive gabled hoods to each side, with rendered slit windows above.
A projecting rear wing has a hipped roof and rectangular windows with rendered heads and sills.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The Swan Hill Uniting (former Methodist) Church in Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic
significance. The site has been associated with the Methodist denomination in Swan Hill since they built there
first timber church there in 1886, only a year after their formation. The present building, completed in 1918,
provides evidence of the need for expansion of church facilities in the immediate post-World War One years.
Aesthetically, the building is a fine example of a small inter-War brick church, distinguished by its pyramidalroofed tower and unusual rendered window hoods. Occupying a prominent corner site, it is a significant element
in the streetscape.
The adjacent church hall, erected in the 1950s, is of little heritage significance. While it makes some contribution
to the notion of the church reserve, it is a representative and aesthetically undistinguished example of its type.
References
A Feldtmann. Personal Documents held at local History Collection, Swan Hill Regional Library. nd.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including original unpainted finish to brickwork) with minimal further
alteration to existing fabric.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

Wem-ville

Reference No.

HO111 (SH39)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

314 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1921

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Wem-ville was addressed as No. 88 Beveridge Street c.1937-58 with no street numbering before then. The house
was occupied by Fred Ikin, a local tailor whose shop was situated next to the Moran & Cato store in Campbell
Street.1 Fred’s wife Ruth remained living in the house until her death in 1961, aged 74. The first traceable entries
for the Ikin family in both the Sands and McDougall Directories and Commonwealth Electoral Rolls was for 1921
and were presumably at this address. The residence was presumably constructed c.1921, and stylistic evidence
seems to confirm this. The Methodist Church purchased Wem-ville from the Ikin estate on 4 March 1963 for
£7,000 for use as a parsonage. It was occupied c.1963-68 by Rev Charles King, then Swan Hill Methodist
minister.
Description
Wem-ville is a large single-storey rendered bungalow-style house with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, penetrated by small gablets and by rendered chimneys with red brick capping and terracotta pots.
The asymmetrical street frontage has a projecting gable-ended bay to the left side, and a flat-roofed verandah to the
left side, which returns around the side elevation. The gabled front room has weatherboard cladding to plinth
height, and roughcast render above. It contains a projecting bow window, with four timber-framed multi-paned
sashes and a rendered hipped hood. The verandah, infilled with flywire screens, has a rendered dwarf wall and a
corner entrance flanked by capped piers.
The timber front fence, with narrow-gauge cyclone wire and mild steel gate with diamond motifs, is original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
5.6 Working in the home
Significance
Wem-ville, at 314 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local historical and aesthetic significance. Erected in the early
1920s, it provides evidence of the residential expansion that occurred in Swan Hill during the Soldier Settlement
era. Its use as a parsonage in the 1960s is of some historic interest in the context of the adjacent church reserve.
Aesthetically, it is a particularly fine and substantial example of an inter-War bungalow-style house, enhanced by
its siting on a large allotment. It makes an important contribution to the historic residential streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Swan Hill Methodist Church. The Swan Hill Methodist Church, a historical record from 1885 to 1968.
Recommendations
Retain original front fence.

1

Information provided by Betty Jenvey, 24 June 2001.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward
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Current Name

Norfolk Island Pines (Araucaria heterophylla)

Reference No.

HO112 (SH64)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

front, 314 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1921?

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the diameter of
each tree’s canopy spread, plus a nominal five metres, in order to
preserve a setting and avoid potential damage to the root zone.
Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The stand of Norfolk Island pine trees were presumably planted c. 1921 when the nearby house at 314 Beveridge
was erected.
Description
The four Norfolk Island pines are each approximately 20 metres high.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Significance
The stand of Norfolk Island Pines in front of 314 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of scientific (botanical) and
aesthetic significance. They are fine and well-established examples of their species, and remains as a prominent
landmark element in the historic Beveridge Street streetscape.
References

Recommendations
Consider the removal of concrete footpath and driveway crossover, and its replacement with an unsealed surface.
Given their prominent position, the trees should be inspected on an annual basis by a qualified arboriculturalist to
assess dead wood and branch stability.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1998
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO113 (SH40)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

318-320 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1895-96

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of these houses was originally part of Crown Allotment 6, Section 17, of
the Township of Swan Hill. The block measured 66 feet by 330 feet and had frontages to both Beveridge and Splatt
Streets. It was purchased by E T Tronson, a police sergeant, on 3 July 1888, and he erected the present pair of
houses in 1895-96. Little is known of the original occupants, although No. 318 was reportedly occupied by the
Donnington Grammar School in 1899. Both houses remained owned by the Tronson family until 1919, when they
were acquired by Barbara and Louise Walker. The house at No. 320 was owned by Albert Reynolds from 1921 to
1929 and then by Isabella Sims until 1939. Other occupants of No. 320 have included Stanley Irwin, a labourer, and
Robert Black, an advertising manager. Mrs Fred Jukes also lived there for many years. The adjacent house, No.
318, was owned by the Peardon family from approximately 1928. It was purchased by Henry Flight, a grazier, in
1938, and he remained living there until his death in 1945. The house was then acquired by former neighbour,
Albert Reynolds, and it remained in the Reynolds family until 1967.
Description
The dwellings at 318-320 Beveridge Street comprise a semi-detached pair of double-fronted Victorian brick houses
with a continuous hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and penetrated by four red brick chimneys. The
house at No 318 is rendered, while No 320 has painted brickwork. Each house has a skillion-roofed verandah
running across the façade between wing walls at each edge, and a central party wall. No 320 retains stop-chamfered
verandah posts with cast iron lacework valence, while No 318 has plain timber posts supported on painted brick
piers, with cast iron valence and a dwarf wall with timber balustrade. Each house has a central doorway, flanked by
timber-framed double-hung sash windows with projecting sills. No 318 has rendered quoining.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The dwellings at 318-320 Beveridge Street are of considerable aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1895,
they demonstrate a particularly early phase of residential settlement in the area. They are among a very small
number of nineteenth century brick houses to survive in central Swan Hill., and are also a unique example in the
municipality of attached housing in the ‘terrace’ mode more commonly associated with metropolitan areas.
Aesthetically, they are an intact examples of their type and era, and make a significant contribution to the historic
streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Titles Vol. 2101 Fol. 095, Vol. 4227 Fol. 316 and Vol. 4227 Fol. 317.
Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
Recommendations
The verandah to No. 318, apparently altered in the inter-War period, could be reinstated to match the original
verandah to No 320.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

Chiropractor’s Clinic

Reference No.

HO114 (SH41)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

C

Address

326 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1920

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The former residence was constructed in 1920 and was occupied by Albert Reynolds, a law clerk, until c.1950. It
was then occupied by his widow, Adelaide Reynolds (nee Marks) until her own death in 1971.
Description
The house at 326 Beveridge Street is a single-storey double-fronted symmetrical Victorian-style block-fronted villa
with a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a roughcast-rendered brick chimney with
moulded cap. The roof has pairs of carved brackets to the eaves, with diamond motifs between, and a central
dormer gablet to the street, infilled with pressed metal. A verandah surrounds the house on three sides, with a
bullnosed roof supported on stop-chamfered timber posts with carved brackets and a cross-braced timber
balustrade. The central front door is flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows with narrow sidelights.
The side verandahs have been partly infilled with cement sheeting, timber lattices and louvred sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 326 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1920, the
house is a particularly late example of a timber villa in the Victorian manner, with some Edwardian details such as
the pressed metal gablet. This stylistic vocabulary, which belies the late construction date, demonstrates an
interesting retardetaire approach to design which was common in Swan Hill in the early twentieth century.
Aesthetically, the building makes an important contribution to the historic residential streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989 Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state (including verandah) with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Llanvair

Reference No.

HO115 (SH42)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

331 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Nos. 331 and 333 Beveridge Street occupy Crown Allotment 1 Section 13 Township of Swan Hill. It was sold by
the Crown to the Mein family on 14 February 1890 who had it subdivided into two parcels and sold in June 1909.
Llanvair was constructed in 1910 for Mary James who sold in August 1919 to Ernest Williams, a draper. He died
in 1971 and Llanvair remained with the family at least until the mid-1970s. Electroal rools also identify Ida
Barett, a nursing sister, as an occupant of the house from 1925 until at least 1965. She was the live-in housekeeper and nurse to the Williams family.1
Description
The residence at 331 Beveridge Street is a single-storey asymmetrically-composed Edwardian red brick villa with a
hipped roof clad in Marseilles pattern terracotta tiles, penetrated by brick chimneys with roughcast banding and
terracotta pots. The frontage has a projecting wing and a flat-roofed porch to the left side, with a tray-deck roof,
supported by curved timber brackets and a tapered pier on a brick plinth. The projecting wing has a splayed
window bay, with rough-cast rendered gablet with curved timber eaves brackets., and contain a pair of timberframed casement sash windows with narrow fanlights above. There is an identical window bay to the side
elevation.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
Llanvair at 331 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1910, it
demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the area, prior to the development boom of the post-World
War One period. Aesthetically, it is a fine and intact example of an Edwardian brick house. It makes an important
contribution to the historic residential streetscape.
The modern flat at the rear of the property, separately designated as No 1 Wood Street, is of no heritage
significance.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title Vol. 2276 Fol. 172 and Vol. 4253 Fol. 589
Recommendations
Retain original elements where appropriate, including original unpainted finish to external brickwork.
The modern flat at the rear of the property can be altered, adapted or demolished as required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
1

Information provided by Betty Jenvey, 24 June 2001.
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Current Name

Laurel Lea

Reference No.

HO116 (SH43)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

335 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1925

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The land on which Laurel Lea is situated formed part of Crown Allotment 3 Section 13 Township of Swan Hill
measuring 66 feet by 330 feet and extending to Campbell Street. In February 1890 it was sold by the Crown to the
Commercial Permanent Building Society who sold in 1908 to Charles Albrect, a local government engineer. It
was subdivided to its present dimensions c.1920 and the following two owners were Nelson McDonald (1921-22)
and Nicholas O’Sullivan (1922-23) both commission agents. Laurel Lea was erected in 1925 for Beatrice
Matthews of Woorinen who sold it the following year – an example of speculative building activity common
around Victoria in the 1920s. Laurel Lea changed hands several times in the late 1920s and early 1930s. In 1935
Elsie Phyland purchased Laurel Lea and leased it to the earliest traceable occupant, Frances Reeves (c.1935-1939).
Elsie married Thomas Powell, a farmer, and occupied Laurel Lea until Thomas’ death in 1950. The next owner
was George Gordon, another farmer who occupied Laurel Lea c.1960 until his death in 1981.
Description
Laurel Lea is a single-storey asymmetrically-composed weatherboard house in the inter-War bungalow style, with
a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a plain red brick chimney. The tripartite
frontage has a projecting bay to the left side, and a wide verandah to the centre, its roof supported by pairs of
tapered pillars on rendered and capped brick plinths with a dwarf wall between. Within the verandah is a wide
timber-framed fixed-sash window with flanking double-hung sashes.
The timber picket fence ,with turned timber posts, is not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
Laurel Lea, at 335 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1925, the
house provides evidence of the residential expansion that occurred in Swan Hill during the Soldier Settlement era.
Aesthetically, it is a fine and intact example of an inter-War bungalow-style house, enhanced by its setting with
some mature plantings. It makes an important contribution to the historic residential streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title. Vol. 2396 Fol. 158, Vol 446 Fol. 142 and Vol. 7632 Fol. 179.
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989 Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO117 (SH44)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

345 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1914

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 1, Portion 14, of the Township of
Swan Hill. The allotment, which had frontages of 132 feet to Beveridge Street and 166 feet to Burke Street, was
sold by the Crown to W H Leonard in October 1910.
The residence was constructed in 1914 and was occupied by John McNaughton, an agent, until at least 1928.
Description
The house at 345 Beveridge Street is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard Edwardian villa with a gambrel
roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and penetrated by a red brick chimney with terracotta pots. The slope of
the roof extends forwards to form a bullnosed verandah around the front and side of the house, supported on stopchamfered timber posts with a cast iron lacework valence, and a timber floor. The asymmetrical frontage has a
wide projecting bay to the right side, with two timber-framed double hung sash windows, flanked by narrow
sidelights. The main entry, recessed to the left side, has a four-panel timber door.
At the rear of the house is an extension of recent origin but sympathetic design, incorporating a matching gambrel
roof, weatherboard cladding, and full-height timber-framed windows. A timber fence with ripple-iron infill
extends across the Burke Street frontage, while the Beveridge Street boundary has a reproduction timber picket
fence and a wrought-iron and cyclone-wire gate. The garden has mature plantings, and a hedge along Beveridge
Street.
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12

Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The residence at 345 Beveridge Street, Swan Hill is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected in 1914, it
demonstrates an early phase of development in Swan Hill prior to the Soldier Settlement era of the 1920s.
Aesthetically, it is a fine and substantially intact example of a large house in a transitional style, displaying
characteristics of both the Victorian and Edwardian periods.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Joan Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original front fence and hedge.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO118 (SH49)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

3 Burke Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1942

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
This Moderne-style house was erected in 1942 for Jack and May Drummond.1 Electoral rolls indicate that the
Drummonds lived at this address from c.1937, presumably occupying an earlier house on the site prior to the
construction of the present building. The electoral rolls further reveal that Drummond was a building contractor
by trade, so it seems likely that he built (and possibly designed) the new house himself. Drummond remained
living there until his death in 1966, and the house subsequently remained with the family until at least 1979.
Description
The residence at 3 Burke Street is a single-storey rendered brick Moderne-style house with a flat concrete slab roof.
The street frontage has a projecting central wing, containing the garage, with a steel roller door and wide eaves.
To the left is a curved porch with a hit-and-miss cornice and a slit window with glass louvres. The porch has a
wrought iron gate, and the two front doors – one to each wall – have panels of textured glass, with ribbed glass
sidelights. The main body of the house has a slightly higher roofline. It has an oculus window beside the porch,
and steel-framed pivot and casement sash windows, with projecting sills, elsewhere. A large picture window on
the west elevation has an acid-etched sailing ship motif. At the rear, a fixed iron ladder permits access to the flat
roof.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 3 Burke Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic significance. Erected in 1942, the house is a
remarkable and idiosyncratic example of the Moderne style, notable for its quirky composition and its distinctive
flat concrete roof. It retains associations with the Drummonds, a prominent family in Swan Hill from the late
nineteenth century whose members included building contractors, timber merchants and storekeepers.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages. Index of Deaths in Victoria 1921-85.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original elements including acid-etched, rippled and textured glazing.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1

Information provided by Cr Albert Heslop, 6 June 2001.
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Current Name

‘Bikes and Trikes’ toy shop

Reference No.

HO119 (SH22)

Former Name

Staley & Connell store; Permewen Wright store

Grade

B

Address

121-123 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The date of construction of this building is not known, but it appears to date from the last decade of the nineteenth
century or the first decade of the twentieth. It was clearly used for bulk storage, and was no doubt located to take
advantage of the close proximity to the then recently-opened railway line and the developing wharf area. Its
original occupant is unknown, but it has been suggested that it was a an agent of the Cobb & Co coaches. The
premises is known to have been occupied by prominent local storekeepers Staley & Connell, and later by Barry
Bodinnar. From the 1950s until the early 1970s, it was occupied by Permewen Wright.
Description
The former bulk store is a double-storey red brick building, with a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel.
The rear elevation (overleaf) has evidence of a wide segmental-arched doorway with tuckpointed voussoirs,
although the opening itself has been bricked up. The side elevations each have six rectangular timber-framed
louvred windows at ground level, with segmental arched heads and stone sills, and a corresponding row of six
small rectangular vents, with foliated grilles, above. The original Campbell Street frontage, built to the property
line, is concealed by a modern façade of tray-deck cladding, although an original brick pier, with moulded plinth
and stringcourses, is partly exposed at the extreme right edge. There is a modern aluminium-framed fully-glazed
shopfront, but internal inspection reveals evidence of a wide arched doorway, identical to that at the rear.
Internally, the ground floor has a grid of octagonal brick piers that support steel I-beams, timber joists and the
timber floorboards. Upstairs, the unlined ceilings exposes the original timber trusses. Internal inspection reveals
that the tray-deck cladding to the Campbell Street façade conceals four small windows at the upper level.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.3 The River Trade
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
3.18 Marketing and retailing
5.2 Organising workers and work places
Significance
The former bulk store at 121-23 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable historic significance. Probably
erected between 1890-1910, it has important associations with burgeoning commercial development in Swan Hill
following the extension of the railway line, and the development of river trade, in the late nineteenth century. The
building is one of few surviving in situ structures in Swan Hill associated with this extremely significant aspect of
the town’s historical and economic development. It is also one of the oldest non-residential buildings remaining in
Swan Hill’s central business district.
References
Information provided by Phyl Braybrook, June 2001.
Recommendations
Interpretation would be greatly enhanced by the removal of the modern screen across the street frontage, to expose
the original façade and fenestration, and the removal of the carport at the rear to expose the arch..
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

White Swan Hotel

Reference No.

HO120 (SH18)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

182 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1929

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The original White Swan Hotel was a single-storey timber building which opened in Campbell Street in 1864. Its
first publican was George Cave, who was followed by Charlie Simpson, Archibald McDonald, and a Mr Hook. In
the 1870s the hotel was acquired by George Tavern & Buscomb, stock agents from Kerang, who hired Thomas
Wilkins, a former coach driver, as caretaker. Wilkins, described as ‘a man of great principle, likeable personality
and fine sporting qualities’, purchased the hotel in 1889. He became a very popular publican, and the hotel would
remain in the ownership of his family for three generations. Wilkins remodelled the hotel in 1910, erecting new
double-storey accommodation wing at the rear. Around then, the hotel was described in an advert as a ‘first class
accommodation for the farming community and travelling public’.
After Wilkins died in 1923, his son, Martin ‘Carlo’ Wilkins took over. In 1929, the original hotel was demolished
and replaced by a new building designed by Melbourne hotel architects Cowper Murphy and Appleford. During
the 1930s, the new complex was described as ‘the District meeting place, [with] every modern convenience, and
everything true to label’. It had ‘two spacious bars, a sumptuously appointed dining hall, hot water service and
sewerage throughout, lock-up garages, stables and loose boxes’. Carlo Wilkins died in 1936, and the hotel was run
by his cousin, Dick Cullen. In 1940 a new double-storey accommodation wing was built at the rear, designed by
architect D F Cowell Ham. Carlo Wilkins’ daughter, Dorothy (later Mrs P W Landy) took over the hotel in 1947,
and continued to operate it until 1965.
Description
The White Swan Hotel is a double-storey brick hotel with a transverse gabled roof, clad in terracotta tiles, between
raked parapets. At each edge of the symmetrical façade is a rendered gable end, flanked by capped piers, with
brick coping that unusually curves around the apex. Each gablet has a round-arched louvre vent surmounted by a
curved dripmould. A double-storey skillion-roofed verandah extends across the façade, supported on banded piers
with parapet orbs and a braced timber balustrade at the balcony level. At that level, the façade has timber-framed
double-hung sash windows, while the ground floor has modern aluminium-framed doors and windows and the
typical glazed ceramic tiled dado.
At the rear of the hotel are the two accommodation wings, which are double-storey face brick buildings with
hipped roofs clad in terracotta tiles and penetrated by brick chimneys. They have timber framed double-hung sash
windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4 Hotels
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
3.21 Lodging people
8.4 Eating and drinking
8.11 Making Australian folklore
Significance
The front portion of the White Swan Hotel, at 182 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, is of historic, aesthetic and social
significance. The site has been occupied by a hotel since the 1860s, thereby demonstrating a remarkable
continuing use from the earliest phase of settlement in the area. This aspect is unique among comparable interWar hotels in the municipality. The present building, erected in 1929, is a substantially intact example of an interWar hotel. For over seventy years, the hotel has been an important focus for local social activity and recreation.
The building remains a prominent element in the Campbell Street streetscape.
The rear accommodation wings are of no individual heritage significance.
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References
Allom Lovell & Associates, ‘Statement on the Proposed Redevelopment of the White Swan Hotel’. Unpublished
report prepared for the Swan Hill Council, June 2000.
Recommendations
The balcony at the upper level should not be infilled.
A policy should be implemented for the sympathetic locating of advertising and other signage to avoid a cluttered
appearance.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Shops

Reference No.

HO121 (SH19)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

205-221 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1911, 1921, 1923

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Nos. 205-207 Campbell Street were erected in 1911, and Nos. 209-211 in 1923, for William Gerrand. In 1898 he
commenced running the Swan Hill branch of Massey Harris, a prominent farming implement manufacturer, and
opened his showroom, in part of Nos. 205-207 upon their completion. Nos. 205-207 were occupied by Oliver
Gilpin, a draper, (c.1911-35) who established a chain of over 100 drapery stores in Victoria, South Australia and
New South Wales. The earliest known occupant of Nos. 209-11 was a branch of chain of footwear outlets, Whites
Shoes in the 1930s and early 1940s. In 1946 the Gerrand family sold Nos. 205-07 and Nos. 209-11 to the
Freemans and Ted Wendel respectively. Fashion retailer E O W Freeman, who was located in part of the now
demolished Royal Hotel c.1928-35, occupied part of Nos. 205-07 from 1936 until 1987 when Brett, E O W
Freeman’s son retired. Ted Wendel’s retail activities at Nos. 209-11 included photography, jewellery and health
foods. In the late-1920s he was also a co-founder of radio station 3SH. The Freeman family purchased Nos. 20911 from the Wendels in 1976 and sold them 1988 to Mammone family, who now leases parts of the building to
Fay’s lingerie store there and Swish Gifts. Nos. 205-207 are still owned by Brett Freeman, currently occupied by
Traveland.
The shops at Nos. 213-221 Campbell Street, known as Chisholm’s Buildings, were constructed in 1921 for
Thomas Murdie Chisholm (1861-1929). He was a prominent local grazier who, together with his brother Robert,
acquired much land around Swan Hill and in New South Wales, pursuing various farming activities with
considerable success. His obituary records that ‘his success was due to hard work combined with shrewd business
capacity. He and his brother were looked upon as among ‘the best agriculturalists in these parts’. After his death,
Thomas Chisholm’s family invested his fortune by erecting a huge house for themselves at 42 Spatt Street.
(HO166).
The shop at No. 215 was occupied by Jeffries stores from c.1925-1970. The premises at Nos. 217-219 are still
owned by the Chisholm family.
Description
The buildings at 205-221 Campbell Street comprise a row of five double-storey rendered brick inter-War shops,
each with a longitudinal gabled roof concealed by a parapet. At the upper level, the facades of each shop are
separated by rainwater heads with recessed downpipes. Each shop has three rectangular windows with moulded
architraves and a plain stringcourse above, although the facades to Nos. 205-7 and 211 are concealed by slatted
screens of recent origin. The parapets to Freeman’s Buildings (Nos. 205-211) are delineated by a pair of narrow
stringcourses, and each has a central triangular pediment with stepped sides. The parapets to Chisholm’s
Buildings (Nos 213-221) have a central pediment with shallow gable, flanked by steeper raked sides, each with a
single projecting castellation. Typically, the ground floor shopfronts have been much altered, with modern
aluminium-framed doors and large fixed sash windows. Each shop has a horizontal awning, supported from the
facade by a row of metal tie rods.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
Significance
The row of shops at 205-221 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, are of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected
between 1911 and 1923, they provide evidence of the ongoing commercial development of Swan Hill during the
early twentieth century, and are among the few surviving pre-War commercial buildings in Campbell Street.
Aesthetically, they are substantially intact examples of double-storey shops of the 1910s and 1920s, and this is still
evident despite the somewhat intrusive installation of façade screens. Both individually and collectively, the shops
make an important contribution to the commercial streetscape.
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References
G Gardiner. Murray Mallee Country.
‘Businesses’, typescript notes in Local History Folders, Swan Hill Library.
G Warne. Paved in History.
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989 Documents held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Information supplied by Phyl Braybrook 22 March 2001.
Information supplied by Brett Freeman 26 March 2001.
Recommendations
The removal of the unsympathetic modern façade screens to Nos. 205-207 and No 213-15, thereby revealing
original frontages, would greatly enhance the appearance and interpretation of the shops.
Original external paint finishes and colour schemes could be investigated with a view to their reinstatement.
Consider the removal of modern cantilevered awnings and the reinstatement of original double-storey verandahs,
as seen in early photographs of the buildings.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Newsagent

Reference No.

HO122 (SH17)

Former Name

Moran & Cato Store No 97

Grade

B

Address

212 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1926

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The shop was erected c.1926 as the Swan Hill branch of Moran & Cato, a prominent firm of grocers based in
Melbourne. This well-known chain was founded in 1882 when grocers F J Cato and T E Moran went into
partnership and opened two small shops in Melbourne: one in Brunswick Street, Fitzroy, and another in
Queensberry Street, North Melbourne. The business was an instant success, and further expansion soon followed.
Within only two years, there were eight Moran & Cato outlets around Melbourne. By 1890, there were 34
branches and the number had swollen to 51 by 1902. At the time, the nature of the business had also expanded
considerably, and, far from being humble grocers, the firm was styled as ‘importers and manufacturers, grocers,
tea, coffee and general provision merchants’. The outlet at Swan Hill, as stated on the building’s parapet, was the
97th branch to be established. The store was managed by Wally Hadlow until he purchased his own business in
partnership with Mr Schwennson.1 Moran & Cato ceased trading at this site c.1970.
Description
The former Moran & Cato Store is a double-story rendered brick shop with a gabled roof concealed by a high
parapet. The symmetrical façade has plain pilasters at each edge, flanking two pairs of timber-framed double-hung
windows, now partly concealed by signage, with a rendered entablature above. The parapet has moulded capping,
and the moulded inscription MORAN & CATO PTY LTD, with BRANCH No 97 underneath. The ground floor of the
shop, typically, has been entirely remodelled with modern aluminium-framed shopfront windows, and has a
cantilevered awning.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.11 Feeding people
3.18 Marketing and retailing
Significance
The former Moran & Cato store at 212 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance.
Erected in c.1926, it provides evidence of the ongoing commercial development of Swan Hill during the formative
inter-War period. The building retains important associations with Moran & Cato, one of Melbourne’s most
prominent retailers in the late nineteenth and early to mid- twentieth century. The distinctive rendered signage on
the building remains as a valuable reminder of a once flourishing but now long-defunct chain store.
References
‘Moran and Cato’. The Cyclopedia of Victoria. Vol 1. pp 514-515.
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the original signage is not entirely concealed by modern signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998

1

Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
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Current Name

John Knox Presbyterian Church and School

Reference No.

HO123 (SH65)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

313 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1912, 1950s

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Uniting Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

Curtilage

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Sufficient curtilage, nominally ten metres, should be maintained
around the three significant buildings on the site in order to
preserve their setting and their relation to each other.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No B4869 (file only)
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History
The first Presbyterian Church opened on the north-east corner of Campbell and McCrae streets in December 1872
and was known as John Knox Church. In 1910 the original site was sold, the building subsequently demolished
and the present site was purchased. A site and building committee, comprising Messrs M B Bryan, A Chapman,
Dr S Legge and R M Drummond was formed and the architectural and building works were undertaken by E F
Eberarch the Shire Engineer. Between 1910 and 1913 services were held in the Shire Hall. The foundation stone
of the present John Knox Presbyterian Church was laid by Senator McColl on 17 July 1912 and was officially
opened on February 1913 by the Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria, the Rt. Rev Charles Robinson.
The first Minister was Rev John Downey MA based at Swan Hill 1911-1915.
Description
The John Knox Church consists of a red brick building on an L-shaped plan, with an entry porch at the
intersection and a weatherboard skillion-roofed wing to the rear. The gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised
steel and penetrated by ridge vents, is concealed by capped parapets at the end elevations. These are almost
identical, being divided by buttresses into three bays, the central bay having a tripartite window with a rendered
head in the form of a continuous segmental arch, surmounted by a rectangular louvred vent with flat arched
rendered lintel. The flanking bays have narrow windows, also with rendered arched heads. All windows have
leadlight glazing, pivot sashes to the lower ends, and a continuous stone sill. The transept elevation has a single
raked parapet, while the nave elevation has a separate and smaller raked parapet to each bay. The porch is entered
from the side by an arched doorway with rendered head and a ledged-and-braced timber door with decorative cast
iron hinges.
At the rear of the church, there is a doorway, raised above ground level, with evidence of an external stairway,
since demolished. The weatherboard wing (presumably a sacristy) has timber-framed double-hung sash windows,
an oculus window to the rear, and a small flat-roofed porch with a timber-framed external staircase.
The church complex also includes a Sunday School Room at the rear of the site, erected in 1955. This is a singlestorey red brick building on a rectangular plan, with a broad hipped roof clad in concrete Marseilles pattern tiles.
The principal façade is divided by flat buttresses into four bays. The leftmost bay contains a wide doorway with a
pair of ledged and braced timber doors, while the three remaining bays contain multi-paned steel-framed sash
windows.
Along the southern boundary of the reserve is the John Knox Church School, erected in the late 1950s. It consists
of a stepped row of a cream face brick classroom blocks, with a covered walkway along one side. Each classroom
has a separate skillion roof, sloping away from the walkway, with a clerestory window overlooking the walkway’s
skillion roof. The walkway has a distinctive metal screen with a repeating pattern of square panels. The south
side of the building has bays of timber-framed fixed and awning sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Churches
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The John Knox Presbyterian Church complex is of local historic and aesthetic significance. The complex has been
a focus for Presbyterian worship in Swan Hill for over eighty years. Unlike other early churches in Swan Hill,
however, it does not occupy its original nineteenth century church reserve. The church, erected in 1912, is a fine
example of an inter-war brick church, and, as Dr Miles Lewis has noted, is particularly distinguished by its
original stylistic approach, devoid of specific historical references.
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The John Knox Church School, along the southern boundary of the site, is of aesthetic significance and historic
interest. It provides evidence of the ongoing development of the church in the post-War era, and is a somewhat
unusual instance of a day school provided in a Protestant church complex. Aesthetically, the school is typical of
the standard classroom designs of the Education Department at that time, but is made particularly distinguished by
1950s ‘Featurist’ detailing including the distinctive perforated metal screen.
The 1955 Sunday School building, at the rear of the site is of some historic interest. It provides evidence of further
expansion of the church in the light of post-War population increases. The building contributes to the notion of a
church reserve, although, individually, it is aesthetically undistinguished.
References
A Feldtmann. Typescript notes held at local History Collection, Swan Hill Regional Library. nd.
Miles Lewis (ed). Victorian Churches. p.149.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted finish to face brickwork.
The metal screen to the walkway of the John Knox Church School should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 July 1998
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Current Name

Kettle Tea Rooms

Reference No.

HO124 (SH34)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

C

Address

392 Campbell Street Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1916

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 2, Portion 13, Township of
Swan Hill. The allotment, which measured 132 feet by 166 feet, was located on the south corner of Campbell and
Wood Streets, and was owned G C Chaffy, who also owned the adjacent Lot 1, on the corner of Wood and
Beveridge Streets.
The present house was erected c.1916. It has been suggested that it was actually erected for G C Chaffy, but this is
not confirmed by electoral rolls.1 The earliest traceable occupant of the house is a Mr O’Loughlin, manager of the
local branch of the Bank of Victoria, who lived there c.1918-20. From 1920, it was occupied by Joseph Henry
Baker and later by his daughter Arlie until c.1983. The building was occupied by a restaurant owned by Panama
Hall Ltd. c.1987-93 and the Whistling Kettle Tea Room operated by Margaret Cerini and Wendy Witty from early1993 until February 2000. Since then it has been the Kettle Tearooms operated by Scott Wheatland.
Description
The house at 392 Campbell Street is a single-storey double-fronted Victorian-style weatherboard villa with a
gabled roof glad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a rendered brick chimney with moulded cap.
The asymmetrical street frontage has a projecting bay to the left side, and a skillion-roofed verandah to the right,
which returns around the side (Wood Street) elevation, with entry steps and a surmounting gablet at the corner.
The projecting bay has a half-timbered gable end and a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash windows with a
ripple-iron window hood above, supported on slatted timber brackets. The verandah is supported on stopchamfered timber posts with a lacework valence between, and a plain timber balustrade along the base.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 392 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected c.1916, it
demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the area. Aesthetically, the house is an intact example of a
large Edwardian-style timber villa, and is a prominent element in the streetscape. It is one of a very small number
of early houses surviving in the central portion of Campbell Street.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Information supplied by Scott Wheatland and Wendy Witty (Swan Hill Bear Co.) 15 December 2000.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah lacework) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1

Information provided by Norman Dowling, 28 June 2001.
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Current Name

‘Gas Stop’ surfwear shop

Reference No.

HO125 (SH33a)

Former Name

Neptune Service Station and residence

Grade

B

Address

395 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1950

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The ‘Gas-Stop’ surf-shop was erected as a petrol-filling station and garage in 1950. The builder and original
owner/operator was Harold Brown and remained with the Brown family for 47 years but it was leased out to other
operators during later years. Originally used by the Neptune Oil Co, a succession of other oil companies operated
from this site until c.1994, the last being Ampol. The Lowe family purchased the property in April 1997.
Description
The building is a single-storey rendered brick Streamlined Moderne service station with an attached residence.
The service station wing, to the right side, projects forward and has a flat roof with wide eaves, forming a covered
canopy at the street frontage. All three walls have bays of narrow rectangular aluminium-framed fixed-sash
shopfront windows. A single petrol bowser remains in situ on the concrete-paved apron.
The attached residence, to the left side, has a steep hipped roof clad in Marseilles-pattern terracotta tiles, partly
concealed by a parapet. Its asymmetrical facade is distinguished by curved walls to the edges, to the central bow
window, and to the flanking porch. There are bays of continuous steel-framed windows, which follow the curve of
the walls and have splayed brick sills. The horizontal composition is further emphasized by two grooves running
along the parapet.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.0 Transport
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
5.6 Working in the home
Significance
The former service station and residence at 395 Campbell Street is of local historical and aesthetic significance.
Erected in 1950, it is a relatively early example of a building type that would become ubiquitous in the second half
of the twentieth century. It provides evidence of the emergence of automotive transport into rural areas during the
early post-War period. Aesthetically, the building is a fine, if somewhat late, example of the streamlined Moderne
style, as applied to both residential and commercial architecture, and it remains as a prominent and distinctive
element in the streetscape.
References
Pers. com. Gay Low. 25 October 2000.
Recommendations
The original colour scheme of the building should be investigated with a view to its reinstatement, in place of the
present colour scheme which is somewhat garish and unsympathetic.
The former service station could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function,
such as a showroom, art gallery, café, antique shop or any other commercial or retail use. The retention of the
concrete apron and petrol bowser in front of the building, however, would greatly assist in its interpretation.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Dowling House

Reference No.

HO126 (SH32a)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

429 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1905 (moved 1916)

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Dowling House Inc

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The cottage forming the core of present-day Dowling House was originally erected at an unknown location in the
Bendigo/Kyneton area, and was moved to its present site in 1916 by Gould Walker. Stylistic evidence indicates the
house was probably built in the first decade of the twentieth century. According to local legend, it was moved to
Swan Hill by bullock wagon in two sections, and the verandah and kitchen wing were added after it was reassembled. The property was also landscaped then.
In 1945, the house was purchased by Fred Dowling, who remained living there with his family until his death in
1978. The following year, the house was rented by the ‘Friends of the Gallery’ group, who intended to use it as a
gallery for the work of local artists and craftspeople who lived within a 100-mile [160-kilometre] radius of Swan
Hill. It later became a venue for various adult education courses and other community activities, which continue to
this day. Numerous additions have been made to the original house and grounds including the in-filling of the
southern verandah and the provision of car parking in 1987, and the erection of a substantial rear wing in 1990.
Description
Dowling House consists of a single-storey double-fronted asymmetrical Edwardian timber cottage, with recent
additions to the side and rear. The cottage has a hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by
a pair of red brick chimneys, and a gable end, with timber lattice, to the projecting bay. The block-fronted façade
has a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash windows with narrow sidelights, and a bullnosed return verandah
with plain timber posts. The side verandah has been partly infilled with weatherboards and louvred windows. The
recent additions have tray-deck skillion roofs, cement sheet cladding, and aluminium-framed sash windows.
Internally, the original portion of the house retains period finishes including moulded architraves, panelled
polished timber doors, picture rails, embossed wallpaper, and pressed metal ceilings. The mature plantings in the
garden includes Canary Island date palms (Phoenix canariensis) and a rare Carob bean tree (Ceratonia siliquia;
HO127)
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
6.1
6.4
6.5
8.12

Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education
Building a system of higher education
Educating people in remote places
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
Dowling House, at 429 Campbell Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic, aesthetic and social significance. Erected
c.1905 and relocated to its present site in 1916, the house demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in
Swan Hill during the Closer Settlement era. For over twenty years, the house has been an important centre for
community activity including exhibitions, adult education, and meetings. Aesthetically, the building is a intact
example of an Edwardian timber villa, of which there are numerous surviving examples in the municipality.
References
A Standen. The Dowling House Story, 1979-1995. passim.
Recommendations
Original internal elements, such as the pressed metal ceilings, panelled doors and architraves should be retained.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
Current Name

Carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua)

Reference No.

HO127 (SH32b)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

front, 429 Campbell Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1916

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Dowling House Inc

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor
National Trust (Vic)

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

ü

Recommended

Existing

No. T497 (local)

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

ü

HO22
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Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the diameter of
the tree’s canopy spread (approximately 23 metres) in order to
preserve its setting and avoid potential damage to the root zone.
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History
According to local legend, the garden around Dowling House, including the Carob Bean tree, was planted in 1916
when the house was moved to its present site from Bendigo. The National Trust citation for the tree, prepared
when it was classified in 1987, estimated it was about 70 years old.
Description
The Carob bean tree (Ceratonia siliqua) is situated in the north-western corner of the Dowling House property, at
the intersection of Campbell and Grey Streets. According to the National Trust citation, prepared in 1987, the tree
is 10.4 metres tall, with a canopy spread of 22.8 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Significance
The Carob bean tree in the garden is of considerable scientific (botanical) significance. Planted in c.1916, it is a
fine example of its species, which was commonly planted in gardens in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. It is acknowledged as the largest example of the species in Victoria.
References
A Standen. The Dowling House Story, 1979-1995. passim.
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation T497.
Recommendations
The Carob Tree should be inspected annually by a qualified aborist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current name

Swan Hill & District Funeral Parlour

Reference No.

HO128 (SH2)

Former Name

Melbourne Chilled Butter Company factory

Grade

B

Address

90 Curlewis Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1912

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date July 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

ü

HO19

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B6386 (Classified)
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History
The former butter factory and offices were constructed in 1912 by the Melbourne Chilled Butter Co. The factory
begun operating on 17 April 1912 but under the new management of the Swan Hill Co-Operative Dairying
Company with Mr Hastings as Chairman of Directors. In 1966 the Swan Hill Co-Operative Dairying Company
was amalgamated with the Murray-Goulburn Dairying Co-operative but ceased operation some years later and
other sections of the factory were demolished by the late-1970s. By then the butter factory offices subsequently
became Adams Funeral Parlour and some structural modifications were made including a chapel at the rear during
the 1980s. In 1998 the occupants were O’Halloran Funerals.
Description
The former butter factory is a double-storey painted brick building comprising three intersecting rectangular
volumes, each with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The front portion is attic-storeyed with broad
gable ends to the south and east side, each containing a pair of multi-paned timber-framed double-hung or fixed
sash windows. At ground level, the street front has a hipped verandah shielding a central doorway flanked
irregularly by groups of one, two or three windows, with a second entrance to the extreme north side. The rear
wing, which now houses the chapel, has pilaster strips to the north and west sides, and weatherboard cladding to
the south. It retains its original timber-framed double-hung sash windows at the upper level, albeit now concealed
by overpainting. At ground level, there is evidence of the original openings (including what was probably the
factory’s delivery dock) that have subsequently been bricked up. New window openings have also been formed.
The building has been much altered internally in terms of its original plan form and fabric. The chapel, at the
rear, has a pine veneer panelling and a raked false ceiling concealing the original roof trusses. The residential flat
at the upper level, evidently remodelled in the 1920s, retains period detailing including a clinker brick fireplace,
moulded timber picture rails, and a fibrous plaster ceiling with Art Deco rose and borders.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
11.3 Dairying
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4 Developing primary production
3.11 Feeding people
3.12 Developing an Australian manufacturing capacity
Significance
The former butter factory at 90 Curlewis Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable historic significance and aesthetic
interest. Erected in 1912, the factory provides evidence of the burgeoning industrial development of Swan Hill in
the early twentieth century, as well as the general development of the dairy industry in the Mallee region.
Aesthetically, the building is an intact and representative example of an early twentieth century butter factory,
comparable to similar factories at Horsham, Maffra and the long-demolished example at Lake Boga. Its distinctive
form contributes to the streetscape.
The concrete block additions to the south of the former factory are of no heritage significance.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation, File No. B6386
‘Butter Factories’, typescript notes in Local History Folders, Swan Hill Regional Library.
Recommendations
Retain original elements where possible, and the 1920s fitout in the upstairs flat.
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Remove the false ceiling in the chapel area to reinstate the original double-height space.
It would be desirable to reinstate original window openings where these have been bricked up, or where the glazing
has been painted over. The reinstatement of the former delivery dock openings along the north wall, perhaps to
form new full-height windows, would also greatly assist in the interpretation of the building as a former factory.
The concrete block additions to the south of the original factory could be altered, adapted or demolished as
required. No further external additions to the original building should be permitted.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Burke and Wills Tree (Moreton Bay fig)

Reference No.

HO129 (SH26)

Former Name

-

Grade

A

Address

front, 108-112 Curlewis Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1860

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

Curtilage

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR

ü

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the diameter of
the tree’s canopy spread (45 metres) in order to preserve a setting
and avoid potential damage to the root zone.

ü

HO21

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. T410 (local)
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History
There are two versions of the history of this tree and how it gained its name.
One was the Burke and Wills Tree in Curlewis Street being planted in September 1860 to commemorate the arrival
in Swan Hill of explorer Robert O’Hara Bourke and his party, then en route to the Gulf of Carpentaria in what was
the first attempt to traverse the continent from south to north. The celebrated expedition left Melbourne on 20
August 1860, comprising Burke, a former police superintendent, along with surveyor William John Wills,
naturalist Ludwig Becker, botanist Herman Beckler, and 18 others. They arrived in Swan Hill on 5 September
after camping overnight in Lake Boga (qv HO41). During their two-week stay in Swan Hill, Burke’s party was the
guests of Dr Benjamin Gummow, Swan Hill’s first doctor, who lived in Curlewis Street. To commemorate the
historic occasion, a Moreton Bay fig was planted in front of the doctor’s house. According to local legend, it was
planted by Burke himself, although it has also been claimed it was planted by the doctor’s wife.
The other version was advanced by local historian Arthur Feldtmann,. He suggested local resident Zachariah
Burton was killed when thrown off a horse in 1862. Zachariah’s daughter was said to have been keen to plant a
Moreton Bay seedling on his grave but was advised against it as the tree would be too large and instead planted it
c.1862 in front of Dr Gummow’s house where resided from 1858 to 1873.
Description
The so-called Burke and Wills tree is a particularly large specimen of the Australian native Moreton Bay fig (Ficus
macrophylla), located in the front garden of the motel at 110 Curlewis Street. The interpretative signage at the
base of the tree states that it is 90 feet [27.4 metres] high, and has a trunk diameter of 12 feet [3.6 metres], a
branch spread of 146 feet [44.5 metres], and an above-ground root spread of 45 feet [13.7 metres]. The tree is
reputed to be the largest Moreton Bay fig in the Southern Hemisphere. It is certainly the largest cultivated
specimen in Victoria.1 The largest Moreton bay fig tree in the United States is located in Santa Barbara,
California. It was planted in 1874 and has a branch spread of 160 feet [48.7 metres].2
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
2.0 European exploration
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2
1.4
3.2
8.9
8.11

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Surveying the continent and assessing its potential
Commemorating significant events and people
Making Australian folklore

Significance
The so-called Burke & Wills Tree in front of the motel at 110 Curlewis Street, Swan Hill, is of state historic and
scientific (botanical) significance. It is at least the largest cultivated specimen of a Moreton Bay fig tree in
Victoria, and may also be the largest in Australia or even the Southern Hemisphere. The tree was allegedly
planted in 1860 to commemorate the arrival in Swan Hill of the ill-fated Burke & Wills expedition; while this
claim is disputed by others, the tree nevertheless tree retains long-standing associations with this celebrated event
in Australian history. As a cultivated tree, it is a significant and rare remnant of the earliest days of post-contact
settlement in Swan Hill. The tree itself remains as a visually dominant landmark in the town.

1
2
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R Spencer. Horticultural Flora in South-Eastern Australia Vol 2. p 124-25.
IASTED. ‘The Santa Barbara Events and Information’.
<<http://www.iasted.com/conference/1999/santabarbara/event-304.htm>> 11 Sept 2000.
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References
Letter A Feltmann to W Turner Manager Pioneer Settlement, Swan Hill, 30 July 1981. National Trust file T410.
‘Historic Trees’, typescript notes in Local History Folders, Swan Hill Library.
Interpretative signage located at the site.
Swan Hill and District Touring Map: A Comprehensive Touring Guide.
Recommendations
Prevent disruption to the root zone.
Remove planting underneath canopy area and mulch area. Supplementary water as required.
The tree should be inspected annually by a qualified arborist.
The tree should be interpreted with particular reference to the disputed accounts of its origins, rather than
perpetuating claims that it was indisputably planted by Robert O’Hara Burke.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO130 (SH33b)

Former Name

Store

Grade

C

Address

176 Curlewis Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates the triangular block bordered by Wood Street,
Campbell Street and Curlewis Street (then identified as Wills Street) comprised four lots, all of which were owned
by T Henderson.
The exact date of construction of the present building has not been established. The appearance of the building,
and specifically the use of multi-paned double-hung sash windows at the upper level, indicates that the building
may date from the 1890s or early 1900s. It is likely the building was erected in its present location to take
advantage of the close proximity to the railway line, and to the river trade; from the 1890s onwards, commercial
activity in Swan Hill burgeoned considerably as a result of both these developments.
The premises was occupied by Wakeman & Weir, panel beaters, for many years, and later by Jacky Bennett. Most
recently, it was occupied by Mallee Windscreens; at the time of surveying in June 2000, the building was vacant.
Description
The former store is a large double-storey rectangular warehouse with a gabled roof, entirely clad in corrugated
galvanised steel. The principal elevation, to Curlewis Street, has a pair of ledged-and-braced timber doors at
ground level, on a sliding track. Directly above is a square hoist hatch with a swinging timber door that opens
onto a small projecting platform. In the apex of the gable end is a timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash
window, boarded internally with plywood. The rear elevation has a similar window in the gable end, and an offcentre pair of steel doors at ground level. To one side of the main building is a single-storey cream brick addition
with a skillion roof, a pair of steel doors to the front and rear, and a row of three fixed sash windows to the side.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.3 The River Trade
7.4 Railways
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18
4.5
4.6
5.2

Marketing and retailing
Making towns to serve rural Australia
Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs
Organising workers and work places

Significance
The former store at 176 Curlewis Street is of local historic significance. Probably erected between c.1890 and
c.1920, it is an intact and representative example of an early warehouse, and as such it provides evidence of
commercial activity in the vicinity of the railway line and the river at that particularly formative time in Swan
Hill’s economic development. Aesthetically, the warehouse is a prominent and distinctive element in the Curlewis
Street streetscape.
The brick lean-to addition to the side of the main building is of no heritage significance.
References
Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
Recommendations
The brick lean-to addition can be altered, adapted or preferably demolished as required.
The former store could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, including a
wide variety of retail or commercial activities.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Railway Station

Reference No.

HO131 (SH10)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Curlewis Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1898

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

A curtilage should be maintained to all sides of the station,
extending west across the carpark to the edge of Curlewis Street,
and east to the opposite side of the railway tracks, and to the north
and south, along the railway line, a nominal fifty metres in order to
provide a setting and maintain views of the station both from the
roadways and the railway line itself.

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The railway line between Kerang and Swan Hill opened to traffic on 30 May 1890. The contract for the existing
station building was let on 21 February 1898 to W Cooper but no information is available on the construction date
of the existing platform. The building was extended in 1970 to accommodate a parcels office.
During the 1980s the passenger facilities at the station were upgraded and, to mark the occasion, a memorial
plaque was unveiled by the Minister of Transport, T W Roper, on 15 December1986.
Description
The Swan Hill Railway Station comprises a single-storey red brick building on a rectangular plan, with a hipped
roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, flanked by skillion-roofed wings at each end. The central portion has
skillion-roofed verandahs extending across the street and platform elevations. These verandahs are supported on
curving trussed beams and have scalloped fringes of ripple iron around the perimeter. Window and door openings
have segmental arched heads, stop-chamfered or bullnosed jambs, rendered surrounds, and bluestone thresholds or
splayed sills. The windows contain timber-framed double-hung sashes, some grouped in pairs with wide mullions
and fielded panels between. Original external doors have been replaced by modern counterparts. Some areas of
external brickwork retain remnant tuckpointing.
The platform side has rows of fixed plastic chairs and rubbish bins. An early cast iron scale remains, imbedded in
the asphalt surface. Internally, the public area of the station retains original elements including moulded timber
architraves, bullnosed windows sills, and four-panel timber doors with bolection mouldings. The original fireplace
has been removed, and the skirtings and cornices have been replaced by modern counterparts.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7
4.2
4.5

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people
Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Making towns to serve rural Australia

Significance
The Swan Hill Railway Station, in Curlewis Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable historic and aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1898, eight years after the railway line actually opened, the substantial and impressive
building demonstrates the ongoing development of transport links to Swan Hill at the turn of the century.
Moreover, it is the oldest surviving railway station in the municipality. Aesthetically, the station is an intact and
representative example of its type, of which numerous examples were built in Victoria from the 1890s. It is
nevertheless rare in Swan Hill, being the only surviving brick railway station in the municipality.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62.
A Ward and A Donnelly. Victoria’s Railway Stations: An Architectural Survey.
Recommendations
Retain original elements, including the original unpainted brick finish.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Everingham Street Surgery

Reference No.

HO132 (SH13)

Former Name

Residence

Grade

B

Address

2 Everingham Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1901

Map Reference

325.863 (general)

Ownership

Private

Survey Date March 2001

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B4868 (file only)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The former private hospital is situated on part of Crown Allotment 1 Section 33 of the Township of Swan Hill
which was sold by the Crown to prominent local builders John and Thomas Witham (qv HO108) on 21 May 1901.
It was probably erected 1901 and stylistic evidence reflects this. One of the Witham daughters ran a Private
Hospital there (1901-c.1916). Subsequent owners were Archibold Arnott, an agent (1917-23) who also owned 236
Beveridge Street (HO109), and the Ryan family. Gertrude Ryan was the occupant c.1940 until her death in 1983.
Since the mid to late 1980s it has housed the Everingham Street Medical Clinic, continuing the building’s
association with health services.
Description
The building at 2 Everingham Street is a single-storey double-fronted late Victorian bichromatic brick house. Its
irregular roofline has two longitudinal gables facing Everingham Street, flanked by intersecting gablets. The roof,
clad in corrugated galvanised steel, is penetrated by a pair of ornate brick chimneys with corbelled caps. Wing
walls at each side of the façade enclose a bullnosed verandah, supported centrally by two tapered pillars with fluted
shafts, on roughcast rendered brick plinths. The symmetrical façade, of tuckpointed red brick with cream brick
banding, has a central doorway with leadlight sidelights and fanlight, and an engaged Tuscan pillar to each side.
Flanking bay windows have flat arched cream brick heads and vermiculated stone sills, with a recessed spandrel of
herringbone brickwork below. They contain pairs of timber-framed double-hung sashes. The Everingham Street
frontage has a distinctive front fence with capped red brick piers and timber-framed panels of diagonally-woven
metal straps.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
13.1 Health services
Australian Heritage Commission
3.25 Treating what ails Australians
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former residence at 2 Everingham Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected
c.1902, the building demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the town, and is one of a very small
number of substantial nineteenth century houses surviving in Swan Hill. Its use as a private hospital in the early
twentieth century is also of historic interest, particularly in the context of its current use as a medical centre.
Aesthetically, the house is an intact and fine example of an ornate late Victorian house, displaying some
particularly idiosyncratic detailing such as fluted pillars, vermiculation, and herringbone brickwork spandrels.
Occupying a prominent corner site, the house is a distinctive and conspicuous element in the streetscape.
References
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title Vol. 3006 Fol. Fol. 080 and Vol. 7319 Fol. 718.
Sands and McDougall. Victorian Directories.
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites, 1989 Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Information supplied by Phyl Braybrook 20 March 2001
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted finish to brickwork. The distinctive front fence should also be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Norfolk Island Pine a (Araucaria heterophyll)

Reference No.

HO133 (SH61)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

front, 38 High Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

Planted 1898

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Hospital

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained corresponding to the diameter of
the tree’s canopy spread, plus a nominal five metres, in order to
preserve its setting and avoid potential damage to the root zone.
Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The tree was planted by Ernest John Dobbin in 1898. It has since been popular with local people and visitors
alike, especially at Christmas time when coloured lights are hung from it.
Description
The tree is a mature specimen of the Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria heterophylia), and is approximately fifteen
metres high, with a trunk circumference of approximately six metres. A network of electrical cables and
incandescent light fittings, with coloured globes, runs through the branches.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.0 Community Life
Australian Heritage Commission
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
1.2 Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
1.4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia
Significance
The Norfolk Island Pine tree in the hospital car park at 38 High Street, Swan Hill, is of historic, social and
scientific (botanical) significance. Planted in 1898, it has associations with local resident E J Dobbin. It is fine
and well-established specimen of the Norfolk Island Pine. The tree is an prominent landmark in the streetscape,
and is also an important social focus during the Christmas period, when the coloured lights are activated.
References
Letter, H Francis to Swan Hill Council, August 1997.
Recommendations
Remove plant material under canopy. Mulch area; undertake supplementary watering.
The upper canopy is sparse, indicating stress, and could be given root injections with a high nitrogen fertiliser.
The tree should be inspected annually by a qualified arborist.
The electric light system should also be inspected regularly by an electrician to lessen the possibility of destruction
or damage by fire.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO134 (SH46)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

50 High Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1957

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
On 11 February 1957, an application was made for a building permit to erect a residence at 50 High Street, Swan
Hill. It was built for local engineer Edward Patrick McNamara (1914-1974) and his wife Kathleen.
Description
The residence at 50 High Street is a single-storey Moderne-style brick and weatherboard house, with a broad
hipped roof clad in Marseilles pattern terracotta tiles and penetrated by a plain rectangular-section chimney. The
brick street frontage is double-fronted and asymmetrical, with one room projecting forward. Each half has curving
corners and a continuous steel-framed window, following the curve, with manganese brick lintels and sills. At the
junction of the two rooms is the front door, which opens onto a curving manganese brick porch with a matching
cantilevered concrete slab roof above. A second entrance is set back into a recessed porch off the side elevation,
with a timber floor and mild steel trellises and balustrading.
The front fence, with cream and manganese bricks, is original. At the rear of the property is a timber-framed
double garage with ledged-and-braced doors.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 50 High Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic significance. It is a intact, if somewhat late,
example of the streamlined Moderne style, of which relatively few examples were erected in the Swan Hill area.
The house is a distinctive element in the streetscape. The timber garage, at the rear of the property, is of some
historic interest. Probably erected at the same time as the house itself, it is an intact and representative example of
its type.
References
Building Permit No 1957/17, Borough of Swan Hill.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
The front fence and detached garage should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO135 (SH47)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

60 High Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1895-1905

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Crown Allotments occupied by Nos. 58-62 High Street were all sold by the Crown in 1894 to Emmaline Cato.
The present house probably dates from the turn of the century, as it has stylistic characteristics of both the late
Victorian and Edwardian eras. Thomas Whitham, a bricklayer, owned the house from 1906-1907, and he may
well have built it. The house was then owned by the Jager family from 1907 until the late 1930s, when the site was
subdivided. The lot occupied by No. 60 then passed to Angus McNaughton and then his estate until 1951.
Richard Berrett, a radio salesman, was owner (1951-75) but was the occupant from c.1947. The first traceable
occupant was Victor Fradd, a storeman, c.1940-47.
Description
The residence at 60 High Street is a single-storey bichromatic brick Victorian-style villa with a hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a chimney. A shallow hipped verandah extends across the street
frontage, supported on stop-chamfered timber posts with diagonal struts, and returns down the side elevation. The
symmetrical façade, delineated by brown brick stringcourses at window head and sill levels, has a central entrance
with a four-panel timber door, with heavy bolection mouldings and fielded panels, flanked by very wide timberframed double-hung sash windows with narrow sidelights. The windows have painted stone sills and segmental
arched lintels with tuckpointed voussoirs.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 60 High Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Probably erected c.1905,
it demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the area. It is one of a relatively small number of
substantial turn-of-the-century brick houses which survive in central Swan Hill. Aesthetically, the house is an
intact and representative example of a substantial brick villa in a transition Victorian/Edwardian style,
distinguished by its bichromatic banding.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title Vol. 2658 Fol. 445 and Vol 6343 Fol. 405.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original unpainted finish to bichromatic brickwork.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Police Station (part of Curlewis Street complex) Reference No.

HO136 (SH27)

Former Name

State Public Offices

Grade

C

Address

1-3 McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1965

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

State Government

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The site of this building forms part of a Government Building Reserve which was gazetted in 1862. An 1890s
subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill shows the extent of this reserve, which occupied the west side of
Curlewis Street, extending south from McCallum Street to McCrae Street. The former State Public Offices were
opened on 22 April 1965 by Murray Porter, a minister in the State Government. Original occupants included the
Department of Agriculture, the Lands Departments, and the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. The
former two merged with the Forestry Department to form the Department of Natural Resources and Environment,
who continued to occupy the building until c.1999. It now forms part of the Curlewis Street police complex.
Description
The former State Public Offices are a double-storey modern office block of brick and reinforced concrete
construction, with a flat tray-deck roof (with plant room) concealed by a rendered parapet. The north and south
elevations are identical, articulated by rendered spur walls that divide each façade into five bays, each containing a
continuous row of seven aluminium-framed sash windows, with a mosaic tiled spandrel below, and a louvred
aluminium sun-shade above. The main entrance, located off centre on the McCallum Street façade, has full-height
windows and doors, with a mosaic tiled porch and a cantilevered awning above. The side elevations are rendered
and windowless.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
7.5 Developing administrative structures and authorities
Significance
The former State Public Offices at 1-3 MacCallum Street, Swan Hill, are of some local historic and aesthetic
significance. Erected in c.1965 on a site which had been gazetted for public buildings a century earlier, the present
building provides evidence of the ongoing development of the reserve, and demonstrates a continuity of
government use from a very early period of settlement in Swan Hill. Aesthetically, it is an particularly intact and
representative example of a government building in a contemporary 1960s style, of which there are relatively few
examples in the municipality.
References
Commemorative Plaque in foyer.
Information provided by police officer.
Information provided by Cr Albert Heslop, 6 June 2001.
Recommendations
Retain original elements including distinctive spandrel tiling.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Garden & Green, Solicitors (office)

Reference No.

HO137 (SH7)

Former Name

National Bank of Australasia

Grade

B

Address

4 McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1888, 1912

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. 4920 (file only)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
A branch of the National Bank of Australasia opened at Swan Hill in February 1888. The late 1880s was a period
of strong economic growth around Victoria and the construction of substantial and decorative commercial
buildings, and banks in particular, reflected this trend. Bank advertisements in the Sands & McDougall
Melbourne Directory reveal there were no less than 63 Victorian branches of the National Bank of Australia in
1888, plus three agencies. A year later, the number had increased to 72 branches and five agencies. These new
branches included not only Swan Hill but also Alexandra, Bright, Fitzroy, Malvern, Mildura, Newlyn, Serviceton
and Terang.
The financial crisis of 1892 resulted in the closure of many banks. That year, the number of National Bank
branches in Victoria dropped from 81 to 70. The branch at Swan Hill, however, survived the crash, and occupied
the building in McCallum Street until 1953, when it relocated to new premises at 141 Campbell Street. The
former bank was then acquired by local solicitor Thomas Green, whose firm was previously located at 51
McCallum Street. The firm, later known as Garden & Green, continues to occupy the former bank.
It has been claimed that the present building at 4 McCallum Street was erected in 1912,1 but is elaborate Boomstyle detailing is typical of the late 1880s, and it seems certain that the building is the original bank branch of
1888. The earliest known photograph of the bank, taken in the first decade of the twentieth century, indicates that
the building had a corner entrance, and the present-day eastern portion, with a separate entrance flanked by
windows, had not yet been built. This portion, built in a Classical style to match the existing but with some
distinctly twentieth-century touches, is presumably the part that was erected in 1912.
Description
The former National Bank is a single-storey rendered masonry building on an L-shaped plan, with a hipped roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel. Its unusual form comprises a parapetted rectangular wing, built to the
McCallum Street property line, with a set-back wing (sans parapet) extending toward Curlewis Street, and a
projecting angled bay at the intersection. The symmetrical McCallum Street frontage has a moulded entablature,
and is divided into three bays by Corinthian pilasters with vermiculated plinths. The central bay has a roundarched entrance with a moulded archivolt and six-panelled timber doors, flanked by plain rectangular windows
with splayed sills. The corner bay has a pair of identical pilasters, and a round-arched window, above which is an
moulded entablature with a balustraded parapet surmounted by orbs, scrolled brackets and a mask. The metal
palisade fence is not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.17 Financing Australia
Significance
The former branch of the National Bank of Australasia at 4 McCallum Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable historic
and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1888, it provides local evidence of the widespread economic growth
occurring throughout Victoria in the late 1880s prior to the financial crash of the early 1890s. Subsequent
additions to the bank in the early twentieth century (c.1912) demonstrates the strengthening economy of the town
during the pivotal Closer Settlement era. Aesthetically, the bank is fine, if rather modestly-proportioned, example
of a Victorian Boom-style commercial building, and, in that respect, is unique in the municipality.
References
Information supplied by Martin McGuiness 1 March 2001.
1
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Sands & McDougall Melbourne Directory. 1888, 1889, 1893, 1894.
Joan Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites.
Graham Gardner. Traces of the Past: A Pictorial History of Swan Hill and District from Federation to the Present.
Recommendations
Retain original external elements including parapet orbs and balustrading.
The reinstatement of original signage eg on the corner parapet, would greatly assist the interpretation of this
building.
Investigate the original exterior colour scheme with a view to its reinstatement.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Shop

Reference No.

HO138 (new)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

49 McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1929

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The date on the parapet indicates that the building was erected in 1929. Its original occupant is unknown. At
some point it was occupied by an accountant, Harry French.1
Description
The building at 49 McCallum Street is a single-storey double-fronted rendered brick shop with a gabled roof
concealed by a high parapet. There are two shopfronts at street level, separated by rendered piers and sheltered by
a common cantilevered awning. Above the awning, the façade has an elongated rectangular panel formed by
projecting header bricks, and containing a moulded circular panel bearing the year 1929. The parapet above is
raked at the centre and stepped at each edge, and has header brick capping.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
Significance
The former shop at 49 McCallum Street is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1929, it provides
evidence of the ongoing commercial development of Swan Hill during the formative inter-War period, and it is
among the few surviving intact pre-War commercial buildings in the centre of the town. Aesthetically, it is a
representative and intact example of its type. It makes a significant contribution to the McCallum Street
streetscape, located alongside the Tomlinson & Laidlaw shop ( HO139) and the Town Hall (HO143)
References

Recommendations
The parapet date is essential to the interpretation of the building, and should not be obscured with modern signage.
Identified By
Allom Lovell & Associates, August 2000.

1
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Current Name

Tomlinson Laidlaw & Company

Reference No.

HO139 (SH21)

Former Name

Office building

Grade

B

Address

51 McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1893

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The architectural style of the building suggests that it may date from c.1893 when Swan Hill’s first resident
solicitor, David James Wallace, arrived. He occupied 51 McCallum Street from 1893 until 1921 when another
local solicitor Alan Garden, founder of Garden and Green, who occupied the building until 1953, and are now
located at 4 McCallum Street (HO137). The late Alan Garden was a Swan Hill Borough councilor (1941-57) and
also served as Mayor. Other occupants included Robert Burns, an accountant (c.1955-80), St Mary’s Credit
Society in the 1970s, Barry Lacy Insurance (c.1980-85), and Tomlinson & Company from (February 1986-October
1991). The building is now occupied by St Lukes, an Aboriginal Group.
The building was restored to some extent (August 1987-March 1988) reflecting the trend of conservation of early
buildings around Victoria in the 1980s and 1990s, and it had had an almost continuous association with providing
professional services.
Description
The building is a single-storey single-fronted Victorian-style shop, its gabled roof concealed by a raked parapet.
the façade is articulated by a pair of pilasters at each edge, with a moulded cornice and pediment. The doorway, to
the left side, contains a panelled timber door with a fanlight above, and there is a pair of timber-framed doublehung sash windows with a common projecting sill. The three openings, divided by capped piers, have distinctive
raked heads and a moulded stringcourse which follows the shape, zigzagging across the façade.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.18 Marketing and retailing
Significance
The former office at 51 MacCallum Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Probably
erected around the turn of the century, it demonstrates a particularly early phase of commercial development in
Swan Hill. It a rare surviving example of a Victorian-style commercial buildings in the town’s central activities
district. Aesthetically, it is a somewhat intact example of a late Victorian-style shop in the Classical mode,
distinguished by some somewhat quirky Mannerist detailing such as raked window heads and the zigzagging
moulded stringcourses.
References
Information supplied by Martin McGuiness 1 March 2001, and Phyl Braybrook, 22 March 2001.
Recommendations
The distinctive elements of the façade, including the parapet, mouldings and stringcourses, should not be
concealed by modern signage, etc.
The original timber-framed double-hung sash windows should be retained, and not replaced by modern shopfront
windows.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Water Tower

Reference No.

HO140 (SH4)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

McCallum Street (at Murray River ), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1885-86

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B4866 (file only)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The water tower was erected in 1885-86 as part of the first water reticulation scheme in Swan Hill. Prior to this,
water from the Murray River was distributed around the town by means of barrels, drawn by sledges, and supplied
at a fee of about 2/- per barrel. The Swan Hill Shire Waterworks Trust was gazetted on 14 July 1882. Based in
Kerang, this body was formed to oversee the supply of water to the towns of Swan Hill and Kerang, and the
irrigation of farmland over a catchment of some 10,000 acres. In 1887, the Victorian Municipal Directory
reported
The principal works executed by this Trust are two large weirs on the Loddon River, designed to send floodwaters to fill a series of lakes to the north-west of Kerang, these works being in successful operation. Urban
water supplies for the townships of Castle Donnington [ie Swan Hill] and Kerang with water towers,
pumping machinery and reticulation: both these supplies are successful and paying interest on the outlay.
The new water tank in Swan Hill had a capacity of 20,000 gallons (almost 91,000 litres), which was more than
adequate for the town’s relatively modest population of 350 people. As population increased over the next decade,
however, it became apparent that water supply services would need to be upgraded. This ultimately led to the
formation, in 1900, of a local body to replace the original Kerang-based water supply trust.
Description
The water tower is a cylindrical four-storey red brick structure with a rivetted steel water tank at the top. The
tower is articulated vertically by tapering buttresses dividing it into six bays, and horizontally by plain
stringcourses delineating the four levels. Each bay, at each level, contains a round-arched window with a
projecting sill. These windows are mostly blind, those to the west face contain ledged-and-braced timber shutters.
The uppermost window on the west face has a narrow platform, from which extends a steel-framed ladder within a
trussed enclosure, providing access to the rivetted water tank above. The adjacent water slide is intrusive and
detracts from the aesthetic of the tower.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
6.2

Building of towns
Stock and domestic water supply

Australian Heritage Commission
4.2

Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)

Significance
The water tower on the corner of Macallum Street and Monash Drive, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic
significance. Erected in 1885 as part of the first water reticulation scheme in Swan Hill, it provides evidence of a
significant phase in the development of the town, and also demonstrates an early aspect of the provision of water
supply, which has been a recurring theme in the history of the Mallee region. While merely a utilitarian structure,
the tower nevertheless displays some architectural pretensions including blind arched windows, corbelled cornice,
and distinctive splayed buttresses. It is a prominent element in the streetscape, and a landmark in the town.
References
Victorian Municipal Directory. 1886, 1887.
Swan Hill Guardian. 20 December 1937.
Recommendations
Retain unpainted finish to brickwork, and undertake basic maintenance to prevent deterioration of the metal tank.
Consider the installation of spotlights, etc, to create a feature of the water tower at night.
Install an interpretative panel to the extension.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Lift Bridge

Reference No.

- (SH3)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1896

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

RTA (NSW)

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Heritage Listings

ü

ü

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

NSW State Heritage Register
RNE
No. 016074 (Registered)

ü

Planning Scheme (NSW)
National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B6941 (Classified)
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History
The bridge was constructed in 1896 and was designed by a leading Sydney engineer, Percy Allan. He was
responsible for inventing timber truss design of 1893 replicated in many parts of New South Wales but the Swan
Hill bridge was the only one of its type on the Murray River. Also, it was the first of many constructed around
New South Wales to be fitted with the one-man lifting mechanism. The building contractor was the Farquharson
company which was responsible for constructing numerous large river bridges in Victoria. This was the only
crossing-point over the Murray between Echuca and Mildura until 1905 when the Barham River Bridge, 80
kilometres west of Echuca, was completed.
Description
The Swan Hill Lift Bridge has a total span of 78.6 metres, comprising five discrete sections: a central lift span,
flanked by large timber through-truss spans, with trabeated approaches at each end. The lift span is 17.8 metres
long, and consists of steel Warren truss girders supported on two pairs of rivetted steel caissons with arched web
between. The span is surmounted by a superstructure of box-trussed columns and beams, with an overhead system
of flywheels and counterweights operating the lift mechanism. The flanking spans, each 27.1 metres long, have
universal beams with timber joists, surmounted by the distinctive trapezoidal timber Allan trusses, now reinforced
with metal members. The approaches have round-log beams supported on timber frames. The asphalted timberdeck roadway is 6.7 metres wide, and has timber-framed railings to the approaches and trussed spans, and metal
railing to the lift span. A narrow footpath, 1.4 metres wide, extends along the south side of the bridge.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1 Tracks and roads
7.3 River trade
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7
3.13
3.16

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people
Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry
Inventing devices to cope with special Australian problems

Significance
The Swan Hill Lift Bridge is of considerable scientific (technological), historic and aesthetic significance.
Designed in 1896 by prominent Sydney bridge engineer Percy Allan, it was not only the first bridge to be built
using Allan’s innovative timber truss, and also the first to be built with his improved one-man lifting mechanism.
It is particularly rare as one of only three examples in Australia of a bridge which combines Allan trusses with
movable spans. The bridge demonstrates the importance of links between New South Wales and Victoria prior to
Federation in 1901, and the lift mechanism, in particular, significantly demonstrates the once-essential (but now
defunct) need to accommodate frequent river traffic. Aesthetically, the bridge is a prominent and distinctive
element on the river.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation, File No.B6941
Register of the National Estate. Database No. 016074
Recommendations
The bridge is not recommended for heritage protection under the planning scheme of the Swan Hill Council.
Strictly speaking, the bridge is in New South Wales. It should, therefore, be recommended for heritage protection
under the planning scheme of the corresponding municipality on the other side of the river.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO141 (SH12)

Former Name

Swan Hill Wharf

Grade

C

Address

McCallum Street (at Murray River), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1892

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

ü Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be maintained around the remnant structure
corresponding to the original extent of the wharf, nominally 100
metres from north to south, extending east to the edge of river bank
and west to the pathway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Swan Hill Wharf was constructed in 1892 together with a railway siding, and the first manager was W
Maddison. During the next three to four decades the wharf was used for handling both passengers and freight,
such as wool and grain. It was an important interchange point for the trans-shipment of freight destined for
Melbourne by rail and for South Australia by Murray River paddle steamers including the PS Marion making its
fortnightly run between Swan Hill and Morgan, in South Australia, during the inter-War years. By World War 2,
trade at the wharf declined significantly and most passenger and freight traffic was conveyed by road and rail. In
1945, long-time local police officer Arthur Feldtmann was made a part-time wharf manager until its demolition in
1947.
Description
Little physical evidence remains of the Swan Hill Wharf. On the riverbank to the immediate east of the presentday brick pump-house, there is a cluster of roughly-dressed timber log posts, two of which retain iron bolts. There
may be further evidence of the wharf, including remnant structure and archaeological objects, below the water’s
surface.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.3 The River Trade
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The remains of the former Swan Hill Wharf are of some historic significance. Despite the extremely poor
condition and intactness, the few surviving elements remain as a valuable reminder of the importance of the river
as a trade and transport route in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Notwithstanding its condition, it
is one of few in situ structures associated with this highly significant aspect of Swan Hill’s history.
References
A Feldtmann. Swan Hill, 1973.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted as is. It is not recommended that the wharf be reconstructed.
Consideration should be given to archaeological investigation of the wharf site, including below the river surface.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Hospital Op-shop

Reference No.

HO142 (SH5)

Former Name

Water Tower

Grade

B

Address

McCallum Street (cnr Splatt Street), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1902

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around all
sides of the water tower, extending further, if required, to the north,
south and east boundaries of the median strip, in order to maintain
an appropriate setting and enhance its landmark qualities.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B4866 (file only)
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History
The water tower on the corner of Splatt and McCallum Streets was erected in 1902 by the then newly-formed Swan
Hill Waterworks Trust. Since the mid-1880s, the Swan Hill’s water supply had been controlled by the Swan Hill
Shire Waterworks Trust, which was based in Kerang. When the trust erected the first water tower in Swan Hill in
1885, the town’s population was 350. By the turn of the century, it had grown to almost 1,000, and it was decided
a local water supply body should be established. The new Swan Hill Waterworks Trust, constituted under the
Water Act of 1890, was gazetted on 26 October 1900, with Commissioner John Gray as chairman and Charles
Edmund Albrecht as acting secretary and engineer.
The trust’s first ventures was the provision of a new water tower to complement the original tower on the banks of
the Murray River, not only to improve the town’s existing water supply, but also to conserve an emergency supply
in case of fire. The tower was designed by the trust’s engineer, C E Albrecht, who also happened to be Swan Hill’s
first Shire Engineer. It was erected by Drummond & Snell, a prominent local firm of timber merchants and
ironmongers, at a cost of £994. The foundation stone was laid on 30 July 1902 by W C Garden, JP.
Description
The water tower is a cylindrical two-storey brick structure of squat proportions, surmounted by a cylindrical steel
tank. It is encircled by a rendered stringcourse, and a matching cornice at parapet line with quarry-faced bluestone
coping. At ground level, there is an arched doorway to Splatt Street, with a pair of timber doors and a sheet metal
fanlight above. The upper level has an a timber-framed multi-paned sash window with arched head. To one side,
a second door opens onto a timber and steel-framed balconette, from which a steel ladder permits access to the
water tank above, which is made of rivetted steel plates, painted green. Internally, the tower has a double-height
space, with the bowed underside of the water tank visible above. The room has exposed pipework, and a ladder
leading up to the balconette doorway. The brick walls are painted at the lower level, and unpainted above.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
Australian Heritage Commission
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The water tower at the intersection of McCallum and Splatt Streets is of local historic and aesthetic significance.
Erected in 1902 as the first venture by the then newly-formed Swan Hill Waterworks Trust, the tower provides
evidence of a significant phase in the development and expansion of the town, and also demonstrates an aspect of
the provision of water supply, which has been a recurring theme in the history of the Mallee region. Aesthetically,
the tower is a distinctive structure on a prominent site, and remains as an important landmark in the streetscape.
References
Victorian Municipal Directory. 1890-1905.
Swan Hill Guardian. 1 August 1902, 20 December 1937.
Recommendations
Retain unpainted finish to brickwork, and undertake basic maintenance to prevent deterioration of the metal tank.
Consider the installation of spotlights, etc, to create a feature of the water tower at night.
Install an interpretative panel to the exterior.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Town Hall and Municipal Chambers

Reference No.

HO143 (SH6)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

53 McCallum Street (cnr Beveridge St), Swan
Hill

Construction Date

1934

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A Council committee was established in 1928 in order to determine the future of the then Shire Office building
constructed in 1897 and recommended a new building be erected. In late 1934 a tender worth £21,265 was let to E
G Gray, whose father laid the stone for the original offices in 1897. Designed by Melbourne architects A C Leith
& Bartlett, the Town Hall was officially opened by His Excellency Lord Huntingfield on 17 September 1935. The
firm boasted in 1939 they had been involved in the construction or remodelling of eighteen Town Halls including
those at Alberton, Collingwood, Dandenong, Euroa, Glenelg, Heidelberg, and Preston.
Description
The Swan Hill Town Hall is a large rendered brick building in the Free Classical style, comprising a four-storey
wing to MacCallum Street, its roof concealed by a parapet, and a double-storey wing to Beveridge Street, with a
gambrel roof. The latter wing has a central bay, divided into three by Egyptian-style pilasters with square multipaned windows and spandrels between, and a moulded entablature with MUNICIPAL CHAMBERS along the frieze.
Recessed doorways to each side have moulded entablatures with rectangular windows above, surmounted by
flagpoles. These are flanked by three windows at each level, with fielded panels between and a rusticated plinth.
A row of five identical windows runs along the MacCallum Street elevation. The larger wing, to MacCallum
Street, has a wide recessed entrance with fully-glazed doors and a cantilevered verandah. A row of six pilasters
rises above, with small multi-paned windows between, supporting a moulded entablature with SWAN HILL TOWN
HALL across the frieze. At each edge of the façade is a tall arch with rusticated surround, enclosing multi-paned
windows at the lower levels, and a niche, containing an urn, with a flagpole above.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
8.3 Shire buildings
13.0 Community life
Australian Heritage Commission
5.4 Working in offices
7.5 Developing administrative structures and authorities
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
Significance
The Swan Hill Town Hall, on the corner of McCallum and Splatt Streets, Swan Hill, is of local historic, social and
aesthetic significance. The site has been associated with local government in Swan Hill since the first shire hall
was erected there in 1897. The present building, built 1934, demonstrates municipal expansion in the inter-War
period, and has associations with the Victorian Centenary. For many years, the building was the centre for local
government, and a focus for community activity such as dances, film screenings and live performances. The
building is one of 18 civic projects undertaken by noted Melbourne architects A C Leith & Bartlett prior to the
Second World War. Aesthetically, the building is a fine and intact example of a public building in the inter-War
Free Classical style, and it remains a conspicuous landmark on this prominent and elevated corner site in the town.
References
A Feldtmann. Typescript documents held at local History Collection, Swan Hill Regional Library. nd
Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the Town Hall retains its semi-public or community function.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

War Memorial plantation

Reference No.

HO144 (SH20)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

McCallum Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1919, 1958

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained to all sides
of the memorial in order to preserve its setting and enhance its
position in the streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The original cenotaph is believed to have been erected c.1919. It was subsequently expanded and was officially
unveiled by Sir Dallas Brooks on 23 May 1958. The granite coat-of-arms at the apex of the memorial was sculpted
by M Bartolai, a local monumental mason.
Description
The War memorial plantation consists of a sunken paved area on a semi-circular plan, with a stepped terrace along
the Campbell Street frontage and formally landscaped surrounds. In the centre is the memorial proper, flanked by
flagpoles, which comprises a tapered stone plinth with a coved cornice and flat horizontal slab surmounted by a
granite relief sculpture of a coat-of-arms. A marble slab with a moulded cornice and sinuously curved pediment is
engraved with the names of those who fought in the First World War. This slab is encircled by a U-shaped slab of
black granite, installed in 1958 to provide space for the names service personnel who fought in the of Second
World War. On the rear side of the plinth is a metal plaque bearing the inscription: GREAT WAR / 1914 /
COMMEMORATION / OF / AUSTRALIAN SOLDIERS / ANZAC / RESERVE.
The formal plantings include a pair of slender conifers to each side of the memorial, and a second pair of trees at
the rear which have been trained into a topiary archway.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
8.8 Remembering the fallen
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The War Memorial plantation, on the west side of Campbell Street between the two lanes of McCallum Street, is of
local historical and aesthetic significance. Erected c.1919 and remodelled in the 1950s, the memorial is an
important focus for the collective remembrance of historic and recent conflicts, and the local people who served in
them. This has especial significance to Swan Hill as a town with a background of Soldier Settlement in the 1920s
and again in the 1940s. Aesthetically, it is a distinctive and prominent element on the otherwise largely
commercial Campbell Street streetscape, and it makes an important contribution as one of numerous war and
municipal monuments along the McCallum Street plantation. The formal arrangement of conifer trees makes an
important contribution.
References
Inscriptions on monument.
Facsimile from Barry Townley, President of Returned Services League (Swan Hill Branch) 15 March 2001.
Recommendations
The memorial should be updated to commemorate post-World War Two conflicts.
The plantings should be inspected annually by a qualified aboriculturalist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO145 (SH24)

Former Name

Soldiers’ Memorial Hall

Grade

B

Address

47 McCrae Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1922

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Theatre Group

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In early 1922, a joint committee was formed by the Swan Hill branch of the Returned Soldiers and Sailors Imperial
League of Australia (RSSILA, now RSL) and members of the local mechanics’ institute, with a view to erecting a
hall which could be used by both parties. A vacant site on the east side of McCrae Street, next to the fire station,
was acquired for £100, and a resolution was made to have plans prepared for the committee’s approval. The
architects were Bradbury & Greenwood of Queen Street, Melbourne, about whom very little is known. On 28
March 1922, the foundation stone for the hall was laid by the Governor General, Lord Forster, who was on a brief
official visit to Swan Hill with his wife. The following day, the Swan Hill Guardian reported:
It is very fitting that His Excellency should lay the stone of the hall in memory of the district boys who lost
their lives in the Great War. In his short address, His Excellency said he hoped the hall would prove a good
club for those who had survived the war [and] he hoped that the hall and all who use it would prosper in the
future, and those who passed by would see and recognise what it stood for.
In 1976, the building was acquired by the Swan Hill Theatre Group, a local amateur theatrical company that
founded was in the 1940s by Marjorie McLeod B.E.M. It continues to be used as a community theatre.
Description
The former Memorial Hall is a single-storey face brick building on a T-shaped plan, comprising a wide front wing,
built to the property line, with the elongated hall behind. The front wing, of clinker brick, has a hipped roof clad
in corrugated galvanised steel, concealed by a low parapet with a central tower-like element. The symmetrical
street façade has a central recessed porch flanked by three timber-framed double-hung sash windows with rendered
sills and projecting brick spandrels below. A rendered stringcourse runs across the façade, with matching banding
at plinth level and to the porch surround. The porch has the words MEMORIAL HALL across the lintel with a
moulded entablature above, surmounted by a wreath motif.
The rear portion of the building built of plain red brick, and has a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel.
There are rows of tall rectangular windows with rendered lintels and splayed sills, and boarding that conceals the
sashes. A small hip-roofed projecting wing forms a delivery bay, with a large ledged-and-braced timber door.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.5 Halls
13.6 The Wars
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
6.1 Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education
8.1 Organising recreation
8.8 Remembering the fallen
Significance
The former Soldiers’ Memorial Hall at 47 McCrae Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic, social and aesthetic
significance. Erected as a war memorial, clubroom and mechanics’ institute in 1922, the hall was a focus for
social and community activity in Swan Hill for many years. Aesthetically, it is a particularly fine example of an
inter-War public hall, distinguished by its bold brickwork and streamlined composition, which contrasts markedly
with other public halls in the municipality, which are invariably of timber of ripple iron construction, with few
architectural pretensions. The memorial hall is a prominent element in the historic inter-War streetscape, which
also includes the fire station and front wing of McKillop College.
References
Swan Hill Guardian. 30 January 1922, 30 March 1922, 14 September 1922.
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Recommendations
It is desirable, from a heritage point of view, that the building continues its public/community function.
The original unpainted finish to the building should be retained.
Those elements on the facade which indicate the original function of the building, namely the symbolic wreath
motif and the words MEMORIAL HALL, should be retained, and not concealed by advertising or other signage
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 November 1998.
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Current Name

McKillop College (technology centre)

Reference No.

HO146 (SH60)

Former Name

Swan Hill Fire Station

Grade

B

Address

51 McCrae Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1930

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Roman Catholic Trust

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
At the turn of the century, the Swan Hill Fire Brigade occupied a ‘commodious wooden building, being 24 feet
wide by 40 feet in length’, on the northeastern corner of McCrae and Splatt Streets. It was equipped with two hose
reels, 1,000 feet [305 metres] of hose with three thread couplings, two hydrants, six branches, a Y-coupling, 55
feet [16.7 metres] of ladders, buckets, axes, fire-hooks and ten torches. There were fourteen registered members of
the brigade, and another thirteen reserves.
By the early 1920s, the fire brigade was reportedly ‘badly-equipped and not able to deal with outbreaks of fire
sufficiently’. At that time, the policy of the Country Fire Brigades Board was to fund half of the cost of each new
fire station, with the citizens of the respective towns providing the rest. This changed in 1928, when the Board
decided to provide total funding. A £25,000 loan was floated, and 36 new fire stations were proposed for various
country towns around Victoria, including Swan Hill.
The foundation stone for the new Swan Hill Fire Station was laid on 10 September 1930 by Chief Officer W M
Chellow of the Country Fire Brigades Board.. It was erected to a standard design adopted by the board, and was
described as being identical in design, size and internal arrangement to the fire station at Donald. The station,
which cost about £1,200, was erected by C G White, of Donald, with construction supervised by Mr Lowernstern.
McKillop College purchased this building in 1998 for use as a technology (computer) centre.
Description
The former fire station is a single-storey brick building with a shallow hipped roof, clad in corrugated galvanised
steel and concealed by a parapet. The principal elevation, to McCrae Street, is rendered. The wide central
opening (formerly vehicular entry, now infilled with windows) is flanked by pairs of pilasters surmounted by
fielded square panels set into a plain frieze that extends across the lintel. Directly above is a recessed rectangular
panel, containing a modern sheet-metal sign that conceals the original fire station signage. The raked parapet
rises above, which has moulded coping and steps down at the edges. The skillion-roofed brick structure along the
Splatt Street frontage is a later addition.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2

Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
4.2

Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)

Significance
The former fire station at 51 McCrae Street, Swan Hill, is of regional historic significance and aesthetic interest.
As one of 36 new fire stations funded by the Country Fire Brigades Board in the late 1920s and early 1930s, the
building demonstrates an important phase in the development of services in rural Victoria. Aesthetically, it is
good example of the 1920s Free Classical style, and this small but elegant building makes an important
contribution to the inter-War character of the McCrae Street streetscape. The skillion-roofed western addition is of
no heritage significance.
References
Swan Hill Guardian. 1 August 1902, 11 September 1930.
Recommendations
It would greatly assist the interpretation of the building if the original vehicle entrance remains fully glazed, and
not infilled with masonry or other solid material.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

MacKillop College (staff room)

Reference No.

HO147 (SH57a)

Former Name

Swan Hill State School No 1142 (1876 building) Grade

B

Address

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1876

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Roman Catholic Trust

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the building on the north, west and east sides, in order to preserve
its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The first primary school in the Swan Hill area was State School No 556, which opened in 1862 with an enrolment
of 21 pupils under teachers Mr and Mrs P Townsend. It survived for just over three months before closure, and,
despite numerous attempts to re-open it, almost a decade passed before public education returned to Swan Hill. In
1871, Rural School No 60 commenced operation, with head teacher Frederick Willoughby holding classes in a
vacant hotel. The following year, the school became State School No 1142. Willoughby was succeeded in 1873 by
Paul Dietz, who held classes in the local Court House. A purpose-built weatherboard schoolhouse was erected in
1874, only to be destroyed by fire two years later. It was promptly replaced by a new brick building, costing £993,
which still survives on the McCrae Street site. A weatherboard addition was subsequently made to the north side
of the schoolroom, presumably in the 1880s or ‘90s, prior to the erection of the new building fronting McCrae
Street (qv HO148)
In 1986, the Swan Hill State School No 1142 was relocated to new premises in Gray Street, and the old site was
subsequently redeveloped as MacKillop College. The original 1876 building is now used as a staff room.
Description
The 1876 building is a single-storey red brick schoolhouse on a L-shaped plan, with a gabled roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by cylindrical ridge vents and brick chimneys. It has skillion-roofed
verandahs along the north and east frontages, supported on timber posts with balustrading between. The gable
ends have plain timber bargeboards with truncated turned timber finials, and tripartite bays of multi-paned timberframed double-hung sash windows, with rectangular fanlights above, and a rectangular louvred vent in the apex.
The small weatherboard addition, of uncertain date but presumably nineteenth century, extends from the north
frontage. It has a hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and small timber-framed windows,
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The original Swan Hill State School building (now part of MacKillop College) in McCrae Street, Swan Hill, is of
considerable historical significance. Erected in 1876 to replace an earlier timber school building that was
destroyed by fire, the building is a rare surviving remnant of the school’s earliest days. It is the oldest of a very
small number of surviving nineteenth century school buildings in the municipality, and it stands out, moreover, it
is the only one of brick construction.
The small weatherboard addition to the north, which was probably built in the 1880s or ‘90s, provides evidence of
the overcrowding which plagues the school in its early days, and the ongoing need for expansion, which
culminated in the erection of new classroom blocks in 1901, the 1910s and 1938.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. pp 321-22.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted finish to brickwork.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

McKillop College (classrooms)

Former Name

Swan Hill State School No 1142 (1901 building) Grade

B

Address

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1901, c.1910s

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Roman Catholic Trust

c.1910 wing of the classroom block

Reference No.

detail of 1901 portion of classroom block

Original drawings for 1901 portion of classroom block (L Burchell)

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

HO148 (SH57b)

Survey Date August 2000

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

Curtilage

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

A nominal curtilage should be maintained around the building on
all sides, but extending twenty metres south of the building, in order
to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Swan Hill State School No 1142, established in the early 1870s, began to experience overcrowding problems
within two decades. The school’s long-serving Head Teacher, Paul Deitz, was replaced in 1891 by Mr R Mills,
who promptly reported the overcrowding problems, and classes were thereafter held in church halls, a new shelter
shed, and the skating rink. In 1900, a fire destroyed much of the school, and a new building was erected the
following year, with accommodation for 180 pupils.
The building’s exterior was designed in the so-called ‘Horsham’ elevational style, characterised by an encircling
verandah and prominent jerkinhead roof with wide eaves supported on timber brackets. This style, as its name
suggests, was pioneered at the Horsham State School, erected in 1876, and was subsequently used in at least 24
other state school buildings in country Victoria over the next quarter of a century, including those at Avoca,
Shepparton, Warracknabeal and Mildura. The example at Swan Hill, completed in 1901, was the last of the series.
In 1986, school was relocated to new premises in Gray Street, and the old site was subsequently redeveloped as
MacKillop College. The 1901 wing continues to be used as classrooms and a computer lab.
Description
The 1901 schoolroom is a single-storey tuckpointed red brick building, subsequently overpainted, with a
jerkinhead roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The roofline retains metal ridge finials, and tall brick
chimneys with banded caps and terracotta pots. The jerkinhead gable ends have moulded timber bargeboards, and
board-lined eaves supported on timber brackets, with small windows between. Elsewhere, there are rectangular
windows with segmental arched heads and splayed sills, containing four-paned timber-framed double hung sashes.
The original skillion-roofed verandah, as shown on the original drawings, has been removed.
To the south frontage is a later addition (c.1910s) with hipped roofs, also clad in corrugated galvanised steel,
penetrated by plain brick chimneys. Two bays, one projecting forward, contain quadripartite bays of timberframed double-hung multi-paned sash windows with rendered sills and rectangular fanlights above. The
projecting bay has a side entrance, surmounted by a tall six-paned fanlight.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The 1901 portion of the former Swan Hill State School, in McCrae Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and
aesthetic significance. Erected some thirty years after the school was established, it demonstrates the ongoing
development and upgrading of the school as the population of the town increased. Aesthetically, it is substantially
intact example of a late nineteenth-century style schoolhouse in the so-called ‘Horsham’ type, characterised by its
distinctive jerkinhead roofline.
The c.1910 addition to the south of the building is of historic significance. It provides evidence of the ongoing
development of the primary school in the early twentieth century. Aesthetically, it is a representative example of
its type, and it contrasts markedly with the more ubiquitous weatherboard schoolrooms of comparable date, located
elsewhere in the municipality.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. pp 321-22.
L Burchell. Victorian Schools. pp 165-67.
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Recommendations
The original unpainted finish to the 1910 building should be retained. The reinstatement of the original unpainted
and tuckpointed finish to the 1901 building should also be considered.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

McKillop College (Administration Wing)

Reference No.

HO149 (SH57c)

Former Name

Swan Hill State School No 1142 (1938 building) Grade

B

Address

McCrae Street (cnr Splatt Street), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1938

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Roman Catholic Trust

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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Curtilage
The vacant land between the northern frontage of this building and
the McCrae Street property line should be maintained as an
appropriate curtilage to preserve its setting and reinforce its
prominent position in the streetscape.
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History
The McCrae Street wing of the former Swan Hill State School was erected in 1938, following several years of
demands from staff and parents alike. In 1934, the headmaster, Mr Lohan, reported to the Minister of Public
Works that the present accommodation was inadequate, and that expansion was urgently required. At that time,
the enrollment was increasing by a rate of over ten students per year. The Mother’s Club organised a petition,
eventually gaining the signatures of 1000 local residents – around one-quarter of the town’s population.
The foundation stone for the new building was laid by H Pye, MLC, Minister of Agriculture, on 23 September
1938. It was designed by Percy Everett (1888-1967), who was Chief Architect of the Public Works Department
from 1934 to 1953. Himself a former headmaster, Everett designed countless schools during his long tenure with
the PWD, including Upwey Primary School (1936), Coburg High School (1937), Essendon Technical School
(1938), Box Hill Girls’ Technical School (1941) and Wangaratta High School (1950). His best known work,
however, is probably the Russell Street police headquarters in Melbourne (1941).
In 1986, the Swan Hill State School No 1142 was relocated to new premises in Gray Street, and the old site was
subsequently redeveloped as McKillop College. The 1938 wing is now used as the school’s administration centre.
Description
The 1938 schoolroom is a single-storey red and brown brick building on a rectangular plan, with a steep hipped
roof clad in glazed Marseilles-pattern terracotta tiles, surrounded by a ornamented parapet.. The symmetrical
street frontage has a central curved bay, flanked by enclosed porches, with a projecting room at each end. The
façade is delineated by a continuous concrete slab sun-hood. The central round bay has distinctive curved facets
above the sun-hood, and narrow fixed-sash windows, with splayed manganese brick reveals, below. The two
projecting rooms at either end each have a bay of five timber-framed double-hung sash windows, with horizontal
glazing bays, and fanlights above the sun-hood.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The McCrae Street wing of the former Swan Hill State School (now McKillop College) is of local historic and
aesthetic significance. It provides evidence of the increasing population, and subsequent demand for the upgrading
of educational facilities, in the inter-War period. The building is a fine example of the work of Percy Everett,
long-serving and prolific PWD Chief Architect. Aesthetically, it is a particularly interesting example of Everett’s
idiosyncratic Moderne style, with some distinctive elements like the fluted round bay with splayed windows. The
building contributes to the inter-War streetscape, which includes the fire station and the memorial hall.
References
‘New State School Buildings’. Swan Hill Guardian. 27 September 1938.
F O’Neill. ‘Everett, Percy Edgar’, in J Ritchie (ed), Australian Dictionary of Biography. Vol 14, p 118.
Recommendations
Retain original unpainted brick finish.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Well

Reference No.

HO150 (SH28)

Former Name

Customs House and well

Grade

C

Address

Monash Drive, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1896

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

DNRE

Survey Date June 2000. Inset: Photo of Customs House in 1908 (SLV)

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of five metres should be maintained around all
sides of the well to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Swan Hill customs house was erected in 1896 on the bank of the Murray River, immediately to the south of
the Lift Bridge. A branch of the Victorian Customs department had been established at Swan Hill over two
decades earlier, in 1872, in order to impose tariffs on commerce between Victoria and New South Wales. This
continued until 1901, when Federation put an end to the need for interstate customs. Thereafter, the defunct
customs house was used as a private residence until it was destroyed by fire in 1914.
Description
No physical fabric remains of the former Customs House. In the riverbank area which once comprised the grounds
of the building, there are a number of trees including a pepper tree, palm tree and willow tree, which were
reportedly planted by Mrs Wyse, wife of one-time customs officer Albert Wyse.1 There is also a bluestone well,
which is circular in plan and set flush with the ground. It shaft has been infilled, and a tree has been planted
therein.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1 Tracks and roads
7.3 The River Trade
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
7.3 Federating Australia
7.5 Developing administrative structures and authorities
Significance
The site of the Customs House is of local historic significance. Although no physical fabric remains of the actual
building, the bluestone well and remnant plantings provide evidence of the original complex, erected in 1896 to
control commerce between Victoria and New South Wales. As such, the site retains associations with a significant
aspect of interstate trade in the pre-Federation era.
References
Interpretative signage located at site.
Recommendations
Interpretation of the bluestone well would be greatly improved by the removal of the tree, and the removal of the
soil from the well shaft. Bearing in mind that the bottom of the well would probably contain historic ‘rubbish’
(broken bottles, crockery, coins, etc) the excavation of the shaft should be undertaken with input from a suitably
qualified archaeologist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1
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Information provided by Cr Albert Heslop, 6 June 2001.
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Current Name

Pumping Station No l

Reference No.

HO151 (SH29)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Monash Drive (opp swimming pool), Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1914

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Lower Murray Water

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around all
sides of the pumping station in order to preserve its setting in the
landscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The pumping station on the bank of the Murray River was erected c.1914 by the Swan Hill Waterworks Trust.
Since the mid-1880s, water supply in and around Swan Hill had been controlled by the Swan Hill Shire
Waterworks Trust, which was based in Kerang. The new Swan Hill Waterworks Trust was formed in 1900
because the town’s rapidly increasing population indicated that a Swan Hill-based water supply body would be
more appropriate.
The trust’s first venture was the erection of a new water tower to complement the original tower on the banks of
the Murray River, not only to improve the town’s existing water supply, but also to conserve an emergency supply
in case of fire. The water tower, completed in 1902, included a new pump with 8-inch section pipes. When the
electrical power station opened at Swan Hill c.1914, a new electrically-driven pumping station was built. The
pumping station was extensively altered in 1932-33 at a cost of £3,100.
Description
Pumping Station No 1 is a small single-storey roughcast-rendered masonry building with a flat roof concealed by a
castellated parapet. Its distinctive plan form comprises a square section, facing Monash Street, and an interlocking
circular section, facing the river. Each of the two components has rectangular steel-framed sash windows with
external metal grilles. The pump station is entered via a pair of low doorways, one wide and one narrow, on the
street frontage.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage).
Significance
The No 1 pumping station, off Monash Drive, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in
1914 soon after the opening of the town’s electric power plant, the pumping station provides evidence of a
significant phase in the development of the town. It is associated not only with ongoing development of urban
water reticulation in the town, but also with the emergence of electric power in Swan Hill. Aesthetically, the
structure is distinguished by its castle-like form and castellated parapet, like a Gothic folly, further enhanced by its
picturesque riverbank location.
References
Swan Hill Guardian. 20 December 1937.
Recommendations
Retain original elements including castellations and roughcast rendered finish.
The pumping station could be interpreted eg by means of signage, which might incorporate a map demonstrating
the pumping station’s relationship to other sites in the town which are associated with the early water reticulation
system (water towers, etc)
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Railway turntable

Reference No.

HO152 (SH30)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Monash Drive (opp. caravan park), Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1936?

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Vic Track

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained to all sides
of the turntable to preserves its setting, particular in relationship to
the adjacent railway yards.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The turntable was probably installed c.1936 as suggested by the serial number, but not at Swan Hill. It was
relocated there during the mid-1980s because of the running of special trains hauled by steam locomotives since
then. The turntable’s structural components were manufactured by the Austral-Otis Engineering Company, of
Melbourne.
Description
The railway turntable is set into a circular depression, approximately one metre deep, with a rubble retaining wall.
The revolving component comprises a deep rivetted steel girder with splayed lower flanges at each end, with a pair
of perpendicular wheels that connect with a single steel track around the internal perimeter of the circle. A metal
plaque on the underside of the girder is embossed with the name of the manufacturer: THE AUSTRAL OTIS /
ENGINEERING COMPANY LTD / MELBOURNE. The girder supports a superstructure of timber sleepers and twin
railway tracks, flanked by steel-framed gangways with expanded metal decking and metal pipe railings. The
railway tracks are embossed with the following serial number: A5 107 LB (1936) A15 VII / 1940 OH.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The railway turntable is of local historic significance. Although it was only erected in its present location in the
mid-1980s, it is clearly of much older vintage and may date, as its serial number implies, from the mid-1930s. The
turntable is an intact and representative example of its type. Another example, of comparable vintage, survives in
situ at the railway complex at Robinvale.
References
A Feldtmann. Typescript notes held at local History Collection, Swan Hill Regional Library. nd.
Recommendations
Basic maintenance should be undertaken to prevent deterioration of metal components.
Interpretation of the turntable would be greatly enhanced if it was maintained in serviceable condition.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

PS Gem

Reference No.

HO153 (SH11)

Former Name

-

Grade

A

Address

Pioneer Settlement, Monash Drive, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1876, 1882

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage

Recommended

VHR

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü

ü

ü

ü

H1742 (added August 1998)

RNE
DB 015477 (Rejected place)

Planning Scheme
HO30

National Trust (Vic)

ü

B1639 (Classified Object)
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History
The PS Gem was constructed in Moama in 1876, originally built as a barge but converted to a paddle steamer in
early 1877. Her first owner was Captain Elliot Randall, and her maiden voyage took place in August 1877. Over
the next few years, she had various owners and operated as a combined passenger and cargo vessel between the
ports in the Morgan, Wilcannia and Wentworth regions of the Murray-Darling system. She was taken to Goolwa
in 1882 to be refitted and extended, the latter being achieved by cutting the boat in half and inserting a new 12metre section. Described as the most commodious boat on the river, the remodelled Gem was relaunched in June
1882.
By the mid 1890s the Gem was transporting up to 200 bales of wool per trip between various Murray valley ports
and Morgan, a railhead in South Australia. She operated as a trading and passenger vessel until the late 1910s,
when road and rail transport began to supersede the riverboats. In 1939, she was refitted as a tourist vessel and
operated as such until hitting a ‘snag’ in three to four metres of water at Cal Cal, near Mildura, in 1948. She
resumed service about six months later until converted to a houseboat in 1954. In 1962, the PS Gem was
purchased by the Pioneer Settlement (then known as the Swan Hill Folk Museum) for £2,000, and was towed from
Mildura and installed in the specially-constructed pool in 1963, where she remains to this day. The boat has been
refurbished several times, including a restaurant fitout in 1978, and an external restoration project which
commenced in 1990.
Description
The Gem is a four level vessel of iron and timber construction, comprising a hold, main deck, and two upper decks.
She is 133.4 feet (30 metres) long, 20.7 feet (6.8 metres) wide, and has a gross tonnage of 228.23 tons. The hull
has a rivetted wrought iron keel with red gum keelsons and stringers, and iron ribs, while the hull itself is of
redgum planks, steamed to shape, with staggered butt-joints. The main deck contains an open cargo and wood
storage area to the stem ( now enclosed by glazing), the engine area (sans engine) in the mid ship, and the former
restaurant and kitchen space to the stern. It has redgum decking to the former spaces, and more recent tongueand-groove flooring to the latter. The upper deck originally contained individual cabins, which have largely been
stripped to create a gallery space, and a large ‘music room’, added by the enclosure of an open part of the deck in
the 1930s. The top deck contains further cabins, and the wheelhouse. The two upper levels have baltic pine
decking, variously covered with bituminous membrane or galvanised steel sheeting. All decks have iron railings.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.3 The River Trade
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
3.22 Catering for tourists
Significance
The PS Gem, in the Pioneer Settlement off Monash Avenue, Swan Hill, is of outstanding historic significance.
Built in 1876 and extended in 1882, the boat is one of the largest and most important of the surviving passenger
vessels from the heyday of the riverboat period. It provides evidence of this once ubiquitous but now long-defunct
mode of transport, and the significance of the Murray River as a transport route in the nineteenth century. The
boat is a distinctive element, and a potent symbol both of the Pioneer Settlement, and the town of Swan Hill itself.
References
Allom Lovell & Associates. ‘A Preliminary Conservation Plan for the Paddlesteamer Gem’, unpublished report
prepared for the Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement, May 1997.
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Pamphlet. ‘Gem Centenary Special’, November 1976. Held in National Trust File No. B1639.
Recommendations
The relocation of the Gem from its small pool to an actual riverside location with appropriate infrastructure would
greatly enhance interpretation.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
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Current Name

Paddle Steamer Motel

Reference No.

HO154 (SH16)

Former Name

Planet Motel

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1959

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Paddle Steamer Motel, originally known as the Planet Motel, opened in 1959 as the first motel in Swan Hill.
It was the brainchild of Charlie Weymouth, a radio announcer with local radio station 3SH. The name of the
motel capitalised on the widespread public interest in space travel at the time, and this theme was carried through
various parts of the motel complex. The bottom of the swimming pool, for example, featured a mural of stars and
planets, while a mannequin dressed in a space suit stood in the reception lobby. The interiors of the individual
motel rooms were each painted in a different primary colours, with matching carpets and drapes.
The motel later became known as the Kenilworth Motel. The current owners changed the name again, to the
Paddle Steamer Motel, when they acquired the property in the mid-1980s. A number of alterations were
subsequently made to the complex, including the installation of a bullnosed fascia of corrugated galvanised steel,
concealing the original shingled mansard. Since the building was identified by Andrew Ward in 1998, the
distinctive porte-cochere has been removed from the central building, and some of the original asbestos cladding
has been replaced.
Description
The Paddle Steamer Motel comprises three detached buildings arranged in a crescent-shaped configuration around
a gravel and concrete-paved carpark. The central portion, containing the reception area, dining room and owner’s
flat, is a single-storey concrete block building with a skillion roof. The principal façade has bays of full-height
timber-framed fixed sash windows, with louvred highlights above, flanked by wings containing the motel rooms,
which are of similar construction but have asbestos cement cladding to the façade. The left wing has eight rooms,
with a detached bungalow behind, and the right wing contains ten ground floor rooms and a pavilion-like secondfloor room at the extreme end. To the street, each room has a hollow core door, shielded by a screen of besser
concrete blocks, and a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash windows with a planter box below. The original
shingled fascia has been concealed by a new bullnosed-profile fascia of corrugated galvanised steel.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.1 Development of towns
13.4 Hotels
Australian Heritage Commission
3.21 Lodging people
3.22 Catering for tourists
8.3 Going on holiday
Significance
The Paddle Steamer Motel at Swan Hill is of local historic significance and aesthetic interest. As Swan Hill’s first
motel, it provides evidence of the initial emergence of the motor-tourism industry in the town, which subsequently
developed steadily in the post-World War II period. Aesthetically, it is a representative example of the early
motels of the period, and, although somewhat altered, its original form is still apparent, and it still retains
sufficient period features including breeze-block door screens and planter boxes.
References
Historical information provided by current owner of motel.
Recommendations
Retain period elements where appropriate, particularly the distinctive breeze block screens to each unit..
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
Current Name

Farmhouse and treed driveway

Reference No.

HO155 (SH15)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1920s

Map Reference

314.880 Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
According to a parish plan produced by the Department of Land & Survey in 1921, the site of this farmhouse was a
54-acre [22-hectare] selection, with a frontage of 2,061 feet [628 metres] to the Murray Valley Highway. It was
owned by I A Boys, executor of the estate of G W Boys, who acquired it from the Crown on 28 December 1905.
The current farmhouse appears to date from the 1920s.
The property was once owned by Claude Jennings, a successful farmer who died c.1970 and bequeathed his estate
to fund a scholarship for Anglican boys.1 Electoral rolls confirm that Claude Oswald Jennings, grazier, lived in
Swan Hill from the mid-1930s until the early 1950s.
Description
NB The farmhouse was photographed from the street, at considerable distance, as the property owner refused to
allow external inspection or close-up photography.
The building is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard farmhouse with hipped roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, penetrated by plain painted brick chimneys. The principal elevation is asymmetrical, with a
gabled projecting room to the left side, and a skillion-roofed verandah, infilled with flywire screens, to the right. A
narrow portion of the verandah roof extends across the gabled bay, forming a bracketed hood above a pair of
timber-framed double-hung sash windows. The property is distinguished by its densely landscaped driveway,
which includes several mature specimens of Phoenix canariensis (Canary Island date palm) and other species of
palm trees.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
11.0 Industries
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The farmhouse on the Murray Valley Highway, north of Saleyards Road, Swan Hill, is of local historic
significance, and the treed driveway is of aesthetic significance. Erected in the 1920s as a farmhouse, probably for
a soldier settler, the building demonstrates a significant aspect of Swan Hill’s development in the inter-War period.
Aesthetically, it is a representative and particularly intact example of an inter-war bungalow, set in a rural context.
1
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The treed driveway, with its mature plantings of palm trees and other species common in the inter-War era, is a
local landmark and a distinctive element on the outbound Murray Valley Highway.
References
1921 parish plan. Courtesy Andrew Ward.
Recommendations
Preferably retain farmhouse in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing
fabric.
The driveway plantings make a significant contribution and should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 November 1998.

Current Name

Vic Roads/Swan Hill Aboriginal Co-op office

Reference No.

- (SH63)

Former Name

City of Swan Hill Offices

Grade

-

Address

70 Nyah Road, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1981

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Aboriginal Co-op

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Allom Lovell & Associates

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor
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Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The former City of Swan Hill offices were officially opened by the Mayor, Barry Steggall, on 8 August 1981. He
has been the local National Party Member of the State Legislative Assembly for Swan Hill since a by-election in
May 1983. The architects are Young Lehman and Co Pty Ltd and the builder was K G Hooker Builders Pty Ltd.
various sections of the building are now occupied by a Vic Roads Office and by the Swan Hill and District
Aboriginal Co-operative Ltd.
Description
The former City of Swan Hill office is a large single-storey modern cream brick building on a rectangular plan.
The roof, clad in galvanised steel tray-deck, is partly flat, with a steep skillion that slopes up from the principal
(north) elevation to form south-facing clerestory windows. The north frontage has a continuous verandah which
returns down the east and west sides. It has a shallow skillion roof with a wide timber fascia, and is supported on
painted concrete columns. The façade has a continuous row of large aluminium-framed sliding sash windows,
with bullnosed soldier-brick sills. The central entrance, with a pair of fully-glazed doors, is marked by a shallow
gablet to the verandah fascia.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
8.3 Shire buildings
Australian Heritage Commission
4.3
4.5
5.4
7.5

Developing urban institutions
Making towns to serve rural Australia
Working in offices
Developing administrative structures and authorities

Significance
The former City of Swan Hill offices are of no heritage significance.
References
Commemorative plaque in lobby of building.
Parliament of Victoria. Parliamentary Debates.
Recommendations
It is not recommended that this building be included on the Heritage Overlay schedule of the planning scheme.
The building can be altered, adapted or demolished as required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Lorraine

Reference No.

HO156 (SH23)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

18 Pritchard Street (cnr High St), Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1921

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Crown Allotment 8, Section 42, of the
Township of Swan Hill. It measured 158 feet by 121 feet, was sold by the Crown on 8 April 1908 to Lachlan
Frederick A G Cameron, a land agent, who also owned the adjacent Allotments 5, 6 and 7 along High Street. In
December 1910, he sold these allotments to Andrew Smith, a commercial agent, who sold these allotments
separately in 1917. Allotment 8, the site of the present house, was purchased by Frederick Clark, a motor
mechanic. He subdivided it into two lots and in October 1920 Thomas Colling, a tailor, purchased the western
portion where Lorraine now stands. The house presumably dates from the early 1920s and stylistic evidence
confirms this. Thomas Collings lived there until 1951, when he built another house for himself, named Loree, in
Campbell Street.1 Colling’s former home in Pritchard Street was acquired by Charles Williams, a farmer, who
occupied Lorraine until selling in May 1965. Louis Kollmanger, another retired farmer was the owner and
occupant until his death in 1971.
Description
Lorraine is a single-storey double-fronted red brick bungalow-style house with a hipped roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel. The asymmetrical façade has a projecting gabled porch to the right side, and a smaller gabled bay
window to the left. The porch, supported on tapered roughcast-rendered pillars with a matching dwarf wall,
shelters a tripartite bay of timber-framed double-hung sash windows with leadlight glazing and a rendered sill.
There are identical windows to the projecting bay, with narrow fanlights above. The two gable ends are roughcast,
the larger one having a smooth rectangular panel with the word LORRAINE surrounded by moulded strapwork.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
Lorraine, at 18 Pritchard Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected c.1921, it
demonstrates a significant phase of settlement in the town in the wake of the First World War. Aesthetically, the
house is a intact and representative example of an modest inter-War bungalow-style residence, of which there are
numerous surviving examples in Swan Hill and environs.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Commonwealth Electoral Rolls.
Department of Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan. Township of Swan Hill
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Titles Vol. 3520 Fol. 839 and Vol. 4375 Fol. 927.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state (including verandah) with minimal alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 November 1998.

1

Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
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Current Name

Swan Hill Secondary College

Reference No.

HO157 (SH50)

Former Name

Swan Hill High School

Grade

B

Address

10-32 Pye Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1927-28, 1987

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
The land between the south façade and the south property line
(along Pye Street) should be maintained as a curtilage in order to
preserve the setting of the building and to enhance its prominent
position in the streetscape.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Castle Donninton (ie Swan Hill) shows a five-acre ‘High School
Site’ had been provided to the north of the town, with frontage of 606 feet [185 metres] to Pye Street, 552 feet [168
metres] to High Street, and 515 feet [157 metres] to Stradbroke Avenue. The site, however, remained undeveloped
for some time, and when secondary classes commenced in Swan Hill 1917, they were held in the existing State
School in McCrae Street, which was upgraded to the status of a Higher Elementary School. two years later.
The foundation stone of the new purpose-built high school in Pye Street was laid on 21 October 1927 by the Hon. F
E Old, MLA. Under the acting Headmaster, G T Freyer, no fewer than 176 pupils were enrolled by February 1928.
The school officially opened on 21 March that year, and the first official Headmaster, A T Ebbels, was appointed
two days later. Later that year, the Mothers’ Club and Advisory Council were formed, and a school bus service
was established. The first issue of the school magazine, Cygnet, was published in 1930, and evening classes for
adults began from 1934. A girls’ hostel opened in 1948, and a separate technical school in 1961. The 1928
building was burnt down in 1987, but was subsequently re-built to its original design. The emblem of the high
school, however, was not damaged and was salvaged for re-use in the new building.
Description
The former Swan Hill High School is a single-storey rendered brick building on a rectangular plan, with a hipped
roof clad in terracotta tiles and penetrated by a vented timber lantern. The elongated street frontage comprises a
central portico, flanked by two pairs of projecting bays with subsidiary hipped roofs. The portico has clustered
Tuscan columns supporting a broken pediment with a moulded shield to the tympanum, and the words SWAN HILL
HIGH SCHOOL in raised rendered lettering. To each side of the portico, there are rows of five tall timber-framed
multi-paned double-hung sash windows, and each of the four projecting pavilions contain five identical windows.
Between the pavilions at each end of the façade is a low curved Moderne-style bay with a flat concrete roof, and a
long rectangular multi-paned window. The side elevation, to High Street, has an off-centre curved portico, with
four Tuscan columns supporting a moulded entablature, flanked by seven windows, identical to those elsewhere.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.3

Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2
6.3

Establishing schools
Training people for workplace skills

Significance
The former Swan Hill High School is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. Originally built in 1927 and
reconstructed, to its original design, following a fire in 1987, the present building demonstrates a continuity of use
of the site since the 1920s. The bold decision to erect the new building as a replica of the old is also of interest, as
it provides evidence of the high regard in which the original building was held by the community. Although it
evidently retains little original fabric aside from the heraldic emblem, the building maintains the strong
institutional presence of the original school building, and remains as a prominent and distinctive element in the
streetscape.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. p 415.
Recommendations
Interpretative signage stating that the present building is largely a reconstruction, and preferably including a
photograph of the original building, would be appropriate.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO158 (SH31a)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

1 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railways until at least the 1960s the Railway Department often provided housing for railway
workers, such as gangers and gatekeepers, who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street.
The exact date of construction of the Departmental Residences at Swan Hill has not been determined, but stylistic
evidence suggests they were built in the first decade of the twentieth century. Houses of similar style survive at
Nyah West and Woorinen South
Description
The former departmental residence at 1 Railway Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian weatherboard
cottage with a gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, which extends forward to form a verandah across
the west (street) frontage. The verandah, supported on plain timber posts with simple shaped brackets, returns
along the north elevation. The north and west elevations each have a pair of tall rectangular aluminium-framed
sash windows. The south elevation has a single window of identical type, and a external painted brick chimney
which penetrates the projecting roof eaves. There is no front door; the principal entry evidently faces the rear.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 1 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill, is of local historical significance. The house
is associated with the development of the nearby railway complex in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of a significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway
personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving
row of near-identical Departmental Residences in eponymous Railway Avenue strengthens these associations, and
provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO159 (SH31b)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

3 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [ 6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railways until at least the 1960s the Railway Department often provided housing for railway
workers, such as gangers and gatekeepers, who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street.
The exact date of construction of the Departmental Residences at Swan Hill has not been determined, but stylistic
evidence suggests they were built in the first decade of the twentieth century. Houses of similar style survive at
Nyah West and Woorinen South
Description
The former departmental residence at 3 Railway Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian weatherboard
cottage with a gambrel roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, and penetrated by a red brick chimney with
corbelled cap. A skillion-roofed verandah extends across the west (street) frontage, supported on timber posts with
carved brackets. The southern half of the verandah has been infilled, having a side entrance and a small
rectangular aluminium-framed sliding sash window. There is a timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash
window to the west and north elevations, the latter having a steep skillion window-hood with timber fringed sides.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 3 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill, is of local historical significance. The house
is associated with the development of the nearby railway complex in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of a significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway
personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving
row of near-identical Departmental Residences in eponymous Railway Avenue strengthens these associations, and
provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The site could be interpreted, particularly in the context of the other railway houses in the street.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO160 (SH31c)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

5 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [ 6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railways until at least the 1960s the Railway Department often provided housing for railway
workers, such as gangers and gatekeepers, who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street. The
exact date of construction of the Departmental Residences at Swan Hill has not been determined, but stylistic
evidence suggests they were built in the first decade of the twentieth century. Houses of similar style survive at
Nyah West and Woorinen South
Description
The former departmental residence at 5 Railway Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian cottage, clad
in round-edged weatherboard, with a gambrel roof of corrugated galvanised steel, and penetrated by a pair of
painted brick chimneys with corbelled caps. A skillion-roofed verandah extends across the west (street) frontage,
supported on plain timber posts set into a concrete slab patio. The symmetrical façade has a central doorway, with
four-panel timber door, flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash multi-paned windows with moulded
architraves. There are identical windows to the south (side elevation), and to the lean-to addition at the rear.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 5 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill, is of local historical significance. The house
is associated with the development of the nearby railway complex in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of a significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway
personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving
row of near-identical Departmental Residences in eponymous Railway Avenue strengthens these associations, and
provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The site could be interpreted, particularly in the context of the other railway houses in the street.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO161 (SH31d)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

7 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [ 6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railways until at least the 1960s theRailway Department often provided housing for railway
workers, such as gangers and gatekeepers, who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street. The
exact date of construction of the Departmental Residences at Swan Hill has not been determined, but stylistic
evidence suggests they were built in the first decade of the twentieth century. Houses of similar style survive at
Nyah West and Woorinen South
Description
The former departmental residence at 7 Railway Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian cottage, clad
in narrow splayed-edge weatherboards, with a gambrel roof of corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a painted
brick chimney with corbelled cap, and by a modern roof-mounted air-conditioning unit. A skillion-roofed
verandah extends across the west (street) frontage, supported on plain timber posts set into a concrete slab patio.
The symmetrical façade has a central doorway, with four-panel timber door, flanked by wide aluminium-framed
sliding sash windows. There is an identical window to each of the two side elevations. A projecting rear wing has
a hipped roof and timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 7 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill, is of local historical significance. The house
is associated with the development of the nearby railway complex in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of a significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway
personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving
row of near-identical Departmental Residences in eponymous Railway Avenue strengthens these associations, and
provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The site could be interpreted, particularly in the context of the other railway houses in the street.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO162 (SH31e)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

9 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1910

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [ 6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railways until at least the 1960s the Railway Department often provided housing for railway
workers, such as gangers and gatekeepers, who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street. The
exact date of construction of the Departmental Residences at Swan Hill has not been determined, but stylistic
evidence suggests they were built in the first decade of the twentieth century. Houses of similar style survive at
Nyah West and Woorinen South
Description
The former departmental residence at 9 Railway Avenue is a single-storey double-fronted Edwardian weatherboard
cottage with a gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, which extends forward to form a verandah across
the west (street) frontage. The verandah, supported on plain timber posts with simple shaped brackets, returns
along the north elevation. The symmetrical façade has a central doorway, with fanlight above, flanked by timberframed double-hung multi-pane sash windows. The south elevation has a single window of identical type, and a
external plain rendered brick chimney which penetrates the projecting roof eaves. The front picket fence and
timber-framed lych gate are not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 9 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill, is of local historical significance. The house
is associated with the development of the nearby railway complex in the early twentieth century, and thus provides
evidence of a significant phase in the early development of the town. Built as accommodation for railway
personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete) aspect of railway employment. The surviving
row of near-identical Departmental Residences in eponymous Railway Avenue strengthens these associations, and
provides a contextual setting which reinforces the collective value of the individual buildings.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandahs) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The site could be interpreted, particularly in the context of the other railway houses in the street.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

- (SH31f)

Former Name

Departmental Residences

Grade

-

Address

11-13 Railway Avenue, Swan Hill

Construction Date

-

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan of the Township of Swan Hill indicates that Seutonius Officer, one of Swan Hill’s
pioneer settlers, owned a 5-acre allotment on the east side of Railway Avenue – then identified only as a ‘right of
way’, 20 feet [6 metres] wide, off Curlewis Street.
Following the erection of the railway station at Swan Hill in 1898, and subsequent development of the railway
complex, the Railway Department built a row of houses for the accommodation of its employees. From the
commencement of railway until at least the 1960s the Railway Department often provided such housing, for
railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure suitable
accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated adjacent
to country railway station complexes, often with their frontages facing the railway line rather than the street.
Description
The two departmental residences at 11 and 13 Railway Avenue have been demolished and replaced by a single
modern brick-veneer house.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4
9.1

Railways
Development of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
3.7
5.2
8.12

Moving goods and people
Organising workers and work places
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The new brick houses on the site of the former railway houses are of no heritage significance.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
The present properties at 11 and 13 Railway Avenue, recently erected on the site of two Departmental Residences,
are not recommended for heritage protection under the planning scheme.
Identified By
Andrew Ward.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO163 (SH51)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

19 Splatt St, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1927

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Lot 9, Portion 45, of the original
Township of Swan Hill. The allotment, which had a frontage of 100 feet [33 metres] to Splatt Street, and a depth
of 158 feet [48 metres], was owned by A J Rankin.
The date of construction has not been established, but it is known that it was built for the Rankin family.1 Stylistic
evidence suggests that it dates from the late teens or the early 1920s. It was owned by John Bunning from c.1927
until c.1949, and subsequently by Thomas Jones, a farmer, until the mid-1970s.
Description
The residence at 19 Splatt Street is a single-storey face red brick inter-War house with a broad gambrel roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by plain chimneys. A verandah extends across the street frontage, with
a projecting shingled gablet to the centre, flanked by hipped sections, all supported on timber posts with matching
valence. The main entrance, set into a recessed porch on the side elevation, is sheltered by a timber-framed
pergola with paired posts on roughcast-rendered capped brick plinths. Front and side elevations have tripartite
bays of timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
The timber-framed woven-wire fence, and pair of cyclone wire gates, are early if not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0
9.2

Settlement
Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
8.12

Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The residence at 19 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of some local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected c.1927, it
provides evidence of the residential expansion occurring in Swan Hill during the Soldier Settlement phase of the
1920s. Aesthetically, it is a good and intact example of an inter-War house, enhanced by its siting on a large
allotment. It makes an important contribution to the historic residential streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original front fence and gates.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.

1
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO164 (SH52)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

22 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1905

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
Many large timber residences similar to this were constructed in country towns around Victoria. The house was
constructed in 1905 for the McLean family, the occupants until at least 1941. It was then occupied by William
Brooks, a carrier and motor engineer, from 1946 until at least 1975, and was owned by the Brown family in 1989.
Description
The residence at 22 Splatt Street is a large single-storey Edwardian weatherboard villa. The hipped roof is clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, with ridge capping and finials, and is penetrated by rendered brick chimneys with
moulded caps and terracotta pots. A gablet to the right side of the Splatt Street frontage has timber-framed
fretwork, carved bargeboard, and a turned finial. The house is encircled by a verandah with a bullnose roof,
supported on timber posts with cast iron lacework valence and timber balustrade. The Splatt Street façade has a
central doorway, flanked by timber-framed double-hung sash windows with narrow sidelights.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 22 Splatt Street, Swan Hill is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1905, it
demonstrates an early phase of development in Swan Hill. Aesthetically, it is a particularly fine and intact
example of a turn-of-the-century house in a transitional style, displaying characteristics of both the Victorian and
Edwardian periods. Prominently sited on a corner allotment, the house makes an important contribution to the
historic residential streetscape.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls
J Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites. 1989. Document held at Swan Hill Regional Library.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original front fence and gates.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Glenlyon

Reference No.

HO165 (SH53)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

34 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

late 1910s?

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
An 1890s subdivision plan indicates the site of Glenlyon was originally part of Lot 4, Portion 24, of the original
Township of Swan Hill. The allotment, which measured 66 feet [20 metres] by 330 feet [100 metres] and had
frontages to both Splatt Street and High Street, was owned by R Hughes, who also owned the adjacent Lots 3 and
5.
This date of construction of the present house has not been established, but stylistic analysis suggests it dates from
the late teens or early 1920s. It is known that it was built for George Rowe, an employee of Drummond’s store,
and was subsequently occupied by the Collet family and later by the Stephens family.1
Description
Glenlyon is a single-storey double-fronted roughcast-rendered brick bungalow with a gabled roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a red brick chimney with corbelled cap. The asymmetrical façade has a
skillion-roofed verandah to the left side and a projecting porch to the right with a subsidiary gable supported on
tapered pillars. Both porch and verandah have fretted timber valences. Each gable is clad with painted timber
singles, and has louvred vents with timber architraves. The façade has a central doorway with a partly-glazed
timber door, sidelights above dado height, and a tripartite fanlight. It is flanked by projecting bay windows, each
containing three casement sashes, also with fanlights. A rendered panel beside the door bears the name
GLENLYON.
The timber-framed front fence, with cyclone wire infill, is early if not original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
13.1 Health services
Australian Heritage Commission
3.25 Treating what ails Australians
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
Glenlyon, at 34 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Probably erected in the late
teens or early ‘20s, demonstrates a significant phase of settlement in the town in the wake of the First World War.
Aesthetically, the house is a intact and representative example of an modest inter-War bungalow-style residence, of
which there are numerous surviving examples in Swan Hill and environs.
References
Joan Wilkins. Historic Buildings and Sites.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. p.129
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain early front fence.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
1
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Information provided by Norman Dowling, 25 June 2001.
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Current Name

Elwood

Reference No.

HO166 (SH54)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

42 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1930

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
When grazier Thomas Murdy Chisholm died in 1929 at the age of 68, his lengthy obituary in the Swan Hill
Guardian described him as ‘one of our oldest residents and early pioneers’. He and his brother Robert had acquired
much land around Swan Hill and in New South Wales, pursuing various farming activities with considerable
success. Thomas also owned land in the town itself, and was responsible for the erection of Chisholm’s Buildings at
213-21 Campbell Street in 1921 (HO121). As his obituary further records, ‘his success was due to hard work
combined with shrewd business capacity. He and his brother were looked upon as among the best agriculturalists in
these parts’.
Thomas Chisholm died in Melbourne on 9 September 1929 while on a visit to his sister Emily, who lived in the
bayside suburb of Elwood. His family then decided build a grand new house on the northwestern corner of Splatt
and McCallum Streets, and it was duly named after the suburb where Thomas had died. The house was initially
occupied by his widow, Beatrice (1877-1939) and their two sons, Thomas Murdy Chisholm junior (1908-1964) and
(Walter) Keith Chisholm (1910-1989). Thomas junior married in c.1940, and his wife, Esme, lived with him and
his brother at Elwood. When Keith himself married in c.1946, his brother and sister-in-law moved into another
house, in Campbell Street. Keith and his wife, Shirley, remained living at Elwood until their respective deaths.
Description
Elwood, at 42 Splatt Street, is a large double-storey asymmetrical Tudor Revival-style house of roughcast rendered
brick and half-timbered construction. The steep roof is clad in Marseille pattern terracotta tiles, and spreads out at
ground level to form a hipped verandah on two sides, supported on wide rectangular piers. The half-timbered attic
storey has a broad gable end fronting McCallum Street, with a central roughcast-rendered chimney flanked by
windows with shingled infill above. The Splatt Street façade has a shingled dormer bay window at the upper level,
and a half-timbered projecting bay to Splatt Street, with a tripartite window at each level. All windows have
timber-framed double-hung sashes with lozenge glazing. The rendered brick front fence is original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0
9.2

Settlement
Building of towns

Australian Heritage Commission
8.9
8.12

Commemorating significant events and people
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
Elwood, at 42 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected by the
family of successful grazier Thomas Murdy Chisholm, the house retains associations with this well-respected and
prominent local family, and provides evidence of their wealth and social standing. The house, which remained in
the family’s ownership for over sixty years, retains a high degree of intactness. Aesthetically, it is unique in Swan
Hill as an example of a large double-storey house in the inter-War Tudor Revival style. Occupying a prominent
corner site, enhanced by well-established plantings, it is a distinctive element in the streetscape,
References
Victorian Electoral Rolls. 1931 onwards.
Swan Hill Guardian. 12 September 1929, 11 July 1939.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
The roughcast-rendered front fence and well-established plantings in the front garden should be retained.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Christ Church

Reference No.

HO167 (SH55)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

44-46 Splatt St (cnr McCallum St), Swan Hill

Construction Date

1958

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Anglican Church

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Anglican church conducted its first known service in the open air at Swan Hill in May 1851. In 1854 regular
services began using the court-house built of logs. On 17 November 1863 the first Anglican clergyman in charge of
Swan Hill, Rev Radcliff, was appointed and a timber church was erected in 1865. It was replaced by a brick
structure in 1892 serving as the Anglican Church until 1958. After World War II, church committee member J
Lines recommended a new church be erected in honour of those who served in it. Subsequently, the present church
was erected largely due to the efforts by Rev James Knife, who served at Swan Hill 1954-60, to solicit funds for it.
After 1958, the 1892 structure was used as a Sunday School for a few years but the demolition date is unknown.
The foundation stone for the new church was laid on 16 March 1958 by Bishop Allen of St Arnaud. The building
was designed by architect Wystan Widdows (born 1911), a one-time employee of the noted Melbourne
architectural firm of Stephenson & Turner (designers of the Nyah Memorial Hall, HO65). In the late 1950s and
1960s, Widdows designed numerous Anglican churches around Melbourne, including St George’s, Footscray West
(1959), St Peter’s, Coburg (1961), St Luke’s, Vermont (1961), and St Stephen’s, Highett (1967). He also won
second prize in the 1958 competition for the design of St Faith’s Anglican Church in East Burwood, which was
won by architects Mockridge Stahle & Mitchell.
Description
Christ Church is a cream brick building comprising a large nave with a shallow gabled roof, a single-storey front
wing with a flat roof, and a projecting side porch. The symmetrical Splatt Street frontage has a wide central bay
with a recessed spandrel flanked by plain piers which rise to form a bellcote surmounted by a flat concrete slab.
The central bay is flanked by six-pane windows with leadlight glazing in a Mondrian-like geometric pattern. The
front porch, which is flanked by planter boxes, has a recessed entrance with fully-glazed double doors, fixed sash
windows, and a row of square fanlights above. The side elevations are divided by buttresses into bays, each bay
containing a pair of narrow windows at the upper and lower levels.
Internally, the nave is a large portal-framed space with a raked ceiling and exposed beams. The exposed timber
floor has a runner of cork tiles along the aisle, which is flanked by rows of polished timber pews. The walls are of
face cream brick with recessed spandrels between the upper and lower rows of windows. There are a number of
modern tapestries and other hangings, and original polished timber fittings such as hymnboard and candlesticks.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
Christ Church, at 44-46 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic, spiritual and aesthetic significance. The
Anglican church in Swan Hill has been associated with this site since the mid-1860s. The present building, built
in 1858, is the third church occupy the site, thus providing evidence of the need to upgrade facilities in the light of
the post-War population boom. Aesthetically, it is an intact and fine example of a modern church, of which there
are several comparable examples in the municipality, and it is also of considerable interest for its connection with
prolific Melbourne-based ecclesiastical architect Wystan Widdows.
References
J Burnett. Christ Church Swan Hill Centenary 1863-1963.
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Ian and Roslyn Coleman. ‘Twentieth Century Churches in Victoria: A Study for the Historic Buildings Council’.
Unpublished report, January 1996.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimum alteration to significant fabric.
Retain original unpainted finish to brickwork, both internally and externally.
Retain original furnishings, including pews, altar, hymnboard tapestry hangings and so on.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Rural City of Swan Hill offices

Reference No.

- (SH56)

Former Name

-

Grade

-

Address

45 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1989

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Rural City of Swan Hill Council Offices were opened in 1989.
Description
The council offices at 45 Splatt Street are a single-storey rendered masonry building, with a flat roof concealed by
a plain parapet. The symmetrical street frontage has a central recessed bay with fully-glazed sliding doors and
fixed sash windows, sheltered by a barrel-vaulted glazed canopy. The canopy is flanked by an open pergola,
supported on a row of four plain concrete columns, forming a Serlian motif. This, in turn, is flanked by projecting
pavilions at each end of the street façade, with no windows to the street, but with glazing to the inner sides.. The
pavilion to the left has a large sign bearing the words RURAL CITY OF SWAN HILL COUNCIL, while the pavilion to
the right side bears the municipal crest.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
8.3 Shire buildings
Australian Heritage Commission
4.3
4.5
5.4
7.5

Developing urban institutions
Making towns to serve rural Australia
Working in offices
Developing administrative structures and authorities

Significance
The Swan Hill Rural City Council offices, at 45 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, are of no heritage significance.
References
Commemorative tablet on site.
Recommendations
It is not recommended that this building be included on the Heritage Overlay Schedule of the planning scheme.
The building can be altered, adapted or demolished as required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

- (SH9)

Former Name

St Mary’s Catholic School

Grade

-

Address

60 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

-

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Roman Catholic Trust

DEMOLISHED

Andrew Ward photograph, 1998

Fair

ü Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The former St Mary’s School building was demolished c.1999. The site has been recently redeveloped with the
erection of a new building, occupied by Mackillop College.
Description

Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2
13.3

Churches
Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
Significance
The site is of no heritage significance.
References

Recommendations
The site is not recommended for heritage overlay protection. An interpretative plaque or other marker could be
installed, possibly with a historic photograph, to indicate that this was the site of the former St Mary’s Roman
Catholic School.
Identified By
Andrew Ward..
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Current Name

Crail

Reference No.

HO168 (SH58)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

85 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1956

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The house at 85 Splatt Street was built in 1956 for George Murray Drummond (1912-72), a member of one of
Swan Hill’s more prominent families. He was the son of Ralph Drummond, local building contractor and
hardware merchant from the late nineteenth century. The original Drummond family home, a Victorian timber
villa, was located at 87 Splatt Street. In the mid-1950s, Ralph’s son George decided to erect a new house there. It
was named Crail, after a hill in Scotland whence the Drummond ancestors had originated. George and his wife
Eileen remained living there until there respective deaths in 1972 and 1993.
Drummond’s new house was designed by Geelong architects Schefferle & Davies. He met the principal, Norman
Schefferle (1899-1983), while they were both serving in the Second World War. The architect had studied at the
University of Liverpool and worked in the office of distinguished Geelong architects Buchan Laird & Buchan. He
began his own private practice in Geelong in 1926, designing many buildings in the area, but he is perhaps best
known for the Catani Memorial Clock Tower in St Kilda, and the Caulfield War Memorial, both built in 1930 after
he won first prize in their respective competitions. The firm of Schefferle & Davies was formed in the late 1930s.
Description
Crail, at 85 Splatt Street, is a single-storey cream brick veneer house with a shallow gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel. The roof has wide eaves and a broad timber fascia, and projects forward at the street front to form
a verandah, supported on a distinctive oregon lattice screen, painted white. The symmetrical façade has a pair of
aluminium-framed sash windows, with glazed brick sills. The principal entrance, on the side elevation, is set into
a recessed porch with low planter boxes (formerly ponds). The house retains its original carport, brick barbecue in
the backyard, and timber paling front fence with the name and number of the house in mild steel cursive script.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
8.10 Pursing excellence in the arts and sciences
Significance
Crail, at 85 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of considerable aesthetic and local historic significance. It has associations
with George Drummond, hardware merchant and member of a prominent local family, who lived there with his
wife until their respective deaths. It was erected on or adjacent to the site of the Drummond family’s original
nineteenth century home, and thus demonstrates their continuing occupation with the site for a century.
Aesthetically, the house is a fine example of a post-War architect-designed dwelling, displaying some of the socalled ‘Featurist’ characteristics which were typical of that era, most notably the distinctive lattice-like timber
screen across the façade. In a local context, it is a somewhat rare example of a 1950s house in Swan Hill designed
by a prominent non-local architect.
References
Information regarding George Drummond was provided by current owners, who also kindly provided copies of the
original architect’s drawings.
Miles Lewis (ed), Australian Architectural Index. s v Norman Schefferle.
Recommendations
Retain unpainted finish to brickwork, and period elements, particularly the lattice screen and cursive signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Splatt Street Water Tower

Reference No.

HO169 (SH8)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

89 Splatt Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

1937

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Lower Murray Water

Survey Date June 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

VHR

A nominal curtilage should be preserved to all sides of the tower in
order to maintain its setting and enhance its landmark qualities.
This curtilage should correspond to the current size of the water
reserve which extends from 89 Splatt Street through to 332
Beveridge Street

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

ü

No. B4866 (file only)
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History
The concrete water tank in Splatt Street was built by the Swan Hill Waterworks Trust in 1937 as the third public
water tower to be erected in the town. The first tower, near the Murray River (HO140) was built in the mid-1880s
by the Swan Hill Shire Waterworks Trust, a Kerang-based body that controlled water supply in Swan Hill, Kerang,
and the areas between. As the population of Swan Hill increased, it became evident that a local water supply body
was needed, and the new Swan Hill Waterworks Trust was gazetted on 26 October 1900. The trust built a second
water tower in 1902, on the corner of Splatt and McCallum Street (HO142). As the population of Swan Hill
further increased following the First World War, the trust extended water mains and upgraded pumping facilities.
The 1930s saw a phenomenal phase of growth in Swan Hill, with residential development expanding into the top
(southern) end of the town, which was at a considerably higher level than the older areas. It was found that the
existing water supply could not cope, and it was proposed that the most effective means of dealing with this was to
erect a third water tower at the southern end of the town. This new tower would have a capacity of 150,000
gallons, almost twice that of the other two towers combined. It was designed by the trust’s engineers, B A and D B
Smith, and erected by the Reinforced Concrete & Monier Pipe Company of Melbourne at a cost of £3,898. The
completed tower was officially opened on 17 December 1937 by Commissioner E C Gray of the Swan Hill
Waterworks Trust.
Description
The water tower at 89 Splatt Street is a cylindrical reinforced concrete structure with a roughcast finish. It is 101
feet (30.8 metres) tall, comprising a slender shaft, rising two-thirds of the total height, surmounted by the water
tank. The shaft is delineated by a series of plain stringcourses dividing it into four ‘storeys’. The water tank has
an encircling balcony around its base, with repetitive bays of recessed spandrels. To the west (Splatt Street)
frontage, there is a doorway at ground level, with a rendered surround and a metal door. The three levels above
each have a small square window opening, with a rendered surround and a timber-framed four-pane fixed-sash
window.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
Australian Heritage Commission
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The water tower at 89 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1937
to provide domestic water supply to the then expanding areas at the top of the town, the tower provides evidence of
a significant phase in the development of Swan Hill, and also demonstrates an aspect of the provision of water
supply, which has been a recurring theme in the history of the Mallee region. Aesthetically, it is an intact and
representative example of an inter-War concrete water tower, of which many examples survive in Victoria, and is a
prominent element in the streetscape, and a landmark in the town.
References
Victorian Municipal Directory. 1936-39.
Swan Hill Guardian. 20 December 1937.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance. Consider the installation of spotlighting to create a feature at night.
Install an interpretative panel to the exterior.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO170 (SH59)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

102 Splatt St, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1926-27

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
A subdivision plan indicates that the site of this house was originally part of Crown Allotment 2, Section 29, of the
original Township of Swan Hill. It measured 66 feet by 330 feet [20 metres by 100 metres] and had frontages to
both Splatt Street and High Street was sold by the Crown to A Watson on 3 July 1919. Subsequent owners were
Alfred Reginald Tinsford, an accountant, (1922-23) and Darcy O’Bree (1923-25), a butcher and one of many
members of the family who settled in and around Swan Hill from the late-nineteenth century. In May 1925 David
Ireland, an agent, purchased the land and probably erected the house and subsequently sold in February 1927 to
Theodore Hanley, owner until December 1945. There is no record of him residing at 102 Splatt Street but the first
traceable occupant was Laurence Rae, a teacher, c.1936-37 and was subsequently occupied by Leslie Parsons, a
salesman, c.1938-45. From c.1946 Alfred David Warden, a printer, and subsequently Vera, owned and occupied
the house until 1985.
Description
The residence at 102 Splatt Street is a single-storey weatherboard house with a shallow hipped roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a red brick chimney with corbelled capping. The enveloping roof
encloses a return verandah which extends along the along the front and left side of the house, supported on timber
posts with fretted brackets. The street frontage has a series of timber-framed sash windows with plain architraves.
The timber pickets to the front fence are apparently reproductions, although the distinctive front gate, with its
curved top rail and stop-chamfered cross-bracing, is probably original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 102 Splatt Street, Swan Hill, is of local aesthetic and historic significance. Erected c.1926-27, it
provides evidence of the residential expansion that occurred in Swan Hill during the Soldier Settlement phase of
the 1920s. Aesthetically, it is a good and intact example of an inter-War house, enhanced by its siting on a large
allotment.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls
Land Titles Office. Vol. 4545 Fol. 910
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state without alteration to existing fabric.
Retain original front gate.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO171 (new)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

1 Wilson Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1954

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
According to a newspaper article from the late 1990s, this house was designed in the 1950s by the prominent
Melbourne architect and writer Robin Boyd (1919-1971). Electoral rolls indicate that Thomas Bridson Green, a
solicitor, and his wife, Janice, lived at No 1 Wilson Street from c.1955. Green, born in Bendigo in 1909, arrived in
Swan Hill in the 1930s and practised as a solicitor, later in partnership with Alan Garden. The firm of Garden &
Green became well-known in the region, and offices were maintained in Swan Hill and Nyah West. From the
1960s, the firm’s office was located in the former National Bank at 4 McCallum Street (HO137). Thomas Green
sold the firm in 1974, and it continues, under the same name and from the same premises, to this day.
From c.1940, Thomas Green lived in a house in Boys Street, eventually moving into his new architect-designed
house in Wilson Street in the mid-1950s. Green remained living at No. 1 Wilson Street until 1997, when he
entered a retirement home and sold the house. He died in 1999.
Description
The residence at 1 Wilson Street is a single-storey timber-framed building on a T-shaped plan, with a skillion roof.
The street frontage has a central portion, clad in vertical timber boards, with a central doorway and a flat-roofed
verandah over a concrete paved patio. To the right side is a projecting room, clad in conventional weatherboards,
with a second entrance and a plain red brick chimney to the end wall. To the left side is an attached carport,
which has a skillion roof sloping in the opposite direction, forming a butterfly roof with the main house.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
8.10 Pursing excellence in the arts and sciences
Significance
The house at 1 Wilson Street, Swan Hill, is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. It is the only building
in the municipality designed by the noted Melbourne architect and internationally-recognised architectural writer
Robin Boyd. It also retains important associations as the family home of Thomas Green, a prominent local
solicitor who built the house c.1954 and remained living there for over forty years.
References
The Age. 18 June 1997. ‘Property Age’ supplement p 4.
Victorian Electoral Rolls. 1938 to 1996.
Information provided by Garden & Green, solicitors, Swan Hill. 4 December 2000.
Recommendations
The present external colour scheme, which may be original, should be retained.
Identified By
Allom Lovell & Associates, August 2000.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO172 (SH48)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

9 Wood Street, Swan Hill

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

325.863 (general) Swan Hill

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
A subdivision plan indicates the site of this house was originally part of Crown Allotment 1,Section 16, of the
Township of Swan Hill. It had frontages of 132 feet to High Street and 165 feet to Wood Street, was sold on 21
February 1912 by the Crown to John Frazer, a shop assistant. In 1915 the allotment was subdivided into two
parcels with equal areas. In December 1919 Frazer sold the allotment now occupied by No. 9 to Frederick
Whittaker. Stylistic evidence, such as the use of pressed metal, suggests the house was erected c.1915.
Description
The residence at 9 Wood Street is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard Edwardian-style house with a
gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by plain red brick chimneys. The principal
frontage, to Wood Street, has a projecting bay to the left side, with a half-timber gable-end and a pair of timberframed double-hung sash windows sheltered by a bullnosed pressed-metal awning with scalloped valence. The
adjacent verandah has a shallow skillion roof supported on plain timber posts with shaped brackets and crossbraced timber balustrade, and a polished timber floor. A four-panel timber front door opens onto the verandah,
and a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash window with leadlight glazing.
The house is concealed from the road by a large well-established hedge.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The residence at 9 Wood Street, Swan Hill, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Probably erected around
c.1915, it demonstrates an early phase of residential settlement in the area, prior to the development boom of the
post-World War One period. Aesthetically, it is a fine and intact example of an Edwardian-style timber villa.
References
Land Titles Office. Certificate of Title. Vol. 4272 Fol. 329.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in an intact state with minimal alteration to significant fabric.
The front hedge should be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Bridge over Murray River

Reference No.

- (T1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray River, Tooleybuc

Construction Date

1926

Map Reference

192.209 Nyah

Ownership

RTA (NSW)

Survey Date September 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

NSW Heritage Register
RNE
Planning Scheme (NSW)

ü

National Trust (NSW)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
During the early twentieth century the Murray Valley region’s economy was growing rapidly and there was
community lobbying for more transport links across the Murray River. Like Nyah West, the Tooleybuc bridge
replaced a punt but there is no information on its commencement. In 1916 borings were taken but World War 1
prevented work because of pressure on labour and materials. A contract for the bridge was let in 1921 and work
commenced the following year. Progress was slowed by continuing labour shortages and flooding but it finally
opened to traffic on 26 February 1926 in the presence of a crowd of 800.
Description
The Tooleybuc bridge comprises five discrete sections: an off-centre lift span, flanked by large timber throughtruss spans, with trabeated approaches at each end. The lift span is consists of steel Warren truss girders supported
on two pairs of round concrete caissons with arches between. The span is surmounted by a superstructure of boxtrussed columns and beams, with an overhead system of enclosed flywheels and counterweights that operate the lift
mechanism. The flanking spans have universal beams with timber joists, surmounted by trapezoidal timber
trusses, now reinforced with metal cross-members. The approaches have round-log beams supported on timber
frames; the one to the south (Victorian) bank is considerably longer than the other. The asphalted timber-deck
roadway has timber-framed railings to the approaches and trussed spans, and metal railing to the lift span.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.1
7.3

Tracks and roads
River trade

Australian Heritage Commission
3.6
3.7
3.13

Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people
Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry

Significance
The Tooleybuc Bridge is of historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in 1926, the bridge demonstrates the
expansion of links between New South Wales and Victoria as the economy boomed during the Mallee’s prosperous
inter-War period. The lift mechanism, in particular, significantly demonstrates the once-essential (but now
defunct) need to accommodate frequent river traffic. Aesthetically, the bridge is a prominent and distinctive
element on the river.
References
G Willoughby. On “this Bend” of the River. p 104.
Recommendations
The bridge is not recommended for heritage protection under the planning scheme of the Swan Hill Council.
Strictly speaking, the bridge is in New South Wales and thus falls outside of the municipality. Its significance is
acknowledged, and this should be brought to the attention of the responsible authority or corresponding municipal
council in New South Wales.
Identified by
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Hut and Channel

Reference No.

HO174 (Tu1)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Miralie-Cocamba Road, Tudor

Construction Date

c.1915?

Map Reference

972.118 Nyah

Ownership

Private?

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained to each side
of the channel in order to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The first water diversion schemes in Victoria were undertaken by Wilson Bros at Longerenong Station between
Horsham and Stawell during the 1840s and 1850s. In the late-1870s Municipal authorities became involved in the
managing water courses with some financial assistance from the State Government Despite this there was
increasing pressure for greater government intervention in planning for and providing water supply facilities rather
than relying largely on the private sector. The impact of severe droughts in 1865, 1878 and 1881 prompted the
State Government to pass the Water Conservation Act in 1881. It provided for loans to individual water and
irrigation trusts like the Swan Hill Irrigation Trust established in 1887.
During the early twentieth century there was a push by the Victorian Government to make Mallee land usable for
intensive agriculture and hence attain an economic yield otherwise impossible in regions with relatively lowrainfall. The prime solution was the opening up significant tracts of Murray Valley land for irrigation.
A severe drought in 1902 led to many settlers in various districts, including Swan Hill, to lobby the Victorian
Government to provide relief work for them. Several water channels were constructed c.1903-04 by the Long Lake
Waterworks Trust as part of works authorised by the Long Lake Water Supply Act 1902. The State River and
Water Supply Commission (SR & WSC) was established in 1906 under the Water Act 1905 as many trusts were
experiencing financial hardship. Amendments to the Water Act in 1909 led to the SR & WSC controlling all
publicly-owned waterways previously controlled by individual trusts, municipal authorities and private authorities.
During the 1910s the SR &WSC constructed many purpose-built water supply channels rather than relying on
natural watercourses. This channel was constructed from the former Long Lake Waterworks Trust area towards
Manangatang c.1913-15 to serve Closer Settlement and Soldier Settler blocks.
Description
The remnant channel is approximately three metres wide, and one metre deep. The first portion of the channel
runs east-west (parallel to the roadway), forming a U-bend at the eastern end, then curving back towards the west.
There is a low concrete embankment, on a canted plan, at the bend. The channel then curves 90 degrees,
extending off to the south and running past the hut.
The hut itself is a small timber-framed building on a rectangular plan, approximately three metres by five metres,
with a gabled roof. Walls and roof are clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The front elevation has an off-centre
doorway, and the side elevation has a small timber-framed multi-paned sash window. At the rear is a metal
firebox with a cylindrical flue. Internally, the hut has a concrete slab floor and unlined walls.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.3

Irrigation

Australian Heritage Commission
3.10

Altering the environment for economic development

Significance
The channel remnant, off the Miralie-Cocamba Road, Tudor, is of local historic significance. It provides evidence
of the once-extensive network of irrigation channels that were systematically laid out by the SR&WSC in the early
twentieth century, and thus demonstrates a significant phase in the ongoing development of rural water supply in
the Mallee region. Although its original function is unknown, the hut remains as rare and valuable evidence of
human habitation in the immediate vicinity of the channel.
References
Allom Lovell and Associates. Study of Historic Water Supply Features. Unpublished Report.
Department of Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan Parish of Towan T287(3).
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J Powell. Watering the Garden State.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Annual Reports.
Recommendations
The channel should be interpreted eg by means of signage incorporating a map showing its relationship to other
early irrigation channels in the area and, if possible, a historic photograph. Such signage would be most
appropriately located along the property line so that it is visible from the roadside.
The channel should be inspected regularly, eg on an annual basis, to clear it of debris so that it can be interpreted
as an irrigation channel.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Ultima Hotel

Reference No.

HO175 (U1)

Former Name

Railway Hotel

Grade

B

Address

1 Breen Street (cnr McClelland Street), Ultima

Construction Date

c.1924

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
As with the rest of Victoria, hotels were often the prime social gathering places in country towns from the times of
European settlement, especially before the advent of cinema and television. Hotels were particularly favoured by
returned soldiers as meeting places. While hotels were favored by many in the general community, each district in
Victoria was only allowed a certain quota of licences by the Victorian Government in the 1920s
The existing hotel replaced the original structure which was destroyed by fire. Known then as the Railway Hotel,
it was erected by 1924 at a cost of £11,000 but the construction date is unknown. The Punch family were the
licensees c.1924-74 and few hotels in Victoria would have been managed by the one family for that length of time.
During the inter-war period there were two dining rooms, one reserved for those with various professional
occupations like doctors. Like many hotels in small townships, the Railway Hotel was often used by railway
workers both for drinking and for accommodation in between railway duties. Like many businesses in the Mallee,
business at the then Railway Hotel suffered during the 1930s Depression but people’s spirits were often maintained
through activities like balls and singing sessions around the piano.
Description
The Ultima Hotel is a double-storey brick inter-War hotel on an rectangular plan, with a shallow transverse gabled
roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. An intersecting half-timbered gablet faces the street, bearing the hotel’s
name. Below this, a skillion-roofed verandah extends almost across the entire street frontage, supported on
bullnosed brick piers at the lower level and by timber posts at the balcony, with curved brackets and a timber board
balustrade. The façade has an off-centre double doorway at each level, flanked by rows of timber-framed doublehung sash windows with flat-arched heads and projecting sills. The public bar area, to the right side of the ground
floor, has large square metal-framed fixed-sash windows and an additional single doorway.
Internally, the public areas of the hotel have, typically, been much altered. The dining room retains original tuckpointed clinker brick dado, and the function room (formerly the publican’s residence) has polished timber floors,
and exposed brick walls. The residential suites are largely intact, variously retaining moulded timber architraves
and picture rails, panelled timber doors, strapped Caneite ceilings with grooved cornices, and timber mantelpieces.
The original polished timber staircase also remains.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.4 Hotels
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
3.21 Lodging people
8.4 Eating and drinking
8.11 Making Australian folklore
Significance
The Ultima Hotel, at 1 Breen Street, Ultima, is of regional historic, social and aesthetic significance. Built c.1924
to replace an earlier hotel, it demonstrates the expansion of Ultima’s facilities during the immediate post-World
War One period, a significant phase in the development of the town. For over seventy years it has been an
important focus for local social activity and recreation. Aesthetically, it is a representative and intact example of
an inter-War rural hotel. Conspicuously sited at the entrance to the town, it has particular landmark qualities.
References
Ultima Centenary Committee. Ultima Centenary 1892-1992.
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Recommendations
Where practicable, retain original interior elements including tuckpointed clinker brick dado, timber mantelpieces
and polished timber staircase.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO176 (U6)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

1 Condeley Street (cnr Connor Street), Ultima

Construction Date

1928

Map Reference

056.725 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The house was constructed in 1928 for Herbert Cuttle junior. The Cuttle family operated various commercial
ventures both in Ultima and Robinvale during much of the twentieth century. They included the Cuttle Mallee
Store operated by Herbert Cuttle Senior from c.1900 until 1935. It sold a wide range of farm implements, petrol
and serviced motor vehicles and the Cuttles became franchisees for General Motors. Herbert Cuttle moved to
Robinvale c.1938 but there is no information on subsequent occupants until John Malone purchased the house in
1949. The Malone family ran a store in Ultima from 1947 until 1974 selling a variety of goods such as lingerie,
footwear, farming accessories and groceries. They owned and occupied it until the late 1990s when it was sold to
Ada Harrison.
The house was reputedly designed by the same architect who was responsible for ‘Elwood’, the huge Tudor Revival
house at 42 Splatt Street, Swan Hill (HO166), which was erected for the similarly prominent Chisholm family
around 1930.
Description
The building on the corner of Condeley and Connor Street is a single-storey roughcast-rendered brick bungalow,
with a hipped roof clad in Marseilles-pattern cement tiles, supported on timber struts at the eaves line and
penetrated by chimneys with red brick capping. The house has a distinctive cranked plan, with angled wings
projecting from each end of the central rectangular portion. The principal frontage, to Condeley Street, has a Vshaped verandah with a flat roof, supported by pairs of squat timber columns on brick plinths, with dwarf walls
between. The glazed front door, in the centre, is flanked by pairs of timber-framed double-hung windows with
lozenge glazing. There are tripartite bays of identical windows to angled wings, with rendered window boxes
below, supported on timber brackets.
The corner block is encircled by a low cycle wire fence, with a timber-framed lych gate/pergola at the intersection.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 1 Condeley Street, Ultima, is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. Built in 1928 for Herbert
Cuttle, jnr, the house retains associations with this important local family who played a significant role in the early
settlement of both Ultima and Robinvale. Aesthetically, it is a particularly fine example of a large architectdesigned inter-War bungalow, distinguished by its unusual butterfly plan, symmetrical composition, and Arts &
Crafts detailing. Occupying a large block on a prominent corner, the house has considerable landmark qualities.
It is a key element in both streetscapes.
References
Letter from Kay Grose, 17 November 2000.
Eileen Watson (ed.) Ultima Centenary. p.228.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO177 (new)

Former Name

‘Operation Snail’ House

Grade

C

Address

David Street, Ultima

Construction Date

1950s

Map Reference

055.725 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
In the late 1940s, the Victorian Railways Department was in urgent need of employees, and the then Minister of
Transport, W S Kent-Hughes, proposed a scheme to employee 1,000 British migrants. To accommodate them, it
was further proposed to import prefabricated or pre-cut housing from Europe. Proposals were invited from firms
in England, Sweden and Austria, and the contract was finally given to Simms Sons & Cooke of Nottingham. To
supervise the project locally, the Department engaged the noted Melbourne architects Yunken Freeman Brothers
Griffiths & Simpson. By the end of 1950, two thousand of these pre-cut houses had been supplied to Victorian
Railways at a rate of 40 per week, to be erected throughout Victoria. Clusters of these houses still exist around
Melbourne, notably at North Coburg and Fairfield, and theys were also used for a number of new industrial towns
in regional Victoria, including the SEC townships of Newborough (Yallourn) and Mount Beauty (Kiewa), and the
SR&WSC town at Eildon.
The timber-framed houses had Swedish whitewood components, which were kiln-dried, dressed, pre-painted and
pre-cut so that they could be easily assembled on site without further measuring or cutting. Roof trusses, water
reticulation, cupboards and electrical wiring were all prefabricated. From this standard range of components, over
forty design variation could be constructed. Notwithstanding, the houses were similar in appearance, and are
easily recognisable by their rectangular form, shallow gabled roofs and distinctive vertical timber cladding.
Description
The house is a single-storey house on a rectangular plan, clad externally with vertical timber boarding, with a
shallow gabled metal deck roof penetrated by a pair of plain p chimneys. The principal façade has two large multipaned aluminium-framed sash windows, which are apparently not original. A narrow verandah runs along the
side elevation, supported on metal pipe columns, with a matching carport towards the rear.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4
12.4

Railways
British settlers

Australian Heritage Commission
2.4
8.12

Migrating
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The former ‘Operation Snail’ house in David Street, Ultima, is of local historic significance and scientific
(technological) interest. As one of many almost identical pre-cut houses erected in the early 1950s to
accommodate migrant railway employees, the house provides evidence not only of post-War migration, but also of
the ongoing development of the railway network through the Mallee at that time. While these houses are
commonly found (frequently in clusters) in Melbourne and in regional industrial towns, this may well be the only
example in the vicinity of Swan Hill. The house contrasts with the Edwardian-style ‘Departmental Dwellings’
erected for railway employees in the 1910s, of which many examples survive around the municipality.
References
‘Operation Snail: The Victorian Pre-cut Housing Project’. Architecture. October-December 1950. pp 124-28.
Recommendations
Retain original external elements including the distinctive vertical timber cladding.
Identified By
Allom Lovell & Associates, September 2000.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO178 (U2)

Former Name

Commercial Banking Co of Sydney

Grade

C

Address

12 Dillon Street (cnr Connor Street), Ultima

Construction Date

c.1911

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The first land subdivision in the Ultima district was the sale of 130 farming allotments of 600-700 acres [240-280
hectares] in March 1892. However, the locality remained sparsely settled until around 1907-08 when much of the
land was further subdivided under the Closer Settlement scheme and the township was established as a ‘service
town to the farming community’. Commercial enterprises like banks took advantage of this population growth and
established bank branches. The Commercial Banking Co of Sydney was first listed c.1911, its first manager
identified as John Ryan. The building itself, which included a semi-detached residence, was apparently a standard
design, as an almost identical Commercial Bank branch survives at nearby Chinkapook.
Description
The former Commercial Bank is a single-storey timber building, built to the property line, with an attached
dwelling at the rear, fronting Connor Street. The two street facades are articulated by timber pilasters with
moulded capitals, supporting an entablature with a prominent cornice. Each façade has weatherboard cladding to
plinth height, and a central timber-framed fixed-sash window with hopper-sash fanlights and bullnosed awnings of
pressed metal.. Acid-etched glazing bears the bank’s full name. The main entry, with a pair of narrow doors, is
set between two pilasters at the right edge of the Dillon Street façade. A weatherboard parapet conceals the roof.
The attached dwelling is a double-fronted weatherboard house with an exposed gambrel roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel and penetrated by red brick chimneys. The asymmetrical façade has a projecting room to the left,
with a pair of narrow windows under a pressed-metal hood. The verandah, to the right, is supported on plain
timber posts, and shields two pairs of large timber-framed double-hung multi-paned sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.17 Financing Australia
3.18 Marketing and retailing
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former Commercial Bank at 12 Dillon Street, Ultima, is of local historic significance. Erected c.1911, it
provides evidence of the strengthening of the town’s economy after the implementation of the Closer Settlement
scheme in the first decade of the twentieth century. It is one of the earliest surviving buildings in the historic
commercial streetscape of Dillon Street. It is an intact and representative example of its type, of which there are
several surviving examples in the municipality, including one at Chinkapook of almost identical design.
References
Sands and McDougall. Victorian Directories.
Shire of Swan Hill. A History of the Shire of Swan Hill. p 90, 116.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. The attached residence is an
integral part of the bank branch, and should be retained.
The retention of remnant signage (acid-etched glazing) would greatly assist the interpretation of this building.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO179 (new)

Former Name

ES&A Bank; Ultima Police Station

Grade

C

Address

23 Dillon Street, Ultima

Construction Date

c.1927

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
This building was originally erected in c.1927 as a branch of the English, Scottish & Australian (ES&A) bank, a
financial institution which could trace its origins back to 1852, when it was incorporated by Royal Charter at the
peak of the Victorian gold rush. Like many banks, it suffered severely in the financial crash of the early 1890s,
but, unlike many others, it revived to flourish in the twentieth century. The Ultima branch of the ES&A Bank first
appears in the Sands & McDougall Victorian Directory in 1928, with J P Wilson identified as the branch manager.
Subsequent editions of the directory indicate that Wilson remained as manager until 1931, when he was succeeded
by W J Slack who held the position until 1935, followed by F Pitman, who was listed as the manager in 1936. The
branch evidently closed soon after, as it is not listed in the directory after 1936. The 1930s were, indeed, a
turbulent time for the bank, and it closed many of its smaller branches throughout Australia. The vacated building
at Ultima was subsequently used as the local Police Station until 1967. It is now a private residence.
Description
The former ES&A Bank is a single-storey bungalow-style weatherboard building with a broad gabled roof clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a painted brick chimney. The Dillon Street frontage has a porch to the
right side, with an intersecting hipped roof supported on pairs of timber columns with a thin brackets and a slatted
timber frieze. There is matching slatwork to the gable ends on the north and south frontages. The façade has pairs
of timber-framed casement sash windows. To the south side is a timber-framed and gable-roofed porch, which
appears to be a recent addition. The plain timber picket fence may be original.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commissions
3.17 Financing Australia
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The former ES&A Bank at 23 Dillon Street, Ultima, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in
c.1927 as the town’s second bank, it provides evidence of the strengthening of the local economy in the formative
Soldier Settlement period of the 1920s. Its subsequent closure after only a decade further demonstrates the
weakening of the economy with the ultimate failure of Solder Settlement. Aesthetically, the building is somewhat
unusual example of an inter-War timber bank, being designed in a bungalow style which contrasts with the more
traditional Classically-derived CBC Bank on the opposite side of Dillon Street. It is an important element in the
historic commercial streetscape.
References
Eileen Watson (ed). Ultima Centenary: 1892-1992. pp 303-4.
Sands and McDougall Victorian Directory. 1927-37.
Recommendations
The building should be interpreted, eg by means of signage to indicate its previous public functions.
Identified By
Allom Lovell & Associates, August 2000.
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Current Name

Workshop

Reference No.

HO180 (U3)

Former Name

W & A Smith’s General Store and Butcher

Grade

C

Address

24-26 Dillon Street (cnr Vernon Street), Ultima

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
In the first decade of the twentieth century, a large business premises was erected on the north corner of Dillon and
Vernon Streets, comprising a general store, operated by H C English, and a butcher shop, operated by James
Nicholson. The entire property was acquired by Albert Smith in 1909. His brother, Bill, arrived in Ultima three
years later, and together, they ran the businesses as W & A Smith, General Merchants. The original shop was
destroyed by fire in 1915, and the brothers erected the present building on the same site.
Remnant signage on the buildings indicates the shop on the right side was once occupied by ‘C P Baldwin, SEC’,
engaged in work involving ‘Electrical and Television, All Classes’. Subsequent research indicates it was Clement
Baldwin, a member of a prominent local family. Electoral rolls indicate his brother, Jack Baldwin, proprietor of
the nearby garage, also resided in the building c.1935-1982.
Description
This timber-framed building consists of a row of three attached premises (two shops flanking a central residence)
each with a separate longitudinal gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The side walls, similarly clad,
are windowless. The street front, of ruled ashlar over an expanded metal substrate, has pedimented parapets to
each gable, and a continuous skillion-roofed verandah on stop-chamfered timber posts. The residence, in the
centre, has an off-centre doorway with a four-panel timber door, and a rectangular window. Each shop has a
central doorway, set back into a splayed ingoing, with a pair of narrow timber doors, flanked by large multi-paned
fixed sash shopfront windows. The windows are variously boarded by metal decking and steel sheeting.
Internally, the shops have timber posts supporting the roof structure, plaster ceilings with vented ceiling roses, and
four-panel timber doors with fanlights. The residence retains a fireplace with a polished timber mantelpiece.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.11 Feeding people
3.18 Marketing and retailing
Significance
The former shops at 24-26 Dillon Street, Ultima, are of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected c.1915, to
replace an earlier shop on the site, they provide evidence of an early phase of commercial development in the town.
Predating the Soldier Settlement era of the early 1920s, they are among the earliest surviving buildings in the town
centre. They are a representative and intact example of simple vernacular shops, which, despite their poor
condition, make an important contribution to the historic commercial streetscape.
References
Eileen Watson (ed). Ultima Centenary, 1892-1992. pp 60, 279.
Information supplied through facsimile from Tommichael family, January 2001
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah) with minimal further alteration to existing fabric. The
property owners should be encourage to undertake basic maintenance, such as the repair of damaged parapets and
the removal of unsympathetic hoarding over windows.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, if not already installed.
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Notwithstanding its actual function (ie. as a private workshop) the former shop could be interpreted as a shop by
means of creative window displays or reinstated signage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO181 (U4)

Former Name

Ultima Post Office

Grade

B

Address

29 Dillon Street, Ultima

Construction Date

1924

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The existing building was constructed in 1924 when the office was raised in status from a Post Office to an Official
Post Office. In April 1971 it was downgraded to a Non-official Post Office and partially converted to a private
residence. The Post Office finally closed on 31 March 2000, and its official duties were taken over by the nearby
general store. At the time of surveying in August 2000, the building was vacant and for sale.
Description
The former Post office at Ultima is a single-storey face red brick building on a T-shaped plan, with a hipped roof
clad in terracotta Marseilles pattern tiles. The symmetrical façade has a central bay with three timber-framed
double-hung multi-paned sash windows, with bullnosed sills and projecting brick spandrels below. This is flanked
by two enclosed brick porches with flat tray-deck roofs and banded brickwork, each having wide opening with a
rendered surround and bluestone threshold. The right porch has been infilled with a brick spandrel and new
aluminium-framed sash window. The left porch, which provided the public entrance into the building, has a
concrete floor and rows of metal post-office boxes set into one wall. A pair of timber panelled half-glazed doors
allow access within, where the original polished timber counter remains intact.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
4.3 Developing urban institutions
Significance
The former Post Office at 29 Dillon Street, Ultima, is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. Erected in
1924 to replace an earlier office, the present building demonstrates the expansion of Ultima’s public services
during its most important phase of settlement. The fact that the building is no longer in use as a post office
significantly demonstrates the subsequent abating of the need for such services. Aesthetically, it is a rare within
the municipality as an intact and representative example of the Stripped Classical PWD style, which was often
used by Government Architects (such as J S Murdoch) during the inter-War period.
References
Ultima Centenary Committee. Ultima Centenary 1892-1992.
Recommendations
Remove the trees and other plantings obscuring the distinctive street façade.
The original unpainted finish to the external brickwork should be maintained.
It would be desirable, from a heritage point of view, for the building to retain a public or semi-public function as a
retail or commercial premises, office, etc. Original interior elements, such as the polished timber counter, should
be retained.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO182 (U8)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

30-32 Dillon Street, Ultima

Construction Date

c.1910-15

Map Reference

055.725 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
In June 1876 Donald Cameron purchased land from the Crown measuring one mile by half a mile (1.6 by 0.8
kilometres). In August 1889 he sold to James O’Connor who by then had owned 168 square miles of land around
Ultima and offered the land in individual lots in the early 1890s during a severe economic downturn. In 1894 he
sold the lot occupied by the house to John Milburn, a farmer, owner until 1947. He had the house erected as it
appears to date from c.1910-15. Subsequent owners were Isabel Baldwin (1947-1990) and Leslie Hamper since
then. The Baldwins were prominent local business people in Ultima. There is no confirmation as to whether any
of the owners ever occupied the house.
Description
The house at Dillon Street is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard cottage with a gambrel roof, clad in
corrugated galvanised steel, with vented gablets, ridge finials and a red brick chimney. The symmetrical façade
has a central entrance, with a four-panel timber door and glazed sidelights, flanked by timber-framed double-hung
sash windows with moulded architraves. The return verandah has a timber floor and a timber trellis balustrade,
with a bullnosed roof supported on turned timber posts (with cast iron valences) to the street front, and on stopchamfered posts to the side.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 30 Dillon Street, Ultima, is of local historic and aesthetic significance. Erected c.1910-15, it is
associated with the first phase of settlement in Ultima, and is probably the oldest surviving house (as opposed to
the early commercial buildings) in the township. Aesthetically, it is an intact and particularly fine example of a
timber villa erected in a transitional Victorian/Edwardian style, distinguished by its spreading bullnosed verandah
with turned timber posts and ornate iron valences.
References
Land Titles Office. Certificates of Title Vol. 918 fol. 488, Vol. 2527 Fol. 248 and Vol. 5891 Fol. 088
Eileen Watson (ed.) Ultima Centenary.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state (including verandah and timber trellis) with minimal further alteration to
existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Goods Shed

Reference No.

HO183 (U7)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Dillon Street, Ultima

Construction Date

c.1915?

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Vic track

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building. The vacant land between the shed and the railway line
should be preserved to assist in the interpretation of the building as
a railway goods shed.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The railway between Bendigo and Robinvale was opened in stages between 18 November 1876 and 1924. Trains
operated to Ultima once the 30-mile [50-kilometre] Quambatook-Ultima section opened on 1 March 1900. The
line was constructed largely for the movement of wheat and livestock and therefore assisting significantly in the
economic development of the Mallee region, especially primary industry.
There is no precise information of the construction date of the goods shed. It is clearly a standard design of the
Railway Department. An almost identical shed, erected c.1916, exists at the railway complex at Manangatang.
Description
The goods shed in the Ultima railway complex is a small single-storey timber-framed building on a rectangular
plan, raised up from ground level, with an overhanging gabled roof supported on timber struts along the eaves
line. Roof and walls are clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The street and railway line frontages each have a
pair of doorways, containing sliding metal-clad doors. The building is surrounded on three sides by a raised
platform, with timber decking on timber and concrete stumps. An earth ramp, contained by timber sleepers and a
concrete retaining wall, is located at one end.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
11.2 Crops
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
Significance
The former railway goods shed off Dillon Street, Ultima, is of local historic significance. As one of the few
remaining structures associated with the Ultima railway complex, it provides evidence of the expansion of the
railway line into the Mallee region in the early twentieth century.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62, pp.283-84
Victorian Heritage Register. Citation, No H1576.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
The empty shed could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as a
local history museum, visitor information centre, or any number of commercial or retail functions.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO184 (U10)

Former Name

Ultima Presbyterian Church

Grade

C

Address

18-20 Hayes Street, Ultima

Construction Date

c.1916

Map Reference

055.725 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building, extending further to the property line at the street
frontage, in order to preserve its setting and its position in the
streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The Presbyterian Church established a Home Mission Station at Ultima in 1914.1 On 24 March 1916 the local
Presbyterian community applied for a £175 loan to construct a church. It was approved by Alexander Brodie,
Chairman of the Meeting of Congregation for the Bendigo Presbytery on 19 April 1916. The contract was let in
May 1916 and the church was presumably completed a few months later.2 It never had its own mission and
remained a Home Mission Station until 1940. There is no precise information available on when the church
ceased being used for services.3
Many church buildings in small townships were often used by other associations for meetings and entertainment
activities. For instance, the first meeting of the Ultima Masonic Lodge No 263 was held in the Presbyterian
Church on 20 July 1920 and subsequent meetings were held there until a new Masonic Temple (since demolished)
was erected on the corner of Connor and Condeley Streets in 1925.
Description
The former Ultima Presbyterian Church is a weatherboard hall with a projecting central porch at the front, each
having a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The gable ends have board-lined eaves, and roll-moulded
timber bargeboards with turned finial at the apex. The front porch has small timber-framed lancet window, and a
side entrance containing a four-panel timber door. The main hall has a louvred vent to the street frontage, and
three elongated lancet windows, with timber-framed double-hung sashes, to each of the side elevations. A side
entrance has a ledged and braced timber door, shielded by a pressed-metal awning.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The former Ultima Presbyterian Church, at 18-20 Hayes Road, Ultima, is local aesthetic, historic, and spiritual
significance. Erected in 1916, it provides evidence of the development of community facilities in the post-World
War One years. The church was a focus for local Presbyterian worship and related community activity, including
the local Masonic Lodge, for many years. Aesthetically, it is an intact and representative example of a late
nineteenth century timber church with tokenistic Gothic Revival detailing, of which there are numerous remaining
examples in the municipality.
References
Presbyterian Church of Australia. ‘Application for a loan to construct church at Ultima’ 19 April 1916.
Presbyterian Church of Australia. Year Books
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.

1
2
3
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Presbyterian Church of Australia. Year Book 1914. p.41
Presbyterian Church of Australia. ‘Application for a loan to construct church at Ultima’, 19 April 1916
Presbyterian Church of Australia. Year Book 1940-41 np.
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Undertake basic maintenance. Provide some internal and external fire protection, eg: extinguishers, if not already
installed.
The former church could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as a
residence, studio, antique shop or other commercial or retail use. It would be desirable to retain as much original
fabric as possible. A new wing could sympathetically be constructed and attached if required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Holy Trinity Anglican Church

Reference No.

HO185 (U9)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

21 O’Connor Street, Ultima

Construction Date

1925-26

Map Reference

055.725 Nyah

Ownership

Anglican Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building, extending further to the property line at the street
frontage, in order to preserve its setting and its position in the
streetscape.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates
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History
The first Church of England service in Ultima was held in 1903, although the foundation stone of the Holy Trinity
Church not laid until 17 September 1924 by the Reverend W L Powell of Nyah. It was erected by a Mr J Drewett,
former proprietor of a coffee palace in Ultima and was dedicated on 3 October 1926 by the Rt Rev Melville Clarke
James, the newly-appointed Bishop of St Arnaud. During the ceremony, the Bishop unveiled three stained glass
windows sponsored by Ultima pioneers Herbert and Margaret Cuttle in memory of their son, Lieutenant George
Robin Cuttle, who was killed in the First World War. The windows, located in the sanctuary, depicted the birth,
dedication and ascension of Christ. When the Cuttles later established a new settlement on the Murray River, it
was named Robinvale in honour of their deceased son. The first wedding to be held in the new church occurred
three days after the opening, when John Tommicheal of Charlton married Miss Coral Bull of Springfield, on 6
October 1926. The church celebrated its fortieth anniversary in 1964, and a freestanding bell-tower was erected to
mark the occasion.
Description
The Holy Trinity Anglican Church is a roughcast-rendered cement- brick building, comprising a nave with a small
front porch and a projecting rear wing, each with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The facade has
corbelled eaves, a raked parapet and a pair of capped piers rising above the roofline. The front porch has a narrow
lancet window with a marble foundation stone below, and a side entrance with a panelled timber door. The side
elevations are divided by buttresses into three bays, each having a pointed-arched window with rendered surrounds
and projecting sills, and timber-framed double-hung sashes containing textured yellow glass divided into small
panes. The projecting rear wing, containing the sanctuary, has three lancet windows with stained glass. To one
side of the church is a freestanding steel-framed bell tower consisting of a pair of tapered trellises which support a
bellcote. It is surmounted by a Latin cross, flanked by angled friezes bearing the years 1924 and 1964.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The Holy Trinity Anglican Church, in O’Connor Street, Ultima, is of regional historic, spiritual, social and
aesthetic significance. Erected in 1924, it provides evidence of the expansion of public utilities in Ultima’s
formative Soldier Settlement era. For almost eighty years, it has been a focus for spiritual and community activity
in Ultima. Despite its somewhat poor condition, the church is a fine example of an inter-War church, particularly
noted for its distinctive cement construction which contrasts with the more ubiquitous weatherboard inter-War
churches in the municipality. The memorial stained glass windows, erected by the prominent Cuttle family in
memory of their deceased son (after whom Robinvale was named) are also of considerable aesthetic significance.
References
Eileen Watson (ed.) Ultima Centenary. p.44.
Swan Hill Guardian. 14 October 1926.
Recommendations
Maintain building to prevent further deterioration.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

War Memorial

Reference No.

HO186 (U5)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

13 Vernon Street (corner Dillon Street), Ultima

Construction Date

1922

Map Reference

056.726 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of five metres should be maintained around all
sides of the memorial in order to preserve its setting and views. The
curtilage should extend to the property lines of the respective street
frontages reinforce the memorial’s position in the streetscape.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Unveiled in 1922, the War Memorial at Ultima was ‘erected by the residents of the Ultima and District in honour
of our men who served in the Great War, 1914-1918’. The memorial included an allegorical female figure, which
was unusual at a time when most war memorials depicted male soldiers. There are only eight comparable
memorials in Victoria, located at Hamilton, Jeparit, Mildura, Mitiamo, Numurkah, Sale, Snake Valley and
Yarrawonga.
Originally located at the entrance to the Ultima Recreation Reserve, the memorial was moved to its present
location (formerly the site of the Ultima Hotel) c.1952. Trees were planted near it in 1972 in connection with a
State tree-planting competition. The memorial was updated after the Second World War. More recently, a black
granite plaque was added to record the names of those who served in the Korean War, the Indonesian
Confrontation, the Malayan Emergency, the Vietnam Conflict, and ‘other peace-keeping actions since 1945’.
Description
The War Memorial at Ultima is a four-tiered granite structure surmounted by a white marble statue. The base
consists of a quarry-faced stylobate, supporting a square plinth bearing the names, in alphabetical order, of local
men and women who served in the Second World War. Above the plinth is a block with concave sides, with a
dedicatory inscription, surmounted by a tall and slightly tapered shaft on which is recorded the names of locals
who served in the First World War. The shaft is capped by series of plain blocks, one inscribed LEST WE FORGET,
and another bearing the logo of the Australian Commonwealth Military Forces. A small granite pediment has
fallen from the memorial and broken into four pieces, which have been placed on the ledge of the plinth. The
statue at the top of the memorial is a robed female figure, a personification of Peace, inscribed REMEMBRANCE
across the base.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
8.8 Remembering the fallen
8.9 Commemorating significant events and people
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The War Memorial at 13 Vernon Street, Ultima, is of regional historic and aesthetic significance. It is an
important focus for the collective remembrance of historic and recent conflicts, and the local people who served in
them. This is particularly important in the context of Ultima as a town settled by returned servicemen in the early
1920s and again in the late 1940s. Aesthetically, the memorial is a rare example in Victoria of a World War One
memorial which incorporates an allegorical female figure.
References
Eileen Watson (ed.) Ultima Centenary 1892-1992.
K Inglis. Sacred Places: War Memorials in the Australian landscape. Chapter 4, especially pp.172-75.
M Parsons and S Trigellis-Smith. War Memorials of Victoria: A Pictorial Record.
Recommendations
Repair damaged portions of memorial.
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Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 August 1998.
Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO188 (V1)

Former Name

Takasuka Levee bank

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Vinifera

Construction Date

c.1909

Map Reference

-

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

No. B6238 (File only)

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)

Allom Lovell & Associates

ü
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Curtilage
A nominal curtilage should be maintained of ten metres to each side
of the levee bank, in order to preserve its setting and views.
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History
On 14 March 1905, Japanese immigrant Jo Takasuka arrived in Melbourne with his wife and two young children.
He informed the Federal government his prime reason for coming to Australia was to established a rice import and
export business. Because of this he was granted exemption from the ‘dictation’ test then compulsory for all ‘alien’
immigrants but was still required to reapply annual for residency permits until 1924 when the Federal Government
removed this requirements because of being impressed by his commercial activities at Vinefera. Between 1906 and
1908, he leased 35 acres [14 hectares] of land at Nyah, owned by S V Watson, and another 65 acres [26 hectares]
at Piangil, owned by E O’Reilly, on which he attempted, somewhat unsuccessfully, to cultivate rice. He also
established the business and operated from premises in Queen Street Melbourne and Richmond.
On 1 January 1908, Takasuka was granted a permit to occupy 200 acres of flood-prone land between Tyntynder
Homestead and the Vinifera Forest. In order to control the annual flooding, he erected a levee bank across the
Gunbower Creek, although his crop was continually washed out by floodwaters for several years thereafter. A
drought in 1914 reduced flooding, and Takasuka produced a particularly successful crop. Some of this rice was
sold to commercial seedsmen and to the Yanco Agriculture College in NSW for the purpose of establishing further
trial crops elsewhere. Takasuka continued to cultivate rice at Vinifera through the 1910s and ‘20s, eventually
abandoning the project in 1927 due to lack of finance. He subsequently turned to growing grapes and citrus fruit
in Nyah until the mid-1930s, then attempted tomato cultivation in Huntly. He returned to Japan in 1940, where he
later died.
To mark the site of Jo Takasuka’s rice farm at Vinifera, a memorial cairn was unveiled by the Consul-general of
Japan, Yasunori Kikuchi, on 18 October 1991, in the presence of the then Shire President, Margaret Schintler, and
members of the Takasuka family.1
Description
The remnant portion of the Takasuka Levee bank appears to extend through the Vinifera Forest for several
kilometres. The start of the bank is marked by a concrete cairn and an interpretative signboard. The bank, which
is about 1500mm high, runs parallel to the forest roadway for approximately 500 metres.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3
11.2
12.3

Closer Settlement
Crops
Japanese settlers

Australian Heritage Commission
2.4
3.4
3.8

Migrating
Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions

Significance
The Takasuka Levee Bank, in the Vinifera Forest, off the Murray Valley Highway, Vinifera, is of considerable
historic significance. Erected by Japanese migrant Jo Takasuka in 1908, the bank provides evidence of the first
attempt to cultivate rice in Australia. At a local level, it is associated with farming activity during the pivotal
period of Closer Settlement in the early twentieth century, and demonstrates a typical attempt to make the lowlying riverside land viable for agricultural development.

1

G Willoughby. On “this bend” of the River. p 68.
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References
G Willoughby. On “This Bend” of the River. pp 67-68.
Interpretative signage located at site.
Takasuka: an Immigrant Family. Unpublished typescript in File B6238 held at National Trust Offices (Victoria)
Recommendations
The levee bank should be retained intact, without further penetrations or excavation. Any future roadways
proposed through the forest should be laid out sympathetically in relation to the position of the levee bank. For
example, roadways should ideally run parallel to the levee bank, and should not cross it, as they currently do in
some instances
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Tank and windmill

Reference No.

HO189 (W5)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA5B, Bishop Road (near Grey Road),
Waitchie
902.878 Nyah

Construction Date

early 1900s

Ownership

Private

Map Reference

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the tank and windmill to preserve their setting.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The windmill and tank is on Crown Allotment 5B, Parish of Wewin, with an area of 206 acres (82 hectares). It is
one of forty-one lots of a subdivision undertaken by the Lands Department in 1904 covering part of former Mallee
Block 25B. It covered an area of 174 square miles (445 square kilometres) and was one of over 100 blocks
covering the entire Mallee Region. These were prepared under the Mallee Leases Act 1883 which banned
purchased by freeholders. The prime stated objective was to eliminate vermin and it was believed that continuing
government ownership was essential, for at least the next two decades, in order to achieve this.
The earliest traceable occupant of CA5B is Wilfred Hancock who was Crown lessee from c.1920 until November
1949, when he purchased the property. Subsequent owners included Andrew Glen Owned in 1964, and the Bennet
family from the mid-1960s to date. The exact date of construction of the tank and windmill has not been
established, but they were clearly installed after the initial subdivision in 1904. Typically, they would date from
the first two decades of the twentieth century.
Description
The windmill is a steel-framed structure, with four cross-braced legs rising up from a square base and supporting a
small timber-framed platform at approximately two-thirds of the total height of the structure. This platform, which
is accessed via a narrow steel ladder, is surmounted by a steeper steel-framed and cross-braced strcuture which
supports the rotor at the apex of the windmill. The rotor, which has been denuded of its blades, is inscribed with
the words BILLABONG WK61, presumably a trade mark or serial number of some kind. A triangular tail-fin,
mounted on metal rods, extends to the rear. The adjacent tank is elliptical in plan, and contains no water.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
Australian Heritage Commission
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Significance
The windmill and associated tank on CA5B in Bishop Road, Waitchie, are of local historic significance.
Presumably dating from the first decade of the twentieth century, they are association with the earliest settlement of
the Waitchie area during the Closer Settlement era. The windmill is a representative (and not particularly intact)
example of its type, of which there are many remaining examples around Swan Hill and, throughout rural
Australia.
References
Information provided by Bennett family 28 February 2001.
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Dept of Lands & Survey. Current Record Plan W400(1) and Superseded Record Plan W400, Parish of Wewin.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted.
The reinstatement of the missing windmill rotor blades, to match the originals, would greatly assist interpretation.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO190 (W3)

Former Name

Farmhouse

Grade

C

Address

CA16, Cuttle Road, Waitchie

Construction Date

pre-1913

Map Reference

958.847 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the building in order to preserve it setting, extending further west, if
necessary, to the property line at the street frontage.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The former farmhouse is situated on Crown Allotment 16, Parish of Wewin, with an area of 640 acres (289
hectares). It is one of forty-one similar sized lots of a subdivision undertaken by the Lands Department in 1904
covering part of former Mallee Block 25B with an area of 174 square miles ( square kilometres) and one of over
100 blocks covering the entire Mallee Region. These were prepared under the Mallee Leases Act 1883 which
banned purchased by freeholders. The prime stated objective was to eliminate vermin and it was believed that
continuing government ownership was essential, for at least the next two decades, in order to achieve this.
There construction date of the house is unknown but the first traceable occupant of Crown Allotment 16 was
Alexander McLelland from c.1913, who purchased it in 1950 from the Crown, and died in 1972. Stylistically, the
house clearly dates from prior to 1913 and it may well have been transported to the site from elsewhere.
Description
The former farmhouse is a small single-storey double-fronted weatherboard cottage, approximate 3 metres by 5
metres in plan, raised up on log stumps. The shallow gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel, lacks eaves,
having narrow guttering and a pair of metal downpipes that extend across the east wall. The front elevation has a
central entrance, with a ledged and braced timber door, flanked by rectangular timber-framed multi-paned fixed
sash windows with timber architraves and projecting sills. The corresponding rear elevation has a similar door,
but no windows. The east elevation has a large rectangular opening at floor level, where a brick chimney,
subsequently removed, was originally located.
Internally, the house has a timber floor, unlined walls and ceiling, and a timber-framed partition, lined with
beaded boards, which divides the dwelling into two rooms. The front door retains its iron lockset, inscribed with
star motif and the words N & T VAUGHAN MANUFACTURERS. One of the windows has been boarded internally.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.0 Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
3.15 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Significance
The farmhouse on CA16, Cuttle Road, Waitchie, is of considerable historic significance. Erected prior to 1913, it
demonstrates an early phase of settlement in Waitchie, and is perhaps the oldest surviving building in the area.
The It is a intact example of a modest late nineteenth century two-roomed timber cottage. In this respect, it is
somewhat rare in the municipality, contrasting with the more substantial Victorian homesteads associated with
pastoral runs, such as those at Yungera and Tyntynder.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Department of Lands & Survey. Parish Plan (Superseded) W400 and Current Record Plan W400(1), Parish of
Wewin.
Land Titles Office. Certificate of Title Vol. 7662 Fol. 126.
Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO191 (W4)

Former Name

Implement Shed

Grade

C

Address

CA10, Cuttle Road, Waitchie

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

955.847 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Condition
Good

ü Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the building, including all of the abandoned farming machinery in
the immediate vicinity, in order to preserve its setting..

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The former implement shed is on Crown Allotment 10, Parish of Wewin, with an area of 640 acres (289 hectares).
It is one of forty-one similar sized lots of a subdivision undertaken by the Lands Department in 1904 covering part
of former Mallee Block 25B with an area of 174 square miles ( square kilometres) and one of over 100 blocks
covering the entire Mallee Region. These were prepared under the Mallee Leases Act 1883 which banned
purchased by freeholders. The prime stated objective was to eliminate vermin and it was believed that continuing
government ownership was essential, for at least the next two decades, in order to achieve this.
Crown Allotment 10 had been leased by the Del Menico family c.1915 until purchased from Crown in December
1978. Although they still own this property they have not resided there since 1944. The implement shed was
erected c.1915 and has probably been out of use since the Del Menico family ceased residing on the property.
Description
The former barn is a derelict single-storey timber-framed building on an elongated rectangular plan, with a partlycollapsed skillion roof of corrugated galvanised steel. The structure comprises a grid of log columns that support a
roof framework of rectangular-section timber members. The walls appear to have been originally infilled with
vertical slabs (split logs) held in place by horizontal beams, but only a remnant of this survives. A continuous
spandrel of corrugated galvanised steel extends a across the northern front of the building.
The barn contains an item of derelict farming machinery, manufactured by T Robinson & Company of Melbourne,
and there are numerous similar items scattered around the immediate vicinity of the structure.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.1 Settlement
Australian Heritage Commission
2.6
3.4
3.8
3.15

Fighting for the land
Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure

Significance
The former barn on CA10, Cuttle Road, Waitchie, is of local historic significance and some scientific
(technological) interest. Erected c.1915, it demonstrates an early phase of agricultural development in the area,
while its subsequent abandonment and collapse provides evidence of the ultimate failure of these early farming
ventures. Despite its poor condition, the building is a representative if somewhat late example of a rural
outbuilding using vertical slab construction, common in rural Australia in the nineteenth century.
The abandoned farming machinery, located within and around the structure, is of historic interest. It assists
greatly in the interpretation of the shed as a rural outbuilding.
References
Commonwealth of Australia. Electoral Rolls.
Department of Lands and Survey. Parish Plan (Superseded) W400 and Current Record Plan W400(1), Parish of
Wewin.
M Lewis. Victorian Primitive.
Information provided by Del Menico family 28 February 2001.
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Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration. The complete reconstruction of the barn is not
recommended, as its significance partly derives from the ruinous state caused by its abandonment. A complete
photographic record of the building’s current ruinous state should be undertaken.
The abandoned farming machinery, both within and around the structure, makes an important contribution and
should be retained in situ.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO192 (W1)

Former Name

Waitchie State School No 3568

Grade

C

Address

Waitchie Road, Waitchie

Construction Date

1916

Map Reference

912.840 Nyah

Ownership

Australian Wheat Board?

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building, extending further to the property line at the street
frontage, in order to preserve its setting and its position in the
streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The establishment of a primary school at Waitchie was first proposed by Mr Gray, MLA, in 1906. The school,
designated as No 3568, opened two years later, on 18 January 1908, with fifteen students under the head teacher,
Miss Mary Coakley. Classes were initially held in the public hall (since demolished) to the west of the township.
The present site, located near the public hall, was acquired in 1914 and the building erected two years later. The
school continued to operate even after nearby schools at Waitchie South and Waitchie Central closed down,
respectively, in 1924 and 1954.
In 1977, the building was leased by the Victorian branch of the Australian Wheat Board in order to carry out
protein-testing experiments on wheat, and was subsequently purchased by the Board c.1980. The sign, which still
remains, states the building became the ‘Central Laboratory for the determination of acceptance of wheat into the
Victorian hard wheat class’. The building is presently vacant.
Description
The former Waitchie School is a single-storey weatherboard building with a steep gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel, penetrated by vents and a red brick chimney with corbelled cap. The street façade has a timber
trellis at the apex of the gable end, and a tripartite window with moulded architraves and timber-framed doublehung multi-paned sashes and matching fanlights. The side elevation has small multi-paned windows, placed high
in the wall, and small rectangular vents with woven wire grilles. The small projecting porch at the rear has
ledged-and-braced timber doors and separate timber-framed double-hung sash windows.
Internally, the schoolroom has exposed timber floorboards, with the typical raised teacher’s platform along one
side. The ceiling and walls are lined with timber boards, in the latter case being placed vertically to dado height,
and horizontally above.
At the rear of the schoolhouse is a timber-framed toilet block clad in corrugated galvanised steel. Along the street
frontage, there is a substantial outcrop of cacti, and a timber and chicken-wire fence with a matching metal gate.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.2 Schools
11.2 Crops
Australian Heritage Commission
6.2 Establishing schools
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The former Waitchie School, on the Waitchie Road, Waitchie, is of regional historic significance. It is one of a
very small number of early school buildings which survive in the remote areas around Swan Hill. Unlike most
other examples, it retains a very high level of intactness due to the fact that it is no longer used as a school and
thus has not been remodelled, extended or upgraded. As one of the few surviving buildings in Waitchie, it also
provides evidence of the daily life in this once-flourishing rural township.
The toilet block, at the rear of the site, is of little heritage significance. It is a typical example of the vernacularstyle facilities which were erected around country schools, churches and so on in the twentieth century. While it
makes some contribution to the notion of the school complex, it is of no individual significance
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. Vol 3. pp 346, 354.
R Ballinger. ‘Thematic Environmental History’. p 54.
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Recommendations
Preferably retain in its intact state with minimal further alteration to existing fabric.
Undertake basic maintenance. Provide some fire protection, eg extinguishers, if not already installed.
The empty schoolhouse could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such
as a residence, studio, art gallery, antique shop or any commercial or retail use. However, it would be desirable to
retain as much original internal fabric as possible, including wall panelling and mantelpieces. A new wing could
sympathetically be constructed if required.
The toilet block can be adopted, relocated or demolished as required, or retained and restored for interpretation as
a typical vernacular-style toilet block.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Waitchie Uniting Church

Reference No.

HO193 (W2)

Former Name

Waitchie Presbyterian Church

Grade

C

Address

Waitchie Road, Waitchie

Construction Date

1925

Map Reference

912.840 Nyah

Ownership

Uniting Church

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around the
building, extending further to the property line at the street
frontage, in order to preserve its setting and its position in the
streetscape.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Presbyterian Church held its first meeting in Waitchie on 10 April 1909; ten people attended and it was
chaired by Rev F Hume. Based at Sea Lake, Rev Hume subsequently conducted services once a month at the old
Waitchie Hall. As the population of the area was growing markedly after World War 1, a prominent Mallee
family, the Cuttles, donated land for a purpose-built church by November 1924. The Presbyterian Church was
consequently constructed by Donald Kennedy and opened on 14 November 1925. On 22 July 1977 two thirds of
all former Presbyterian Churches came under jurisdiction of the Uniting Church.
Description
The Waitchie Uniting Church is a timber hall, subsequently reclad with metal-sheet faux weatherboards, with a
central porch at the front, and a projecting wing to the rear, each having a steep gabled roof clad in corrugated
galvanised steel. The gable ends have board-lined eaves, and plain timber bargeboards with turned finials at the
apex. The front porch has small timber-framed lancet window, and an entrance to each side, containing a timber
ledged-and-braced doors. The main hall has three elongated lancet windows to the east elevation, and two
identical windows, plus a double doorway, to the west elevation. These windows have moulded architraves and
timber-framed double-hung sashes containing mottled glass with a leadlight border. At the rear of the site is a
small toilet block in the form of a freestanding weatherboard cubicle with a gabled roof, clad in corrugated
galvanised steel with plain bargeboards and board-lined eaves.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.2 Churches
Australian Heritage Commission
8.6 Worshipping
9.6 Mourning the dead
Significance
The Waitchie Uniting Church, on Waitchie Road, Waitchie, is of local aesthetic, historic, social and spiritual
significance. Erected in 1925, it has been a focus for local worship and related community activity for over seventy
years. As one of the few surviving buildings in Waitchie, it provides evidence of the daily life in this onceflourishing rural township. Aesthetically, it is an intact and representative example of a rural inter-War timber
church, of which there are numerous surviving examples in the municipality.
The outhouse at the rear of the property is of little heritage significance. It is a representative example of the type
of vernacular-style facilities provided near rural churches, schools, etc in the twentieth century. While it makes
some contribution to the notion of the church reserve, it is of no individual significance.
References
G Chamberlain. Waitchie. p 29.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, eg extinguishers, if not already installed.
The outhouse can be altered, adapted or demolished, or retained for interpretation as a typical rural ‘dunny’.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998
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Current Name

Waitchie Cemetery

Reference No.

HO194 (W6)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

CA18, Waitchie Rd (cnr Chinkapook Rd), Waitchie Construction Date

1903 onwards

Map Reference

-

Cemetery Trustees

Ownership

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A curtilage should be maintained which corresponds to the original
size of the cemetery reserve as gazetted; that is, the extent of the
fenced enclosure.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The earliest surviving headstone in the cemetery is that of Kate Blight Jury, who died on 10 March 1903 at the age
of 24. Her relatives Thomas Jury (died 1909) and Mary Jury (died 1912) are also buried there. Other families
represented in the cemetery include Booth, Currie, Gilmour, Hancock, Hamilton, Harris, Irving, Kiel, Lucardie,
Midgley, Morgan, Teichelman and Woonton.
During the Second War World, two servicemen were buried in the cemetery: Lieutenant E B Morgan (1897-1946)
and Sergeant L G ‘Jack’ Hancock (1911-1941). The latter was a local man you had died of pneumonia whilst
stationed at a military camp, and his remains were returned to Waitchie for internment in the ‘Presbyterian
Section’ of the cemetery. The most recent burial was that of Mrs Violet Gibson, who died on 21 March 1989 at the
age of 99 years. Her husband Frederick Valentine Gibson (1880-1941) and their daughter Sophie Gibson (19101944) are also buried at the cemetery.
Description
The Waitchie Cemetery is a small fenced area of land, set well back from the road and surrounded on all sides by a
privately-owned wheatfield. There are at least 30 graves, spanning the period 1903 to 1989, and mostly marked by
marble or granite headstones of various types, some with stone or concrete surrounds, gravelled beds, stone slabs
and cast iron railings. The most prominent monument in the cemetery is the grave of Mary and Robert Currie, in
the form of a tall brown marble plinth surmounted by an urn. Other grave sites are marked only by wooden crosses
or by the typical numbered iron spikes.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.3 Closer Settlement
13.0 Community life
Australian Heritage Commission
8.8 Remembering the fallen
9.6 Mourning the dead
9.7 Disposing of dead bodies
Significance
The Waitchie Cemetery on CA18, on the corner of Waitchie and Chinkapook Roads, Waitchie, is of local historic
and aesthetic significance. Established c.1903, the cemetery is associated with the initial settlement of Waitchie
during the Closer Settlement era. It remains as a significant record of historical and genealogical information on
the residents of the district during the twentieth century. With its various stone monuments and headstones, some
particularly ornate, the cemetery has some landmark qualities, remaining as one of the few surviving intact sites
associated with this once-flourishing rural community.
References
Inscriptions on individual headstones.
Swan Hill Guardian. 8 August 1941.
Recommendations
Access to the cemetery could be greatly improved.
The cemetery site should be maintained regularly, and damaged headstones should be repaired.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Woorinen Memorial Hall

Reference No.

HO195 (Wo2)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Chillingollah Rd (cnr North-South Road),
Woorinen
249.966 Nyah

Construction Date

1926

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Map Reference

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Heritage Listings

ü

ü

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

VHR
RNE
No 4160 (Registered)

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
In the early 1920s, many towns and suburbs around Australia erected public halls, intended both as a memorial to
those who had died in the First World War, and as a place where the surviving returned servicemen could meet.
The example at Woorinen was erected in 1926. As was often the case with such halls, it was a community project.
Land was donated by a local resident and the hall itself was constructed, on a purely voluntary basis, by the
returned servicemen themselves.
The hall quickly became an important focus for community and social activities in the Woorinen area. During the
1930s and ‘40s, it served as the venue for the Digger’s Ball, an annual alcohol-free event. The hall continues to be
used for a wide variety of community activities, including karate classes, a children’s play group, garage sales,
fetes, concerts and 21st birthday parties. The hall has been altered over the years, most obviously by the addition
of a kitchen and toilet wing along two sides of the building. More recently, the original timber floor was replaced
in 1990. The hall was added to the Register of the National Estate (RNE) on 30 June 1992.
Description
The Woorinen Memorial Hall is a single-storey building consisting of a hall, with an L-shaped addition extending
along two sides. The main hall has a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel with timber lined eaves and
cylindrical metal vents along the ridge. The exposed side and rear walls are clad in ripple iron, with Masonite
sheeting to the front gable end. The side wall has four timber-framed multi-paned hopper sash windows with fixed
sash fanlights above. The L-shaped wing has a skillion tray-deck roof and cement sheet cladding to the walls. At
the corner is a recessed porch, shielded by a steel-framed porte-cochere with a tray-deck skillion roof.
Internally, the main hall has a canted ceiling with metal tie rods, and large circular vents with quatrefoil grilles.
Walls are clad with radiata pine panelling, and there is a polished timber floor. At one end of the room is the
stage, which has a splayed proscenium and heavy red drapes. At the opposite end is a large timber honour board,
dating from the post-World War Two era. The attached L-shaped wing contains kitchen and toilet facilities.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.5
13.6
13.7

Building of towns
Halls
The Wars
Leisure

Australian Heritage Commission
6.1 Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education
8.1 Organising recreation
8.8 Remembering the fallen
Significance
The Woorinen Memorial Hall, on the corner of Chillingollah and North-South Roads, Woorinen, is of local
historic and social significance. Originally erected in 1926 as a war memorial and RSL clubroom, the hall has
served continuously as an important focus for social and community activity in Woorinen for over seventy years.
Its association with returned servicemen is particularly significant in the context of Woorinen’s initial development
as a soldier settlement in the immediate post-World War One period.
The kitchen and toilet wings, which are of more recent origin, are of no heritage significance.
References
Australian Heritage Commission. Register of the National Estate
Swan Hill and District Touring Map: A Comprehensive Touring Guide.
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Recommendations
Retain original external elements, including ripple iron cladding.
It is desirable, from a heritage viewpoint, that the building retain its use for community/public purposes.
The original form of the hall space should not be compromised by the erection of partitions or mezzanines.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

—

Reference No.

- (Wo1)

Former Name

Holy Innocents Anglican Church

Grade

—

Address

Church Road, Woorinen

Construction Date

—

Map Reference

243.9499 Nyah

Ownership

—

DEMOLISHED

Andrew Ward photograph, 1998

Fair

ü Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
File B6327 (State)
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History
The Holy Innocents Church in Woorinen was constructed in 1927-28. Its architect is unknown, although it has
been attributed to the prolific ecclesiastical architect Louis Williams on account of its distinctive Arts & Crafts
influences.
Since it was identified as a potential heritage place in May 1998, the church has been dismantled and relocated to
Mildura for use as a private residence.
Description
No physical fabric remains of the church at the site in Woorinen..
Thematic Context
Not applicable.
Significance
The Holy Innocents Anglican Church was classified by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) as a building of
state significance. It was a fine example of a small rural church, using traditional and low cost materials to
achieve a sophisticated and highly successful visual effect. Aesthetically, it was distinguished by its unusual
bellcote on the roof ride, its wide eaves, and dramatically flared broad spire capping.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). ‘Holy Innocents Anglican Church, Woorinen’. Citation, File No B6327.
Recommendations
The site of the church should be marked by an interpretative sign or cairn or similar marker.
The building, now relocated to Mildura, should be brought to the attention of the Mildura Rural City Council for
possible consideration for heritage overlay protection under the local planning scheme.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

—

Reference No.

— (Wo3)

Former Name

Italian POW Camp

Grade

—

Address

Goodman Road (east of Swan Road), Woorinen

Construction Date

c.1942

Map Reference

249.966 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Fair

ü Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Condition
Good

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Intactness
Good

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
There is no information available on this site but important prisoner of war camps were located near Murchison
and Tatura, in the Goulburn Valley, and near Myrtleford in Victoria’s north-east. The Australian Government
oversaw the internment of around 18,500 alien Italians during World War Two as Italy was one of Australia’s
enemies while under General Mussolini. Many aliens were recruited as farm laborers to overcome Australia’s
wartime labor shortage.
Description
No physical fabric remains of the former POW camp. A steel-framed fruit-packing shed has been erected on part
of the site, but it is otherwise undeveloped.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
12.5 Italian settlers
13.6 The Wars
Australian Heritage Commission
3.21 Lodging people
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of towns and suburbs
7.5 Developing administrative structures and authorities
Significance
The site of the former POW Camp in Goodman Road, Woorinen, is of some historic interest. The presence of a
POW camp represents an interesting aspect of the history of the region, particularly in the context of the large
numbers of Italian settlers in the region in the early and mid-twentieth century. The overwhelming lack of any
remaining physical fabric, however, makes interpretation of the site almost impossible.
References
Information provided by Cr Albert Heslop.
A Fitzgerald. The Italian Farming Soldiers . pp.1-4
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted, if only by means of a sign. It is not otherwise recommended for heritage overlay
protection.
In the event that the site is considered for redevelopment, preliminary archaeological investigation should occur.
To assist in this, it may be necessary to undertake further research to determine the exact extent of the POW camp
site and its constituent structures.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Woorinen South Primary School

Reference No.

HO196 (WS5)

Former Name

State School No 4456

Grade

C

Address

37-53 Palmer Street, Woorinen South

Construction Date

1915 (moved 1933)

Map Reference

233.915 Nyah

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage should be maintained around the two exposed
street facades of the schoolhouse, extending to the respective
property lines in order to maintain the setting, and provide a view,
of the building.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the inter-War period most rural settlements in the Mallee were serviced by primary schools but local
community pressure was often necessary to obtain them.
The Woorinen Progress Association applied for a school at Woorinen South on 2 November 1926 but classes had
just commenced at Fairfield Hall on a temporary basis from 1926 until 1933. The Education Department District
Inspector of refused the application on the grounds the area was already sufficiently serviced by three state primary
schools a few kilometres away at Murrawee, Woorinen and Woorinen North. During the following year the local
community restated its case for a school as it was a four-kilometre walk for some children. After a second refusal
the community approached the then local state Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) Frank Old. He raised
the matter with the Education Department on behalf of the Woorinen South Community but the department did not
act. The community approached it yet again in November 1927 stating 27 children would attend if a school was
established preferably on the corner of Bulga Road and Woorinen-Goschen Road, five kilometres from the school
at Woorinen. It was rejected by District Inspector William Curtis as it was not considered ‘central enough for the
majority of residents’. In response to that decision, local resident Don Harvey formed a Parents Association in
April 1929 to lobby for the establishment of a ‘stand-alone’ school and the Education Department took the
Woorinen South community more seriously. At the end of 1929 a school was approved for Woorinen South and
the disused school building at Towan, 18 kilometres west of Nyah West, was placed on the present site. The first
classes were conducted in it on 6 December 1934 and the local community’s lobbying for the school appeared
justified with an enrolment of 45.
Description
The earliest portion of the Woorinen South Primary School complex consists of an attached pair of weatherboard
schoolrooms. One half has a gambrel roof, penetrated by cylindrical ridge vents, and timber lining board to the
eaves. The other half has a gabled roof, with plain bargeboards, a timber post to the gable end and unlined eaves.
Each half of the building has a tripartite bay of timber-framed double-hung sash windows, with rectangular
fanlights above. Internally, the rooms have been entirely gutted and rebuilt with new stud-framed partitions,
plasterboard wall and ceiling linings, and plumbing fixtures. Attached to the two early schoolrooms are post-War
classrooms of a standard Department of Education design, with vertical timber cladding, skillion tray-deck roofs,
and multiple bays of timber-framed hopper sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.3 Schools
Australian Heritage Commission
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
6.5 Educating people in remote places
Significance
The early building at the Woorinen South Primary School complex, in Palmer Street, Woorinen South, are of local
historic significance. Originally erected at Towan in 1915 and relocated to its present site in 1933, the building
provides evidence of the shifting demographics in the Mallee region in the first half of the twentieth century. The
building is a somewhat altered example of an inter-War timber school, of which there are several other surviving
examples (and in generally more intact condition) elsewhere in the municipality.
The 1960s classrooms, which envelop the building on two sides, are of no heritage significance.
References
Back to Woorinen South Committee. Back to Woorinen South. pp.24-32.
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Recommendations
The two remaining street frontages of the original building should not be further obscured by new additions.
The adjoining 1960s classrooms can be altered, adapted, relocated or demolished as required.
Identified By
Andrew Ward,1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Northvic Trading

Reference No.

HO197 (WS1)

Former Name

Woorinen Fruitgrowers Co-Operative Company

Grade

C

Address

Palmer Street, Woorinen South

Construction Date

1926 onwards

Map Reference

233.915 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage

VHR

Sufficient curtilage should be maintained between the three
surviving inter-War buildings to maintain their setting and their
relationship to each other. The vacant land to the immediate north
of the two packing sheds should also be maintained in order to
preserve the historic association with the railway line.

RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The desire for a co-operative fruit-packing facility in the Woorinen area was felt as early as 1915, when the local
fruitgrowers’ association petitioned for a branch of the Nyah Fruitgrowers Co-operative Company to be established
at Woorinen South. This did not take place until 1920, when 37 local settlers were given bonds for five years, and
a small skillion-roofed building was erected alongside the railway line. On 16 December 1922, a meeting was held
in the Fairfield Hall which resulted in the formation of the Woorinen Fruitgrowers’ Co-operative Company
Limited. The provisional board was offered the use of the existing building, and business commenced in January
1923. By the end of that year, additional land had been acquired for future expansion.
The first stage of the present complex was a large galvanised steel packing shed, 150 feet by 90 feet (45.7 metres
by 27.43 metres), completed during 1926. Additional equipment was installed over the next few years, including a
60-ton fruit packing machine in 1928, and a Harvey Dehydrator in 1933. A new office building was erected in
1938 by local builder C Tillig. In the early 1940s, the company took over the Tandaco Packing Company, and
further expansion took place. At that time, the company was receiving around 5,000 tons of fruit per year.
By the late 1960s, the company’s fruit-packing activities had been consolidated at the premises in Nyah West (qv
HO82) and it was decided to convert the Woorinen South complex into a winery. A separate company, Fairfield
[sic] Wines, was floated with the original co-operative company as its major shareholder. In the 1970s, numerous
attempts were made to merge the co-op with its counterpart in Nyah West. It was eventually taken over by the
Mid-Murray Producers Co-operative Society Limited.
Description
The premises of the former Woorinen Fruitpacker’s Co-operative Company is a large site bordered by Palmer
Street and the railway line. It comprises numerous buildings, of various sizes and vintages, clustered around a
paved courtyard accessed off Palmer Street. There appear to be at least three remaining buildings of pre-War era.
The fruit-packing shed, erected in 1926, is a large gable-roofed rectangular steel-framed building clad in
corrugated galvanised steel. The principal façade, to the railway line, has a pair of large rectangular steel-framed
sash windows in the gable end. The rear elevation has a pair of sliding metal doors in the centre, flanked to one
side by a long multi-paned steel-framed sash window.
The office building, erected in 1938, is a single-storey, domestic-scaled, red brick building with a gambrel roof
clad in corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by plain brick chimneys with soldier-course capping. The
building is surrounded on three sides by a skillion-roofed verandah, supported by rendered tapered piers on face
brick plinths. It has a central doorway in the elevation to the courtyard, flanked by pairs of timber-framed doublehung sash windows.
Along the Palmer Street frontage is a single-storey store building with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised
steel. The front elevation, facing the railway, is clad in weatherboard to dado height, with strapped Masonite
sheeting above. It has a large central doorway, since infilled, flanked by louvred windows. The side elevation,
along Palmer Street, is clad with corrugated galvanised steel, and has a row of elongated rectangular multi-paned
steel-framed sash windows with textured glass. The rear elevation, facing the courtyard, has a rendered brick
façade with a stepped parapet and three small windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
5.4 Soldier Settlement
11.4 Horticulture
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4 Developing primary production
3.7 Moving goods and people
3.8 Farming for export under Australian conditions
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Significance
The inter-War buildings within the former premises of the Woorinen Fruitgrowers’ Co-operative Company Ltd are
of local historic significance. Erected from the mid-1920s onwards, these buildings provides evidence of the
earliest days of the flourishing agricultural (fruit-growing) industry, which still, to a certain extant, characterises
the rural landscape around Woorinen today.
The more recent buildings within the complex, including the various steel-framed sheds and portable buildings,
provide some evidence of the ongoing development of the local fruit industry in the post-War era, but they are
considered to be of no individual heritage significance.
References
Y Ward. Back to Woorinen South, 1930-1980. pp.5-8.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance. Provide some internal and external fire protection, eg extinguishers, if not already
installed.
Provide some interpretation as to its original function, such as the reinstatement of original signage along the
railway line frontage.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998
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Current Name

Buffalo Lodge Hall

Reference No.

HO198 (WS3)

Former Name

Fairfield Hall

Grade

B

Address

8 Smith Street, Woorinen South

Construction Date

1898 (moved 1919)

Map Reference

233.915 Nyah

Ownership

RAOB Lodge

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around this
building in order to preserve its setting.

VHR
RNE

ü

Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The so-called Buffalo Hall in Smith Street was originally known as the Pine View Hall, and was originally located
in nearby Bulga Road, on CA 64, Parish of Castle Donnington. Erected in 1898 as a public hall, it was later used
as a home for State School No 3637. When the school closed down in 1919, the building was relocated to its
present site in Woorinen South. It then became known as Fairfield Hall, after the ‘Fairfield Estate’, the original
name of the township when it was laid out by in 1919.
The hall was initially owned by a board of shareholders, and it was hired out for various local activities to reduce
the overdraft. During the 1920s and early 1930s, it was used for dances, meetings, functions, motion picture
screenings, as well as by the local scout and guide groups. The hall also housed the Woorinen South Primary
School from 1926 until a new school building was erected in 1933. From 1934, the hall was rented by Woorinen
Lodge #64, the local chapter of the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes (RAOB), for their meetings. At a
meeting on 27 May 1946, the guarantors discussed the possibility of the hall, and the remaining overdraft, being
taken over by the RAOB Lodge. This subsequently occurred, and they have retained ownership since that time.
Description
The Buffalo Hall is a single-storey weatherboard building with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. It
comprises a main hall with a small projecting front wing and a skillion-roofed kitchen addition at the rear. The
front wing, which contains entry lobby and toilets, has a central doorway with a pair of ledged-and-braced timber
doors, flanked by small windows that have been infilled, and a louvred vent to the gable end. The sides elevations
each have three timber-framed double-hung sash windows. There are remnants of a brick chimney on one wall.
Internally, the hall has a polished timber floor, and canted ceiling lined with ripple iron. The walls have
horizontal beaded timber lining boards to dado height, and strapped Masonite sheeting above. Timber benches run
along each side of the room. There is a raised platform at the far end, flanked by ledged-and-braced timber doors
leading out to the kitchen. A timber mantelpiece is all that remains of a fireplace facing the platform. The room
contains much RAOB memorabilia, including framed certificates, photographs, honor boards and displays of
medals and ceremonial regalia.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
13.5 Halls
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
6.1 Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education
6.2 Establishing schools
8.1 Organising recreation
Significance
The Buffalo Hall at 8 Smith Street, Woorinen South, is of regional historic significance. Erected in 1898 and
relocated to its present site in 1919, it is not only the oldest surviving building in Woorinen South, but also the
oldest surviving public hall in the entire municipality. Its original function as a public hall for over thirty years,
and its subsequent function as a meeting place of the RAOB, from 1934 to date, represents a significant continuity
of use.
References
Back to Woorinen South, 1930-1980. pp 12, 23, 24.
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Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to building, and conservation, as required, to the memorabilia.
Provide some internal and external fire protection, eg extinguishers, if not already installed.
From a heritage viewpoint, it is preferable that the building continue its ongoing use as a community hall.
However, hall could conceivably be adapted for any new use in sympathy with its original function, such as an art
gallery, antique shop or local history museum It would be desirable to retain as much original internal fabric as
possible, , especially where this provides evidence of its original function, and to retain the original plan form of
the hall space without further partitioning, etc.
Identified By
Andrew Ward,1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO199 (WS4)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

46 Smith Street, Woorinen South

Construction Date

c.1900 (moved c.1970)

Map Reference

233.915 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Condition
Good

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
This house was originally located in Swan Hill, where it was reputedly occupied by a funeral director at some
stage. Stylistically, is very similar to the Victorian-style houses which were erected in Swan Hill in the late 1890s
and the first decade of the twentieth century, which was a period of particularly enthusiastic residential
development in the town following the opening of the railway line. The house was relocated to its present site in
Woorinen South c.1970.
Description
The house at 46 Smith Street is a single-storey double-fronted Victorian-style weatherboard villa with a hipped
roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. It is surrounded on three sides by a verandah supported on stopchamfered timber posts. The verandah has a bullnosed roof to the north and west (street) elevations, and a skillion
roof to the south elevation. The return verandah to the north side has been widened to form a carport. The façade
has a central doorway with a heavy four-panel timber door with bolection moldings and fielded panels, narrow
sidelights, and a rectangular fanlight. There is a tripartite timber-framed double-hung window to the right side of
the doorway. The corresponding window to the left side has been relocated to the north elevation, and the opening
infilled.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2 Building of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
2.5 Promoting settlement on the land through selection and group settlement
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The house at 46 Smith Street, Woorinen South, is of aesthetic significance and local historic interest. Originally
located at Swan Hill, where it was presumably built around the turn of the century, the house was relocated to its
present site in c.1970. The house is a representative and substantially intact example of a Victorian-style timber
villa, of which there are relatively few surviving examples in the municipality. While it is associated with an early
and significant phase of residential development in Swan Hill, its subsequent removal to the present site in
Woorinen makes interpretation of this somewhat difficult.
References
Information supplied by Mr A Fox, 21 November 2000.
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted to prevent confusion regarding its origins.
The house should be maintained in its largely intact state without further intrusive additions or alterations.
Identified By
Andrew Ward,1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Residence

Reference No.

HO200 (WS6)

Former Name

Departmental Residence

Grade

C

Address

21 Woorinen Road, Woorinen South

Construction Date

c.1915

Map Reference

228.916 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Condition
ü Good

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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Curtilage
The vacant land between the ‘front’ of the house and the railway
line should be maintained to preserve the setting of the building and
to assist in its interpretation as a departmental dwelling.
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History
From the commencement of railways in Victoria until at least the 1960s, the Railway Department often provided
houses for railway workers such as gangers and gatekeepers who would have otherwise found it difficult to secure
suitable accommodation. These were often referred to as ‘Departmental Residences,’ and were generally situated
adjacent to or near country railway stations.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century rail lines were being constructed in various parts of the
Mallee to facilitate the efficient movement of passengers and freight, especially grain. The Swan Hill to Nyah
Railway was opened on 27 May 1915. The former departmental residence was probably erected when the line
opened but there is no definite conformation confirming this.
Description
The former Departmental Residence is a single-storey double-fronted weatherboard house with a gambrel roof clad
in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by a red brick chimney. The facade (which, typically, faces the railway
line, rather than the street) has a skillion verandah, supported on stop-chamfered timber posts, with a timber plank
fringe at each end. A central doorway, with a timber panelled door, is flanked by timber-framed multi-paned
double-hung sash windows. The rear of the house (ie the street frontage) has a weatherboard lean-to wing. There
are two freestanding sheds with gabled roofs, vertical timber cladding. They have ledged-and-braced timber doors,
and small multi-paned sash windows.
Internally, the main house retains numerous original finishes and elements including the ticket hatch with sliding
door, timber dado panelling, tapestry brick fireplace with timber mantel, strapped fibrous plaster ceilings, panelled
timber doors, timber scotia-profile cornices, and matching architraves, skirtings and picture rails.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
Australian Heritage Commission
3.7 Moving goods and people
5.2 Organising workers and work places
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes
Significance
The former Departmental Residence at 21 Woorinen Road, Woorinen South, is of local historical significance.
The house is associated with the laying out of the railway line in 1915, and thus provides evidence of a significant
phase in the early development of the town, and of gradual extension of transport routes through the Mallee in
general. Built as accommodation for railway personnel, the house demonstrates an unusual (and now obsolete)
aspect of railway employment.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp 148, 283.
Recommendations
Retain original elements including verandah and outbuildings.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Harvey’s Tank

Reference No.

HO201 (WS7)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Woorinen Road (opp No 60), Woorinen South

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

224.920 Nyah

Ownership

Private

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of ten metres should be maintained around this
tank on all sides, extending to the edge of the roadway, in order to
preserve its setting and views.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
Harvey’s tank is located on the stock route connecting New South Wales and Adelaide opened by overlanders
Hawden and Bonney in 1838. When the Beveridge family and Kirby brothers selected the Tyntynder run in 1846
they chose this location as the stock watering hole. During the late-1860s Thomas Harvey, a shepherd, lived in
this area, hence the name.
In the early and mid-twentieth century, Harvey’s Tank was a popular swimming venue for local schoolchildren.
Description
Harvey’s Tank is a body of water on an circular plan. There are four parallel rows of timber posts which formerly
supported the tank cover.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1
6.2
7.1
11.1

Pastoral landscape
Stock and domestic water supply
Tracks and roads
Sheep and cattled

Australian Heritage Commission
2.6 Fighting for the land
3.3 Exploiting natural resources
Significance
Harvey’s Tank, off Woorinen Road, Woorinen South, is of local historic and social significance. The site of the
tank is associated both with a stock route of the 1830s, and a stock watering site of the 1840s, and thus provides
evidence of the earliest phase of post-contact settlement in the Mallee area. It is one of very few tanks in Swan
Hill which retain the timber posts which formerly supported the tank cover. Named after a shepherd who occupied
the land in the 1860s, the tank has retained its name for over a century. For many years, it was a popular
swimming venue, and it remains as a local landmark.
References
B Mitchell. ‘Harvey’s Tank: A Historical Link to the Water Supply of Woorinen South’. 1 page undated
typescript. Swan Hill Genealogical Society.
Department of Crown Lands and Survey. Current Record Plan Parish of Woorinen.
Back to Woorinen South, 1930-1980. p.32.
Recommendations
The timber posts should be stabilised or treated to prevent further deterioration.
The site should be interpreted. A sign should be erected to identify the body of water as Harvey’s Tank.
Consideration could be given to the partial reconstruction of the tank’s cover over the timber posts, which would
greatly assist in its interpretation.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Public standpipe

Reference No.

HO202 (WS2)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Woorinen Rd (cnr Palmer Street), Woorinen
South
233.915 Nyah

Construction Date

c.1927

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Map Reference

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage should be maintained around the standpipe,
extending north and east to the edges of the roadways, in order to
preserve the setting, and maintain a view, of this freestanding
object.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
During the 1920s around forty townships in the Mallee were equipped with reticulated water supply such as
Waitchie and Ultima. Woorinen received its reticulated supply during the year ended 30 June 1927 and the
standpipe and trough were presumably erected around then. A similar, but slightly less intact, standpipe survives
at Ultima which is of comparable date. Ruinous stand pipes also exist in the vicinity of Freelands’s Tank at Natya
(HO61) and Bryden’s Tank at Annuello (HO1).
Description
The metal water pipe rises approximately 2.7 metres above ground level, bending at 90 degrees to form an
overhead outlet. It is mounted, by means of metal U-bolts, to a narrow timber frame comprising two square timber
posts connected by horizontal members, bolted to rebate joints. A second frame to the front, lower and wider than
the first, has a pair of rough log posts connected by a lintel, and a backing of corrugated galvanised steel sheeting.
There is shallow galvanised steel trough at the base.
The ground around the standpipe has been cleared and planted with small flowering plants.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
6.2 Stock and domestic water supply
7.1 Tracks and roads
Australian Heritage Commission
3.16 Inventing devices to cope with special Australian problems.
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, light & sewerage)
Significance
The public standpipe on the corner of Woorinen Road and Palmer Street, Woorinen South, is of local historic and
aesthetic interest. It is a largely intact and representative example of this type of vernacular roadside structure,
which was once ubiquitous in rural towns. In time, as more of these public standpipes disappear through
obsolescence and subsequent ruination, the remaining intact examples, such as this one, will become increasingly
significant. Aesthetically, it is a distinctive element on this prominent corner site at the entrance to the town.
References
State Rivers & Water Supply Commission. Annual Report for Year ended 30 June 1927.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The restoration of the standpipe to working order would enhance its interpretation, but this is not essential.
Identified By
Andrew Ward,1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Northern Rivers Scout Camp (part)

Reference No.

HO203 (WW1)

Former Name

Wood Wood Methodist Church

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Wood Wood

Construction Date

1939

Map Reference

138.124 Nyah

Ownership

Scouting Association

Survey Date September 2000

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Existing

Heritage Listings

Recommended

Intactness
ü Good

VHR

ü Fair

Poor

Curtilage
A nominal curtilage of five metres should be maintained around the
building, extending right to the property line at the street frontage,
in order to preserve the setting and views of the hall.

RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
This building was erected in 1939 as the Wood Wood Methodist Church. Methodist ministry had commenced in
the town some three years earlier, when Douglas Rosstrum became Home Missionary at Piangil and began to
conduct services and Sunday School classes in the existing state school buildings at Wood Wood. One elderly
churchgoer, who lived in a houseboat on the river, initiated a project to erect a purpose-built church. To this effect,
a piece of Crown Land on the west (river) side of the Murray Valley Highway was acquired at auction for one
shilling. The elderly instigator was later found dead in his houseboat, but the project went ahead regardless and
the new church was duly opened in early 1939.
The church rapidly became an important focus for religious, social and recreational activity within the community.
For many years, it served as the venue for regular youth rallies and young people’s camps, drawing hundreds of
young people from across the Mallee. Further expansion soon became necessary, and, in 1952, the disused
Methodist Church at Ultima was purchased and relocated to the site at Wood Wood, where it was attached to the
rear of the existing building to serve as a dormitory. The church at Wood Wood was finally closed in 1971 due to
the cost of upkeep.
The building was subsequently acquired by the Scouting Association, who established a camp at the site.
Description
The former Church is a single-storey timber-framed building on a T-shaped plan, comprising a main hall with a
small front porch and a rear wing. Each section has a separate gabled roof, clad in corrugated galvanised steel,
with unlined eaves. The external walls are clad with sheet metal to dado height, and strapped cement sheet above.
The porch has a side entry, with a pair of ledged and braced timber doors, and a timber-framed double-hung sash
window to the front. There are rows of similar windows along the side elevations of the hall, but with fixed hopper
sashes to the lower half. The rear wing (originally the Ultima Methodist Church) has narrow timber-framed
louvred windows. Internally, the hall has a strapped Caneite ceiling, and the rear wing has timber lining board to
walls and ceiling.
Along the property line is a woven wire fence with matching wrought iron gate, between concrete piers. There are
three small bronze plaques in the garden commemorating erstwhile scouts: Mary Mannix, District Cub leader from
1937 to 1975, Merv Bone, president of the Swan Hill District Scout Association (died 20 May 1972), and Paul
Dunlop, Queen’s Scout, who died tragically as a result of a motor cycle accident at the age of 17.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
13.5 Halls
13.7 Leisure
Australian Heritage Commission
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
8.1 Organising recreation
8.5 Forming associations
Significance
The former Wood Wood Methodist Church, on the Murray Valley Highway at Wood Wood, is of local historic and
social significance. Erected in 1939, the hall provides evidence of expanding community facilities in the town
during the formative inter-War period. The rear wing, originally built as the Ultima Methodist Church and
relocated to the present site in 1952, retains associations with the early development of Ultima. For many years the
building at Wood Wood was an important regional focus for Methodist activities, most notable for countless youth
rallies and camps which drew young people from all over the Mallee. Its subsequent use as a scout camp, since
1971, demonstrates a significant continuity of use.
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Aesthetically, the building is a substantially intact and representative example of an inter-war church building,
albeit lacking the architectural pretensions seen in other timber churches in the municipality.
References
Information provided by G Willoughby and Cr A Heslop, June 2001.
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration. The building should be secured to prevent
vandalism when the Scout Camp is not in operation.
The building should be interpreted
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO204 (WW2)

Former Name

Wood Wood State School No. 3353

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Wood Wood

Construction Date

1915

Map Reference

138.124 Nyah

Ownership

Ministry of Education

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Fair

ü Poor

Existing

Recommended

Curtilage
Heritage Listings

VHR

A nominal curtilage should be maintained around the various
buildings to preserve their setting and their relationship to each
other. The vacant land between the classrooms and the front
property line should also be maintained to preserve the roadside
views of the school and assist in its interpretation.

RNE
Planning Scheme

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Wood Wood State School No 3353 was established on its present site in 1909, and the present building was
opened on 2 October 1915. An earlier school had been established at Wood Wood in 1900, occupying a hall near
the Wood Wood wine shades with some thirty pupils under head teacher Thomas Watchorn. When the new school
opened in 1915, the old building was relocated to Nyrraby.
By 1972, the school’s enrolments had dropped to fourteen students. Within two years, it had further fallen to only
six, and the school was finally closed in 1974. From the late 1970s, the premises was used as a school camp for
students from Swan Hill Primary School. It became known as ‘Camp Golding’ after one of the school’s former
headmasters. To provide additional accommodation, a second building was relocated to the site. This was a
former state school which had been originally erected at Narrung in 1923, where it served as State School 3386 for
seven years before being moved to Piambie, where it served as State School No 4162 until its closure in 1970.1
By 1990 the buildings at Camp Golding were in need of considerable structural repair and the electric wiring was
condemned. The buildings remain in poor condition.
Description
The former Wood Wood school site comprises a cluster of buildings: two schoolrooms, one large and one small, a
shower block, and a toilet block. The shower block, at the rear of the site, is a windowless weatherboard building,
rectangular in plan, with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. Internally, shower cubicles have been
formed with stud-framed partitions. The nearby toilet block consists of two weatherboard cubicles with skillion
roofs, encircled by a stud-framed screen, clad with corrugated galvanised steel.
The smaller schoolroom (originally the Narrung State School) is a weatherboard building, almost square in plan,
raised up on concrete stumps, with a hipped (pyramidal) roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. The east (street)
frontage has a pair of timber-framed double-hung sash windows to the lobby, with a recessed porch to the left,
reached by a short flight of timber steps. The rear elevation has an attached pair of identical windows.
The larger schoolroom (the original Wood Wood State School) is a weatherboard building, rectangular in plan,
with a gambrel roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel, penetrated by cylindrical ridge vents and a red brick
chimney at one end. The north frontage has a projecting wing, containing the kitchens, with two small fixed-sash
windows. A recessed porch, to the left of the kitchen, has an entrance with a panelled timber door. The south
frontage has quadripartite timber-framed multi-paned double-hung sash windows with fanlights. The east (front)
wall has a timber sign with the painted title WOOD WOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Internally, both schoolrooms have timber floors, and timber lining board to the walls and ceilings. The larger
schoolroom has a canted ceiling, and retains the typical raised teacher’s platform, with blackboard, along one wall.
The smaller classroom retains a carved timber mantelpiece to the fireplace.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
9.2
13.3

Building of towns
Schools

Australian Heritage Commission
6.2
6.5

1
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Establishing schools
Educating people in remote places

Letter, Margaret Banks (Swan Hill Genealogical Society) to Cr Albert Heslop, 18 June 2001.
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Significance
The former Wood Wood Primary School is of local historic significance. Opened in 1915, the original classroom
building are associated with an early phase of development in Wood Wood, and it remains as one of the oldest
surviving buildings in the town. The smaller schoolroom, originally built at Narrung in 1923 and relocated to the
present site (via Piambie) in the late 1970s, is the most intact surviving building associated with the now-vanished
settlement at Narrung. It provides evidence of the ubiquitous pattern of closure and relocation which characterised
the establishment of school in the Mallee in the early twentieth century.
Both buildings are intact and representative examples of their type. The closure of the school and subsequent
abandonment of the buildings has ensured a particularly high level of intactness not seen at comparable schools,
such as Woorinen South and Piangil, which are still in operation.
The toilet block and shower block (former store?) at the rear of the site of little heritage significance. They are
largely intact and representative examples of their type. While they are not of individual significance, they
contribute to the interpretation of the site as a typical rural school with vernacular facilities.
References
Education Department of Victoria. Vision and Realisation. p 340.
M Irvin Lester. Wood Wood Primary School 1900-1974. p 41
Recommendations
Undertake basic maintenance to prevent further deterioration.
The various buildings should be secured to prevent further damage and vandalism.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Coach Route and Pepper Trees (Schinus molle)

Reference No.

HO205 (WW3)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

off Murray Valley Highway, Wood Wood

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

160.065 Nyah

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Existing

Recommended

Curtilage

ü

ü

A curtilage should be preserved to maintain the setting of the trees,
nominally the dimension of the canopy overhang plus a nominal
five metres, and also extending to the edge of the roadway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Pepper tree (Schinus molle) is native to South America, and was introduced for cultivation in Victoria in 1873
by St Kilda nurseryman George Brunning.
The trees are associated with the coach route, and, in particular, the former site of the Cobb and Co stables. The
coach service, operated by Archibald McDonald, commenced in 1861 between Swan Hill and Euston on the
opposite side of the Murray River from where Robinvale now is. It ran once per week throughout the 1860s and
two or three times per week from the 1880s until 1915 when the railway opened between Swan Hill and Piangil. It
connected with coaches meeting trains at Bendigo until 1890 when the railway opened to Swan Hill.
Description
Located along the east side of the Murray Valley Highway, the cluster of pepper trees are about five metres high.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.2

Coach routes

Australian Heritage Commission
1.2
3.6
3.7

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Establishing lines and networks of communication
Moving goods and people

Significance
The pepper trees at Wood Wood are of local historic significance. Presumably planted in the late nineteenth
century, they are associated with the coach routes which represented a significant network of transport and
communication through the region at that time. The trees are among the few surviving elements associated with
this long-obsolete mode of transport which was superseded by the extension of the railway network from the 1890s
onward.
References
Bradshaw’s Guide to Victoria.
M Brookes. Plants listed in nursery catalogues of Victoria 1855-1889. p 283.
Recommendations
Remove shrub material from under canopy; retain canopy clearance above trees.
The trees should be assessed on a 1 to 2 year basis by a qualified arborist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Pepper Trees (Schinus molle)

Reference No.

HO206 (WW4)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Hwy (cnr Miralie Rd), Wood Wood

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

-

Ownership

Swan Hill Council

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Heritage Listings

Fair

Poor

Recommended

Existing

Curtilage
A curtilage should be preserved to maintain the setting of the trees,
nominally the dimension of the canopy overhang plus a nominal
five metres, and also extending to the edge of the roadway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme (HO18)

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The Pepper tree (Schinus molle) is native to South America, and was introduced for cultivation in Victoria in 1873
by St Kilda nurseryman George Brunning.
Description
The pair of Pepper trees (Schinus molle) are approximately six metres tall, but the one to the south side has a
thicker trunk.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
Australian Heritage Commission
1.2
1.4

Tracing the emergence of and development of Australian plants and animals
Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia

Significance
The Pepper Trees on the corner of the Murray Valley Highway and Miralie Road at Wood Wood are of some
scientific (botanical) and aesthetic interest. They are somewhat large examples of their species and are a
prominent element along the roadway.
References
M Brookes. Plants listed in nursery catalogues of Victoria 1855-1889. p 283.
Recommendations
Remove shrub material from under canopy; retain canopy clearance above trees.
The trees should be assessed on a 1 to 2 year basis by a qualified arborist.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 October 1998.
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Current Name

Canoe Tree

Reference No.

HO207 (new)

Former Name

-

Grade

C

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Wood Wood

Construction Date

-

Map Reference

-

Ownership

Not known

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
Good

ü Fair

Condition
Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

ü Fair

ü

ü

A nominal curtilage of twenty metres should be maintained around
the tree on all sides to preserve its setting, and its views from the
Murray Valley Highway.

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme (HO18)
National Trust (Vic)
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History
The land on which the canoe tree stands was originally occupied by the Wati Wati tribe, whose territory extended
from present-day Swan Hill, north to Boundary Bend, west to Manangatang, and east, across the Murray River, to
Moulamein in New South Wales. Peter Beveridge, one of the early settlers in the Swan Hill district, recorded the
following recollections of local Aboriginal canoe-making in his book, Aborigines of Victoria and the Riverina,
published posthumously in 1889:
Their canoes are made from the bark of the redgum tree, bark of other trees is also used, but
merely for temporary use, as none but the former will stand the weather without curling up or
splitting. They are made in all cases from a single sheet, without tie or join. In making these
vessels, trees with natural bends are chosen as curls so obtained precludes the necessity of having
to use fires to give the required rise, stem and stern.
Beveridge further noted that a typical canoe lasted for about two years before the bark became sodden, by which
time ‘the owner, in his rambles, keeps his eyes about him, with the view of discovering a suitable tree from which
he can take a canoe, wherewith to replace his now frail craft’.
Scarred canoe trees are relatively common in Victoria. In Melbourne alone, there are over 300 examples registered
as archaeological sites, including well-known specimens in the Fitzroy Gardens and the Heide property in Bulleen.
In addition to the example at Wood Wood, there is a scarred tree in the Narrung State Forest, near the Murray
River, southeast of Boundary Bend, which is classified by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria).
Description
The Scarred Tree is a eucalypt species, most likely a River Red Gum. A plaque at the base of the tree bears the
following caption:
scarred tree / the scar on this tree was created when Aboriginal people removed bark / bark was
used to make canoes, shelters, food and water containers, string, baby carriers and other items. /
please respect this site. / it is particularly important to aboriginal people / and is part of the heritage
of all Australians. / all Aboriginal cultural sites are protected by state and commonwealth law
Thematic Context

Thematic Environmental History
1.1

The First Peoples

Australian Heritage Commission
2.1
2.2

Recovering the experience of Australia’s earliest inhabitants
Appreciating how Aboriginal people adapted themselves to diverse regions before regular contact with other
parts of the world

Significance
The Scarred Tree of the Murray Valley Highway in Wood Wood is of local historic significance. It provides
valuable evidence of the occupation of the area by Aboriginal people prior to, and in the early days of, European
settlement, and significantly demonstrates the actual process of canoe making. It is a representative example of a
scarred tree, of which many examples remain in Victoria, enhanced by its particularly prominent location beside
the Murray Valley Highway.
References
National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Citation T1167
Peter Beveridge. Aborigines of Victoria and the Riverina. pp 64-65.
Meyer Eidelson. The Melbourne Dreaming: A Guide to the Aboriginal Places of Melbourne. pp 17, 18, 22.
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Recommendations
The tree should be examined for any infestation of fungi, white ants, or wood rot, and preventative or remedial
measures taken as required.
The stability of the tree should also be assessed, and appropriate reinforcement provided as required.
Galvanised metal capping could be installed at the top of the trunk to prevent water ingress and to discourage
rotting. Alternatively, a simple shelter could be erected over the tree, which would also prevent weathering of the
trunk surface and any further deterioration of the exposed ‘scar’. Any such structure, however, should not restrict
pedestrian movement around the tree, or obstruct its views from the Murray Valley Highway.
Interpretation could be greatly improved. The existing interpretative plaque could be complemented with specific
information regarding the Wati Wati tribe, historic photographs, or excerpts from Peter Beveridge’s contemporary
descriptions of Aboriginal life along the Murray.
Identified By
Swan Hill Rural Council, 30 April 2001.
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Current Name

-

Reference No.

HO208 (Y2)

Former Name

Yungera Railway Station

Grade

C

Address

Boundary Bend-Kooloonong Road, Yungera

Construction Date

Unknown

Map Reference

-

Ownership

-

Survey Date August 2000

Intactness
Good

Fair

Fair

ü Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

VHR
RNE
Planning Scheme

Condition
Good

ü Poor

A curtilage of a nominal twenty metres should be maintained to all
sides of the clearing which contains the station site, extending
further west to the edge of the roadway where the original station
entrance was located, and further to the north and south, along the
further railway line, for a nominal distance of 100 metres beyond
the platform ruins.

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The railway between Kooloonong to Yungera was the second last portion of line to be constructed in the northwest of Victoria. The last was a 15 kilometre portion between Meringur and Morkalla, about 100 kilometres west
of Mildura in 1942. Yungera opened to traffic on 29 March 1926 but closed on 6 August 1957. No information is
available on neither the types of platforms and buildings nor their construction dates.
Description
The former station ground at Yungera comprises a pair of parallel embankments, approximately fifteen metres
apart, which are the ruins of the original railway platforms. The area between the embankments, where the
railway line was once located, has remnant timber sleepers imbedded in the ground. The eastern embankment is
approximately 85 metres long, and the western embankment is approximately 25 metres long. Both embankments
are about six metres wide, and are ramped at each end. The remains of an unsealed driveway extend from the
western platform to the road, where the former entrance to the station ground is marked by a timber gatepost.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
7.4 Railways
9.1 Development of towns
Australian Heritage Commission
3.6 Establishing lines and networks of communication
3.7 Moving goods and people
4.5 Making towns to serve rural Australia
Significance
The site of the former Yungera Railway Station, off the Boundary Bend-Kooloonong Road, Yungera, is of local
historic significance. Along with comparable abandoned stations at Coonimur and Natya, the site is associated
with the laying out of the railway network through the Mallee in the 1920s, and thus provides evidence of the
thriving economic development in the region in the early twentieth century. The subsequent closure of the railway
line, and the ruination of the station sites, further demonstrates the waning economy of the area in the second half
of the twentieth century.
References
L Harrigan. Victorian Railways to ’62. pp.283-284
Recommendations
The site should be interpreted. As a minimum requirement, a sign should be installed stating ‘Yungera station’.
Consideration should be given to the establishment of a linear park along the former railway route, and including
the abandoned station sites at Natya, Coonimur and Yungera.
Identified By
Andrew Ward, 1 May 1998.
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Current Name

Yungera Homestead

Reference No.

HO209 (Y1)

Former Name

-

Grade

B

Address

Murray Valley Highway, Boundary Bend

Construction Date

c.1852

Map Reference

-

Ownership

Private

Survey Date September 2000

Intactness
ü Good

Fair

Condition
ü Good

Poor

Poor

Recommended

Curtilage

Existing

Heritage Listings

Fair

A curtilage should be maintained of a nominal twenty metres to all
sides of the homestead, extending north to the edge of the river.

VHR
ü

RNE
Planning Scheme (HO12)

ü

ü

National Trust (Vic)
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History
The property on which Yungera homestead stands was taken up by Alexander McCallum one of the first squatters
in north-western Victoria, in September 1846. It was a Port Phillip Pastoral Lease of around 57000 acres (22,800
hectares) with a grazing capacity of around 8000 sheep. It also had a frontage to the Murray River of around 20
miles (30 kilometres). Alexander married Jessie Hannah Hughan on 14 July 1851 and the witnesses were Robert
Campbell and John McCrae, both prominent Swan Hill residents in the 1850s. The section of the homestead with
the hipped roof was constructed c.1852 and the verandah posts were cut by means of an adz, a type of small axe.
The McCrae family travelled to Scotland in 1858 and Alexander remained there until his death in 1870, but Mrs
McCrae returned to Australia during the 1860s and resumed running the property for sheep. She died in 1865 as a
result of contracting pneumonia after attending to a sick farmer near Lette in New South Wales. She was treated
by prominent Swan Hill resident Dr Gummow. In 1870 the McCallum family sold the property to the Oriental
Bank. Henry Miller (1809-1888) then owned it from 1883 until the late 1880s. He was a prominent property
speculator who owned numerous pastoral properties as well as property in metropolitan Melbourne. He was also a
member of Victoria’s Legislative Council from its inception in 1851 until January 1867. Subsequent owners to
Miller were the Buchanan family until c.1926 and then the Bennett family until the 1960s. During the mid-1960s
Yungera Homestead was owned briefly by Bernie Foster and then the Bryden family. Mrs Liardet has been owner
and occupier since 1968 and oversaw the placing of 25cm (1 foot) concrete supports under each verandah post as
the condition of the timber was deteriorating.
Description
The Yungera Homestead is a single-storey hand-sawn weatherboard cottage with a steep hipped roof, clad in
corrugated galvanised steel and penetrated by a plain brick chimney. The house is surrounded on three sides by a
verandah with a skillion roof (originally clad in timber shingles) supported on adzed stop-chamfered timber posts.
The north and south elevations each have a central doorway, with a panelled timber door, flanked by timberframed double-hung sash windows. The east elevation has a pair of aluminium-framed sliding sash windows.
A second house, attached to the western side of the original homestead, is a single-storey rendered masonry cottage
on an L-shaped plan, with a gabled roof clad in corrugated galvanised steel. It has a skillion verandah, supported
on square timber posts. Gable ends have timber lining boards to the eaves, and steel tray-deck infill. The street
frontage has a central brick chimney, flanked by aluminium framed sash windows.
Thematic Context
Thematic Environmental History
3.1 Pastoral landscape
11.1 Sheep and cattle
Australian Heritage Commission
3.4
3.8
3.15
8.12

Developing primary production
Farming for export under Australian conditions
Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure
Living in and around Australian homes

Significance
The original portion of the Yungera Homestead is of regional historic significance. Erected in the early 1850s, it is
associated with the initial settlement of pastoralists in the Swan Hill district, and thus provides evidence of an early
and significant phase of post-contact settlement. The homestead is one of the oldest surviving buildings in the in
the municipality. It also derives significance as the home of district pioneer Alexander McCallum, after whom
McCallum Street was named, and also from its fleeting association with prominent Boom-era property developer
Henry Miller, who owned the homestead in the mid-1880s.
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The more recent portion of the homestead, to the east of the original building, is of unknown origin but much of
the existing fabric appears to date from the mid-twentieth century or later. This portion of the building is
considered to be of no heritage significance.
References
A Feldtmann. History of the Stations.
Information provided by L Liardet, Yungera.
B Nairn and G Searle Ed.; Australian Dictionary of Biography 1851-1890, Melbourne University Press, Carlton,
1981,Vol. 5, pp.252-53
Recommendations
Retain original external features, including the hand-sawn weatherboard cladding and adzed timber posts.
Identified By
Not specified.
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